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ABSTRACT 

Mineralogical and textural evidence indica tes that the basal

tic achond rit es originated in one or more magmatic episodes in a 

variety of cooling environments that resulted in textures ranging 

from gabbroic to diabasic. Chemical compositional and mineralogical 

variations are consistent wl th a common origin for the basaltic 

achondrites by magmatic differentiation. The characteristics of 

the mi.neralogical, major element and trace element variations are 

similar to those of the Skaergaard intrusion, but the basaltic 

achondrite magmas started from different compositions and crystal

lized under nuch lower partial pressures of oxygen(in the stability 

field of metallic iron) than did the magmas of the Skaergaard 

intrusion. The differentiation trends shown by the basaltic achcm

dri tes indicate that the starting material had calcic plagioclase 

and was depleted in alkalis with respect to chondri tic meteorites, 

in which the plagioclase is sodic. 

Brecciation is a conspicuous feature of most basaltic achon

drites, which can be most satisfactorily subgrouped on the basis of 

breccia type as brecciated eucri tes (monomict breccias), eucri tes 

(unbreccia ted), and howa rdi tes (polymict breccias). Petrographic 

evidence suggests that some textural metamorphism and brecciation were 

produced by shock effects that accompanied impact events on the surface 

of the parent body. The abundances of basaltic achandri te falls are 

consistent with a surface-sampling mechanism such as meteorite impact 

ejection. A preponderance of nea r-surface samples and the distinct 

differences between the basal tic achondrites and chondrites suggest 

that the moon is the probable parent body of the basaltic achondrites. 
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I 

INTRODUCTION 

Definition of basaltic achondrites 

The basaltic achondrites are a chemically and texturally diverse 

group of meteorites which have general similarities of mineralogy and 

textures in common with terrestrial basaltic rocks . They are com-

posed primarily of calcic plagioclase and pyroxene and have magmatic 

textures ranging from gabbroic to basaltic. 

Previous classifications have divided the basaltic achondrites 

into "eucrites" and "howardites 11 , which Mason( 1) has combined in a 

group called pyroxene-plagioclase achondrites . The basaltic achondrites 

as defined here differ from the basaltic- type achondrite group of Urey 

and Craig( 2) and the calcium-rich group of Prior()) in that the calcium-

rich pyroxene achondrites Angra dos Reis , Nakhla and Lafayette are not 

included. The silicate phase of mesosiderites , which was recognized by 

Prior(4) to be similar to the basaltic achondrites , is included in the 

basalt ic achondrite classification in this work. 

Previous investigations 

Many of the major features of the basaltic achondrites have been 

described by previous-· investigators . Summaries of the earliest work 

on these meteorites are contained in Hahl(5) and Michel(b) . It had 

been recognized at that time that the magmatic textures of the basaltic 

achondr i tes were similar to terrestrial diabases and Wahl ' s work on the 

pyroxenes established the presence of low calcium clinopyroxene (pigeon

ite) in the basaltic achondrites . Michel studied the plagioclase of 

meteorites and contributed useful information on the petrography of the 

basaltic achondrites . Chemical analyses had shown some of the basaltic 
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achondrites to be saturated with respect to silica and Berwerth(?) des-

cribed the occurrence of tridymite and quartz as minerals of these meteor-

ites . It had been noted that the majority of known basaltic achondrites 

were brecciated and the early workers concluded that they resembled 

terrestrial volcanic tuff- breccias . 

No petrological study of the basaltic achondrites as a group has 

been carried out since 1912, but some good descriptive papers on individ

ual meteorites have been oublished. Among these are LaCroix(B) on the 

Bereba meteorite ; foshag( 9) on the Pasamonte meteorite ; and Henderson 

and Davis(lO) and Hess and Henderson(ll) on the Moore County meteorite . 

Hess and Henderson argued for a process of magmatic crystal accumulation 

on the basis of preferred orientation of plagioclase and pyroxene grains . 

A paper by Game(l 2) reported a detailed investigation of the plagioclase 

of the Juvinas meteorite . Zavaritskii and Kvasha(l3) gave some infor-

mation on meteorites that have fallen in the USSR. A compilation of 

chemical analyses of basaltic achondrites was given by Urey and Craig(2) . 

More recently, a number of the basaltic achondrites have been 

analyzed by newly developed techniques fo r minor and trace elements and 

for a variety of isotopic systems . Absolute age calculations have been 

made f r om some of the isotope relationships, while other elemental and 

isotopic data has been considered in theories of the origin and evolution 

of the meteorites and the solar system. The lack of closely correlated 

detailed petrographic and chemical data has made the interpretation of 

many aspects of the minor element and isotopic data difficult . 

Scope of this work 

The intent of this work is to provide the detailed textural, mineral-

ogical and chemical data necessary for the formation of an adequate model 

for the origin and history of the basaltic achondrites . New bulk chemical 
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analyses, analyses of co-existing minerals, optical and structural 

data for minerals, trace element analyses and petrographic observations 

are combined with older data, mainly chemical, to outline reasonable 

magmatic histories of the achondrites . Isotopic data has been compiled 

from the literature and discussed in the context of the present work. 

Petrogranhic evidence on the nature of post- magmatic events is presented. 

The paper is divided into e i ght sections : 

(I) Introduction 

(II) Textures and Structures - A meteorite by meteorite description 

of the microscopic and macroscopic physical features of these achon

drites, with a discussion of the principal events in the histories 

of the meteorites as inferred from textural observations . 

(III) Chemical Composition of the Basaltic Achondrites and~ of 

their Constituent Minerals - Older and new bulk chemical analyses 

and analyses of mineral separates. Systematics of compositional 

variations among the achondrites . 

(IV) Mineralogy- A description of minerals, including composition 

and crystal-structure data, observations on sub-solidus transfor

mations in pyroxene and observations on polymorphic variations of 

plagioclase and silica. 

(V) Petrologic Trends - A discussion of compositional and miner

alogical variations in these basalt ic achondrites based on obser

vational and experimental data on differentiation of terrestrial 

basaltic magmas . 

(VI) Trace Elements - New determinations of trace elements in meteor

ites and mineral separates . Trace element variations are compared 

to the variations shown by rocks of the Skaergaard intrusion. The 

relation of achondrites to chondrites is examined. 
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(VII) Nuclear Data - A com~ilation of absolute age calculations , 

cosmic ray exposure ages and primordial isotopic abundances, with 

discussion based on the chemical and textural observations made in 

this wor k. 

(VIII) Summary and Conclusions - From a summary of the principal 

features of the basaltic achondrites , aspects of their origin and 

history are cons idered. Limits are placed on the nature and 

identity of the parent body of these meteorites . 

Samples and Thin Sections 

Table 1 gives a list of the meteorite sam~les available for th i s 

work. Meteor ite samples available only for non- destruct ive analysis 

are indicated . Table 2 gives an indexed list of all thin sections 

available for study and gives the repository for each th in section. This 

collection of thin sections of basaltic achondrites is ~robably the most 

comprehensive collection ever studied by a single investigator . 
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TABIE 1 

SPECDlmS STUDIED m THIS WOBK 

Specimens available 
for 

Macroscopic study 

Fragment, o. Sg 
Fragment, 5g 
Fragment, 40g 
Fragment, lg 
Stone, 50g 
Stone and fragments, JOg 
Powder, 4g 
Cut slab 
Original stone, 250g 
Two stones, 40g 
Fragment 
Cut slab 
Complete stone, JOg 
Cut stone 
Fragments, JOg 
Fragment 
Fragment 
Stone 
Fragment and powder 
Fragment 
Fragment 
Stone, 70g 

Source 

E.P. Henderson, U.S.Nat.MUs. 
J.F. Lovering, Aust. Nat.Univ. 
B. llason, Am. M.ls. Nat. Hist. 
C.B. Moore, Ariz. State Univ. 
B. Yason 
W.v. Engelharot, Ttlbingen Univ. 
E.P. Henderson 
C.B. Moore 

C.B. lbore 
E. P. Han de rson 
C.B. Voore 
B. llason 
E.P. Henderson 

Roy, Geol. Survey of India 
P. Gast, Univ. of Minn. 
E. Anders, Univ. of Chicago 
c. B. ~ore 
w. v. Engelhardt 
c. B. Moore 
B. Mason 
E.P. Henderson 



Meteorite 

Bholghati 
Bialystok 

Binda 
Crab Orchard. 
Estherville 
Frankfort 
Jonzac 
Juvinas 

Kapoeta 
li>ore County 
Nuevo Laredo 
Pasamnte 
Pavlovka 
Petersburg 

Serra de Mage 
Shergotty 

Sioux County 
Stannem 
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TABLE 2 

THIN SECTIONS STUDIED IN THIS WORK 

Label 

BU-1915, 140 
Bll-96257 
CTI-Bial-1,2 
crr-Bin-1 
crr-eb0-1,2 
crr-E-1 
Bll-4.3055 
BY-19974 
crr-Juv-1,2,.3,4 
B!l-45845 
UCI.J-l,d 
CIT-11::-1 
CIT-.~L-1,2 
CIT-Pas-1 
Bll-55255 
Bll-.3205.3(.3) 
crr-Pet-1 
CTI-sdM-1 
u.s.N.Y.-321 
BM-41~0(2) 
crr-sh-1 
crr-sc-1,2,.3 
CIT-st-1,2~.3 
B~970(4J 

Source 

M. Hey, Br. Jils. Nat. Hist. 
ll. Hey 

Y. Hey 
M. Hey 

M. Hey 
K. Kei1, Univ. Calif. La Jolla 

ll. Hey 
)(. Hey 

E.P. Henderson, u.s. Nat. Jils. 
ll. Hey 

M. Hey 
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II 

TEXTURES AN~ STRUCTURES 

Textures observed in the basaltic achondrites can be ascribed to 

two different genetic types, those related primarily to the crystalliza

tion histories and those related to the mechanical fragmentation histories 

of these meteorites . The development of the chemical compositional fea

tures of the meteorites can be seen in magmatic and metamorphic textures 

and some limits on the physical and chemical conditions of the crystal 

lization history can be obtained from study of these textures . Brecciation 

is a conspicuous textural feature of most of these meteorites and analysis 

of the fragmental textures can lead to some understanding of the post

crystallization history of the basaltic achondrites . Some meteorites 

show evidence of post-accumulation chemical effects and clasts in some 

brecciated meteorites may have undergone magmatic crystallization, 

metamorphism, fragmentation, and recrystallization processes before their 

final fragmentat i on and accumulation. Following the final accumulation 

of the fragments, the brecciated materials were compacted enough to sur

vive as meteorites . 

This section gives descriptions of the textures observed in a number 

of basaltic achondrites along with an interpretation of the manner in 

which they developed. The origin of some of the textures can not be a 

matter of much controversy. In some cases, however, there may be more 

than one possible interpretation of the genesis of a texture and in a 

few cases only speculative interpretations can be made. The textural 

descriptions are given on a meteorite by meteorite basis, but most of the 

interpretation is reserved for a summary at the end of this section. 
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Textural descriptions are not independent of compositional and 

mineralogical properties of the meteorites . Where reference is made, in 

this section, to mineral composition or to bulk meteorite composition, 

the reader can refer to later chapters for supporting detail . Table 3 

gives a summary descr i ption of the minerals of the basaltic achondrites 

which enter into the textural descriptions . 
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Table 3 

Minerals of the Basaltic Achondrites 

Pyroxenes 

Pigeonite; monoclinic pyroxene in CaSi03-MgSi0
3

-FeSio
3 

system 

with low CaSi0
3 

content . Generally described by 

Fe/Fe+Mg content . 

Hypersthene ; orthorhombic pyroxene in MgSi0
3

-FeSi0
3 

system with 

less than u% CaSi0
3

• 

Ferroaugite; monoclinic pyroxene in CaSi03-MgSi0
3

-FeSi0
3 

system 

with high CaSi0
3 

content, high Fe/Fe+Mg. 

Feldspar 

Plagioclase ; feldspar with composition primarily described by 

the proportion of albite NaA1Si3o
8 

and anorthite 

CaA12Si2o
8

• 

In these meteorites the plagioclase generally has 

greater than 80% anorthite molecule . 

Maskelynite ; amorphous plagioclase 

Free Silica 

Tridymite 

Quartz 

Cristobalite 

Other Minerals 

Metallic iron, troilite (FeS), ilmenite, chromite, whitlockite 

(phosphate), magnetite . 
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METSORITE DESCRIPTIONS 

Nuevo Laredo 

The first complete petrographic and textural description of Nuevo 

Laredo is presented as part of this study. 

Except for a corner which had been broken off and lost , the original 

500 gram stone had a complete fus ion crust. The crust is greenish black 

and filled with spherical cavities up to . 03 mm in diameter ; the cavities 

apparently represent bubbles of volatiles which were formed during the 

f usion in atmospheric flight (Plate la) . Rills of glossy black glass 

which flowed over the fusion crust have fewer spherical cavities . The 

fusion crust consists of three portions (Plate 3a) . An outer zone , about 

0. 05 mm thick, is composed of dense brown glass in which the spherical 

cavities are conspicuous . An intermediate zone, generally about 0. 05 mm 

thick, is primarily colorless glass into which a few plagioclase laths 

extend from the interior . The intermediate zone grades into an interior 

zone of darkened crystalli ne materi a l which appears to mark the limit 

of the chemical effects of the fusion process . 

In the hand specimen (Plate lb) , dark lithic fragments make up about 

fifty percent of the surface. The largest dark fragment has a maximum 

dimension of about five centimeters . At some point in the spectrum of 

fragment sizes , an arbitrary distinction must be made between f ragments 

and matr ix , because there is an aoparent continuum of f ragment sizes f r om 

t he coarsest lithi c fragments to the finest fragmental material in the 

matrix. Also , crystal fragments vary in dimensions and an arbitrary 

cutoff must be made between groundmass and crystal fragments . In Nuevo 

Laredo, it is convenient to call fragments larger than 1 mm lithic or 

crystal f ragments , and smaller fragments are included in the category of 

matrix. Fragments greater than 1 mm make up approximately forty percent 
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o: the surface area of the meteorite, and fragments greater than 10 mm 

make up ten to fifteen percent of the meteorite (visual estimate) . 

~fihen a sample of the meteorite was crushed for mineral separation 

purposes, it was noted that some fragments were very resistant to 

crushing. A retained )8 mesh fraction of resistant fragments was 

separated for special study. The fragments were of two types, dark 

gray lithic fragments and light gray fragments composed primarily of 

matrix material (Plate )b) . Most of the fragments are equant or sub

spherical . Some shaping may have been produced by abrasion during 

crushing of the meteorite. However , on the broken surface of the 

meteorite and on many of the resistant dark lithic fragments there are 

some very smooth surfaces . The smoothness of these surfaces , which occur 

primarily on black pyroxene grains , causes some fragments partially ex

posed on the surface of the meteorite to appear as smooth hemisnheres 

which are suggestive of the appearance of chondrules in chondritic 

meteorites . They are different from chondrules in that the smooth sur

faces rarely extend over more than a hemisphere . The composition and 

internal textures of these resistant rounded lithic fragments are similar 

to those of larger more angular lithic fragments in the meteorite . It 

would appear that the rounding which is observed on some fragments is 

due to mechanical effects . 

At low magnification in thin section, it is difficult to distinguish 

lithic fragments from what is more properly called matrix material . In 

( 0 late 2a) the field contains primarily matrix material, but some lithic 

fragments occur in which the crystal size is only slightly greater than 

that of the matrix. The matrix consists of fine- grained fragmental 

material which in some portions has an average grain size of less than 
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ten microns. In these areas the matrix is brown and nearly isotropic. 

Between crossed nicols, very small spots of birefringence apparently 

represent very fine-grained crystal fragments. Even in portions of the 

matrix in which the average fragment size is ten microns to thirty microns, 

the overall effect ~etween crossed nicols is a mass of very low birefrin

gence, although if attention is focussed on individual grains, they can 

be identified as pyroxene or feldspar on the basis of their birefringence. 

Because of the fine grain size of many of the lithic fragments and 

the identical mineralogy of fragments and matrix, the boundaries may be 

indistinct and seemingly gradational as in Plates 2a and 2b . Crystals 

apparently do not cross fragment-matrix boundaries . Rather, the indis

tinct nature of the boundaries appears to be due to overlapping of the 

f ine- grained matrix onto lithic fragments with irregular shapes . 

Fragments of nearly opaque brown "glass" are scattered sparsely 

throughout the meteorite . Although the material is optically isotropic , 

an X-ray diffraction pattern of an uncrushed globule of "glass" showed 

plagioclase and clinopyroxene diffraction peaks, which indicates that 

the nglass" is cryptocrystalline. In one place, "glass" fragments form 

a discontinuous vein- like feature (Plate ha) . Ma~y of the fragments are 

separated froM one another by fine-grained groundmass, which indicates 

that the glass has not been formed in place . Distribution of the "glass" 

fragments in the veinlike arrangement is probably due to mechanical 

effects related to brecciation. 

In one of the "glass" fragments, two clinopyroxene (pigeonite) grains 

about 0. 8 mm in length are present (Plate hb) . The grains have skeletal 

terminations, but sharply defined prism boundaries, and are interpreted 

as phenocrysts in the basaltic magma cco l ed rapidly to form the "glass" . 
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This is the only feature observed in this study of basaltic achondrites 

which, can be described as porphyritic texture with any certainty. The 

basalti c achondrites, in general, show non-porphyr itic textures, perhaps 

due to the lack of preservation of large fragments in which such textures 

could be observed, but more probably due to the nature of the sequence 

of crystallization in the basaltic magmas . Both plagioclase and pyroxene 

apparently began to cryst allize at the same time during the cooling 

history of the magmas . 

Special thin sections were prepared of a number of the more resist 

ant fragments . The following discussion of the t extures of f ragments in 

Nuevo Laredo is derived primarily f rom study of the thin sections of 

these separated fragments . Most of the textures observed resemble tex

tures of terrestrial diabasic rocks which occur as shallow intrusive 

rocks . Compositional zoning within individua l lithic f ragments is 

further direct evidence that these materia~originally crystallized f r om 

l iquid phases . 

Aside from the "glass" described above, the t extures observed are 

holocrystalline and represent average grain sizes from 0. 01 to about 

1 mm. The overall average grain size is about 0.3 mm. The finest

grained f ragments have int ergranular textures, with anhedral pigeonite 

and ferroaugite grains filling interstices between thin plagioclase 

plates . Plate Sa shows fragment wi th an intermediate grain size 

composed primarily of plagioclase l aths and clinopyroxene grains in 

intergranular to sub-ophitic texture. Cr istobalite occurs between 

plagioclase and pyroxene grains in a re lationship which suggests that 

it is a primary magmatic mineral . Plate Sb shows a fragment with sub

ophitic t exture in which the pyroxene i s as coarse as 1 mm. 
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In coarser f ragment s plagioclase occurs both as laths and as 

irregular interstitial grains . The plagioclase laths of Nuevo Laredo 

have composition of An
85

, but the inters t itial plagioclase is more 

sodic and some grains as sodic as An
65 

have been observed . The inter

stitial plagioclase is commonly found in association with accumulations 

of troilite, suggesting that both minerals were concentrated in the 

late stages of crystallization (Plate 6a) . 

Pigeonite and ferroaug ite are generally greenish brown with many 

slight color variations in single grains and between grains . In some 

grains , a small amount of inversion of pigeonite to colorless hypers 

thene causes color variations . Ferroaugite is lighter in color than 

pigeonite and may be responsible for some of the variability of color . 

Variations of Fe/Fe+Mg have not been detected in the pigeonite , but if 

present could produce additional variability of color . Both pigeonite 

and f erroaugite contain abundant inclusions and the density of 

inclusions may affect the color . 

Although there is a small amount of partial inversion of pigeonite 

to hypersthene, there is little evidence of exsolution phenomena. The 

two f eatures are expected to be coupled because the calcium content of 

pigeonite is generally greater than the hynersthene structure can hold 

and calcium-rich pyroxene must be exsolved before inversion can occur. 

Under high magnification fine planes parallel to (001) in both pigeonite 

and ferroaugite can be seen. These may be crypto-exsolution lamallae, 

but could possibly represent twinning of the clinopyroxene . Ferroaugite 

occurs in distinct grains which can be physically separated from pigeon

ite. In thin section the two pyroxenes can be distinguished by deter

mination of the optic angle. 
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Both pigeonite and ferroaugite contain oriented and unoriented 

inclusions . In the plagioclase, blebs and rod-like inclusions are 

concentrated in the (010) and (110) planes . Bleb inclusions also 

occur along curved fractures in the plagioclase. The inclusions are 

transparent, with an index of refraction greater than that of the 

plagioclase. They are probably colorless , but have a bluish tint as 

a result of the index contrast with the plagioclase . Oriented inclu

sions are common in the plagioclase of the finer- gra ined basaltic 

achondrites . Michel( 6) gave a detailed description of oriented inclu-

sions in Stannern and other meteorites . The suggestion by Michel and 

other ear lier investigators that the inclusions have pyroxenic compo

sition has not been proved or disproved . Plate 6a shows a plagioclase 

grain with oriented inclusions . 

In the clinopyroxenes, .rod- like inclusions less than 20 microns 

long are concentrated in (110) planes and are elongated parallel to c . 

Many of these inclusions are opaque and have the reflectivity of ilmenite 

(Plate 6c) . Inclusions also are concentrated along (001) planes ; they 

are generally too small to be identified and may be opaque or non-opaque . 

Quartz is oresent associated with troilite and ilmenite in the 

interstices of some lithic fragments (Plate 7a) . The oyroxene in these 

areas tends to be corroded and clouded with opaque inclusions . Cristo

halite is colorless and inclusion- free (Plate 5a) . It does not commonly 

occur in areas with large concentrations of opaque minerals . No evidence 

of inversion of cristobalite to quartz was noted . 

Ilmenite, troilite and chromite are the opaque minerals which have 

been identified in the magmatic textures . Ilmenite is most abundant and 

chromite is scarce . Ilmenite and troilite occur in grains or aggregates 
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of grains up to 0.5 mm, but most opaque grains are less than 0.1 mm in 

diameter . The total opaque mineral content is 3% or less. Troilite 

and some ilmenite are concentrated in the interstices with sodic plagio

clase . In some fragments, the clinopyroxenes which occur with inter

stitial plagioclase, ilmenite and troilite (with or without quartz) have 

a corroded aspect suggestive of reaction (Plate 7a) . It is possible 

that some corrosion of pyroxene and formation of troilite occurred in 

a late magmatic buildup of sulfur vapor pressure . 

Metall ic iron makes up less than 0. 1% of the meteorite occurs in 

small amounts in fragments consisting primarily of orthopyroxene and 

plagioclase. The pyroxene of these fragments has non-uniform inter

ference colors (Plate 7b) . Because the orthopyroxene appears variable 

and because the normal pyroxene of the meteorite is predominantly 

pigeonite of uniform optical properties, the metallic i r on is believed 

to have been produced by reduction of iron-rich pigeonite to produce 

hypersthene, free silica, metallic iron and perhaps some calcic pyroxene . 

Detailed study of the composition of the reaction products would be 

necessary to establish the validity of this hypothesis . The reaction of 

pigeonite to form hypersthene, free silica and metal is shown more con

clusively in a fragment from the Sioux County met eorite . 

The textures of fragments in Nuevo Laredo are predominantly fine

grained textures which are similar to those of terrestrial diabases . 

The fine-grained textures, the presence of cristobalite (which probably 

formed metastably), the lack of inversion of pigeonite (unstable at 

low temperature) and the presence of porphyritic "glass" suggest very 

rapid rates of cooling. The textural aspects of some troilite, which 

occurs in interstices with corroded pyroxene suggest that some late 
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stage magmatic reaction occurred. The overall uniformity of pyroxene 

comoosition suggests that brecciation and accumulation have occurred 

with little mixing of diverse chemical systems, a lthough textural 

variations are substantial . The metamorphic effect which has caused 

the reduction of silicate to metal cannot be accurately placed in the 

time sequence with respect to the brecciation, and could represent a 

post-accumulation feature . The meteorite is friable, but it was compact 

enough to withstand passage through the earth ' s atmosphere and must 

have undergone some post- accumulation compaction . 

Sioux County 

The petrography of the Sioux County meteori te has not been described 

previously. Externally, the meteorite has a dark b l ack fusion crust 

similar to that of the Nuevo Laredo. A broken surface shows many lithic 

fragments set in a fine-grained friable groundmass (Plate 8a and 8b) . 

The groundmass is lighter than that of the Nuevo Laredo reflecting an 

abundance of very white plagioclase. The lithic fragments are medium-

to coarse- grained equigranular aggregates of black pyroxene and white 

plagioclase. The coarse- grained fragment shown in Plate 8b has as 

coarse as any texture observed in the basaltic achondrites . 

The average grain size of lithic fragments is much coarser than 

those in Nuevo Laredo. Consequently, there are more crystal fragments 

larger than 1 mm in Sioux County than in Nuevo Laredo. The average 

grain size of the matrix of Sioux County seems to be somewhat greater 

than that of Nuevo Laredo . Plate 9a shows a photomicrograph at low 

magnification of a portion of the meteorite which contains a medium

grained lithic fragment surrounded by finer-grained fragmental material . 

Some portions of the groundmass have overall low birefringence between 

crossed nicols, but the abundance of very fine-grained groundmass is low 
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in Sioux County. The boundaries between l ithic fragments and matrix are 

sharply marked in many places, but where the pyroxene of the lithic 

fragments has been strongly granulated, it is more difficult to make 

the distinction. Plate~ lOa and lOb show at higher magnification a 

portion of the boundary between the lithic fragment and matrix shown 

in Plate 9a. 

The medium-grained lithic fragment shown in Plate 9a is typical of 

Sioux County and is shown in greater detail in Plate lOa. The plagio

clase grains are tabular rather than lathlike. They show much more 

mechanical distortion than the minerals of Nuevo Laredo. The pigeonite 

has fine lamellae parallel t o (001) which may be exsolution lamellae. 

The pigeonite, commonly, is twinned on (100) . 

Some pigeonite twins have partially i nverted to hypersthene in an 

irregular fashion . Plate 9b shows a partially inverted pigeonite 

grain in which areas within the central portions have inverted, l eaving 

an irregular rim of pigeonite . The contacts between pigeonite and 

hypersthene are irregular and, but for the evidence that the grain was 

originally twinned on a clinopyroxene twin law, might be interpreted 

as a zonal relation in which hypersthene was first to crystallize. The 

geometrical irregularity of the inversion may be controlled by variations 

of composition in the pigeonite; if the pigeonite rims were more calcic 

than the cores, inversion might proceed from the center outward . No 

test of this possibility has been made . 

Two fragments, a medium-grained fragment shown in Plate 8a and the 

coarse-grained fragment shown in Plate 8b were sampled for chemical and 

mineralogical analyses . The medium-grained fragment has about equal 

proportions of pigeonite and hypersthene the coarse-grained fragment 
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contains some pigeonite, but is primarily hypersthene and plagioclase . 

The oigeonite is brown and the hypersthene colorless. They both contain 

numerous inclusions . The color of the pyroxene in coarse grains may be 

controlled primarily by the inclusions, because both pigeonite-rich and 

hypersthene- rich fragments have black pyroxene grains . 

The difference of grain size between the two lithic fragments 

suggests that the coarser has cooled and crystallized more slowly. The 

greater abundance of hypersthene in the coarser fragment is consistent 

with the formation of hypersthene by inversion from pigeonite following 

magmatic crystallization. More inversion occurs in the fragment which 

has the coarser texture and which has probably cooled more slowly. 

Tridymite is the most abundant polymorph of silica in the meteorite 

and occurs interstitial ly in the gabbroic textures in grains up to 0. 1 mm . 

Ilmenite and troilite are the most abundant opaque minerals in the 

primary textures ; they generally occur interstitially to the plagioclase 

and pyroxene in grains that are generally smaller than 0.5 mm. 

Corrosion of pyroxene with production of troilite and free silica 

is shown by some fragments ; the free silica in these textures is quartz . 

The proportion of quartz to primary tridymite is small . The corroded 

pyroxene is lighter in color and has lower birefringence than the unal

tered pyroxene . Plate l la shows a fragment with corroded pyroxene . 

In some fragments , pigeonite has been replaced by a finer- gr ained 

aggregate of colorless to yellow pigeonite . The recrystallized portions 

have fewer inclusions and grade into inclusion- filled normal pigeonite . 

There is no special concentration of opaque minerals in the recrystal

lized portions, but the fine-grained material is difficult to study by 

optical means . Recrystalli zation of pigeonite in this manner is shown 
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in Plate llb. More distinctive examples of this type of recrystallization 

are described for the Juvinas meteorite. 

Plate 12a shows a pigeonite-rich fragment in which a portion of 

the brown pfgeonite has reacted to form colorless hypersthene and 

troilite. The troflite is concentrated at the boundaries of the hypers

thene grain, which has a different crystallographic orientation than 

the host pigeonite. Plates 12b and 12c show the occurrence of metallic 

iron with orthopyroxene in what is interpreted as a post-magmatic 

reaction texture. 

Mechanical deforaation effects are pronounced and, in some cases, 

extreme. Thoroughly fractured pigeonite grains and plagioclase grains 

with distorted and offset twinning and cleavage lamellae are shown in 

Plates lOa and lJa. 

Some portions of this meteorite show what may be post-aggregation 

recrystallization, especially of matrix material. Plate 13b shows an 

area which has an overall fragmental aspect with irregular plagioclase 

and pyroxene grains surrounded by very fine-grained matrix material. 

At some edges there are sharp contacts between fine-grained and coarser 

material, but at one edge the grain size grades from fine-grained to 

coarser material. In plane light, it is difficult to see boundaries 

between adjacent plagioclase grains within this area. The larger plagio

clase grains have slightly undulatory extinction, but the smaller grains 

do not show undulatory extinction, which is in contrast with plagioclase 

fragaents iamedlately outside the area which show strong undulatory 

extinction. These features strongly suggest that recrystallization of 

fragmental material has taken place after aggregation of the breccia. 

Another possible example of matrix recrystallization is shown in 

Plates l4a and 14b. In crossed nicols, the area has a fragmental 
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appearance, not unlike the matrix material in Plates lOa and lOb. In 

plane light the boundaries between adjacent plagioclase grains are 

obscure and the plagioclase apparently forms a continuous net work. This 

feature suggests that some post-accumulation sintering has occurred . 

The magmatic textures of Sioux County are much coarser than those 

of Nuevo Laredo and suggest gabbroic rather than basaltic affinities. 

The slower rate of crystallization suggested by the texture is consistent 

with a larger amount of inversion of pigeonite to hypersthene in Sioux 

County. Corrosion of pyroxene with the formation of quartz and troilite 

has occurred to a lesser extent than in Nuevo Laredo , but is present as 

a possible late magmatic reaction. Some pyroxene grains show evidence 

of reduction to metallic iron after the original magmatic crystallization, 

but at an unknown time with respect to the late stage magmatic events or 

with the brecciation and accumulation history. 

Brecciation has produced a much larger amount of mechanical defor-

mation in Sioux County than in Nuevo Laredo . The coarse-grained lithic 

fragments are quite friable due to thorough fracturing of the pyroxene 

and plagioclase . This is in contrast to the toughness of the finer-

grained dark fragments of Nuevo Laredo. There is less very fine-grained 

matrix material in Sioux County than in Nuevo Laredo. There is some 

evidence of post-accumulation recrystallization of the finer-grained 

matrix material. 

Juvinas 

The petro logy of Juvinas has been discussed previously by Rose(lh), 

Wahl(S) , Miche1(6)and LaCroix( 8) . 

In external appearance, Juvinas is very much like Nuevo Laredo . 

The fragmental groundmass is light gray and lithic fragments are dark 
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gray to black. Lithic fragments reach as much as 3 em in maximum 

dimension (Plate 15a) . The fusion crust is black and contains 

spherical cavities as does that of Nuevo Laredo. 

The matrix material of Juvinas is similar to that of Nuevo Laredo, 

but on the average is coarser. 

The difference in average grain size of the matrix may directly 

reflect the coarser grain sizes in the magmatic textures of Juvinas in 

comparison with Nuevo Laredo . Some portions of the matrix in Juvinas 

have the sintered appearance described for Sioux County. 

The fragments observed in thin section have medium- grained sub

ophitic and ophitic textures (Plates 15b and 16a ) . The sub-ophitic 

textures are composed of plagioclase laths with a length/width ratio of 

about four, intergrown with anhedral pigeonite and ferroaugite . The 

plagioclase laths generally have compositions of about An90, and , 

uncommonly, show compositional zoning. Interstitial plagioclase may be 

as sodic as An
65

• Many of the plagioclase grains have cloudy inclusion

filled cores and clear rims . 

The ophitic textures show randomly oriented plagioclase laths up 

to 1 mm in length crowded into equant pigeonite or ferroaugite grains 

up to 4 mm in diameter . It seems clear that much of the plagioclase in 

these fragments crystallized before pyroxenes began to crystallize. It 

is possible, but has not been shown, that the plagioclase laths in the 

ophitic textures have variable compositions . 

Pigeonite shows little sign of exsolution, but as in Nuevo Laredo 

there are planar features parallel (001) which may be exsolution lamellae. 

In some fragments, pigeonite has partially inverted to hypersthene . The 

amount of hypersthene is small, but more is present than in Nuevo Laredo . 
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The pigeonite of the sub-ophitic and ophitic fragments commonly shows 

twinning on (100) which may give striking fringe effects in crossed 

nicols (Plate 15b). 

Inclusions, possibly of pyroxene , cloud the central portions of 

many plagioclase grains . The rims of many plagioclase grains, however , 

are inclusion-free. Tridymite occurs in the fragments with magmatic 

textures as colorless plates which have hexagonal patterns of oriented 

colorless inclusions of higher index. 

Many of the fragments in Juvinas show partial recrystallization of 

clinopyroxene to fine-grained aggregates . Plates l?a and 18b show 

various aspects of this type of recrystallization. The recrystallization 

crosses features such as grain boundaries and twinning planes and grades 

into unrecrystallized pyroxene ; structures of the unrecrystallized pyrox

ene can be followed into the recrystallized areas (especially cleavages 

in Plate 17a) and in 18b original planes marked by r ows of minute opaque 

inclusions can be seen in a completely recrystallized fragment . The 

recrystallized fine- grained pigeonite is l i ghter in color than the 

unaffected pigeonite (Plate 17b), which may indicate that some chemical 

transformations have accompanied the recrystallization. Where plagioclase 

is present at the edges of recrystallized pyroxene areas, it is apparently 

unaffected , except for the possibility that the inclusion- free rims may 

be related to the recrystallization of pyroxene (Plate 18a) . 

In the interstices of some sub- ophitic fragments , corroded pyroxene 

is fill ed wi th opaque grains of troilite , ilmenite and metallic iron. 

Quartz is commonly associated in these interstices (Plates 19a and 19b) . 

Plate 20 shows a fractured pyroxene grain in which troilite has 

crystallized along the fractures . In the vicinity of the fractures , the 
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pyroxene is colorless or yellow as opposed to the brown unaffected pyrox-

ene, and small areas of clinopyroxene with different optical orientation 

have developed. In one case, clinopyroxene was observed in very fine 

grains along a fracture in an hypersthene grain (inverted from uigeonite) 

which suggest that fracturing and replacement by sulfide occurred after 

inversion and, therefore, after much, if not all, of the magmatic crystal-

lization. 

The recrystallization and reaction textures described above have 

been observed, to some degree, in most of the basaltic achondrites, but 

are most pronounced in Juvinas. A unique feature of Juvinas, the pres-

ence of miarolitic(?) cavities within fragments vith ophitic texture was 

reported by Rose(lh) and succeeding investigators Wahl(5) ; LaCroix(8). 

The cavities contain euhedral crystals of monoclinic pyroxene, plagioclase 

and troilite. The crystals are large enough that Rose was able to measure 

interfacial angles of the clinopyroxene. The occurrence of conspicuous 

silicate recrystallization may be related to the development of troilite 

along fractures and the formation of the cavities. Both features suggest 

that a sulfide-rich volatile phase was built up in the late stages of 

crystallization of the meteorite . 

The magmatic textures of Juvinas are medium-grained sub-ophitic and 

ophitic textures such as are common in terrestrial diabases . There has 

been some inversion of pigeonite to hypersthene, but not as much as in 

Sioux County; tridymite is the stable form of free silica. The textural 

and mineralogical features suggest moderate cooling rates intermediate 

between those of Nuevo Laredo and Sioux County. Late stage magmatic 

alterations by sulfide-rich vapors may have caused most of the recrystal-

lization effects . Brecciation did not mix fragments of diverse chemical 
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composition, but individual lithic fragments show compositional varia-

tions in individual grains, especially in the plagioclase . There may 

have been some sintering of matrix material after accumulation of the 

breccia. 

Stann ern 

Previous petrographic descriptions have been given by Wahl(5) and 
(6) 

Michel • A modern detailed study of this meteorite has been carried 

out by von Engelhardt(l5) . 

Stannern is similar to Nuevo Laredo and Juvinas in external appear-

ance ; it has a dull gray fine-grained groundmass and the lithic f ragments 

are also dull gray. The lithic fragments have intergranular textures 

composed primarily of laths of plagioclase from 0. 5 to 1. 0 mm in length 

intergrown with dark minerals which are rarely larger than 0. 5 mm. The 

laths commonly appear to be oriented in sub-parallel arrangements or in 

radiating structures . Plates 21a and 21b show external views of Stannern . 

In Plate 2lb conspicuous dark veins are shown; these are not present in 

all fragments of the meteorites . 

The fusion crust is similar to that of Nuevo Laredo . The three zones 

of brown glass , colorless glass and internal darkening are present . 

Plagioclase laths extend into the brown glass in the Stannern section , 

which indicates that plagioclase was the last mineral to be fused in 

the rapid formation of the fusion crust . 

Most of the lithic fragments studied in thin section are fine-grained 

plagioclase and pyroxene in intergranular or sub- ophitic intergrowths . 

Plates 22a to 23b show typical lithic fragments . Limite~ areas show 

parallel orientation of plagioclase laths, as suggested from macroscopic 

observation. Some lithic fragments show radiating aggregates of plagio-
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clase laths with interstitial pyroxene . No phenocrysts could be distin

guished. The textures with paral l el or radiating laths have been observed 

only in Stannern and serve to distinguish it texturally from other basal

tic achondrites. 

Pigeonite is the most abundant pyroxene, but hypersthene is abundant 

in some fragments . Exsolution lamellae of augitic pyroxene exsolved from 

oigeonite create a relict herringbone pattern in some twinned grains which 

have subsequently inverted to hypersthene (Plate 22a) . Other pyroxene 

grains have irregular intergrowths of hypersthene and pigeonite, with 

pigeonite generally confined to the rims . This is believed to be caused 

by inversion of pigeonite grains from the core outward. Along some 

fractures, pigeonite apparently embays hypersthene, but in other cases, 

the reverse relation is present. 

Quartz is the only polymorph of silica found in Stannern . Plate 23a 

shows a typical occurrence, in which quartz rimmed by troilite is found 

between plagioclase laths in a fragment with sub-ophitic texture . Quartz 

in this textural position probably has crystallized directly from the 

magma. 

Reaction of pyroxene to form troilite and quartz is observed in some 

fragments . Plate 23b shows a strongly corroded pigeonite grain which is 

optically continuous over a sizable area where it has been partly replaced 

by troilite and quartz. The remaining pyroxene is colorless whereas the 

unaltered pyroxene is brown. The proportions of magmatic quartz and 

secondary quartz can not be established for Stannern, but if this meteor

ite is similar to Sioux County and Juvinas, which contain magmatic trid

ymite and secondary quartz, the amount of secondary quartz is probably 

small . Ilmenite grains uo to 0. 1 mm also occur in the interstices with 
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troilite. 

A few lithic fragments show oyroxene recrystallization similar to 

that found in Juvinas, where localized areas have suffered recrystalliz

ation to finer-grained pigeonite. These textures are not common, however, 

in Stannern. 

Stannern is marked by a substantial amount of mechanical deformation; 

most plagioclase shows undulatory extinction or deformation of twin 

lamellae . Both plagioclase and pyroxene are commonly badly fractured , 

(Plate 2ha). Some fracturing took place before reaction of the pyroxene 

to form sulfide, because some troilite is concentrated along fractures . 

Most of the conspicuous dark veins shown on Plate 2lb are composed 

of brown amorphous material which in some places is isotropic, but in 

other spots shows evidence of a cryptocrystalline structure (Plates 2hb 

to 25b). The veins are interwoven in some portions of the meteorite and 

vary in thickness from a few microns to 0. 2mm. Within some of the veins 

there are fractures oriented perpendicularly to the walls of the veins . 

In the brown amorphous or cryptocrystalline veins there is no apparent 

concentration of opaque material. The localization of the veins is not 

uniform, but in general they tend to occur between coarse and fine 

portions of the meteorite. Along most veins there is evidence of offset 

which includes both matrix and lithic fragments . The veins are certainly 

of a post-accumulation origin and apparently represent a partial re

brecciation of the material. It will be important to learn if the veins 

represent material actually melted and quenched or represent very limited 

zones of extreme mechanical reduction to cryptocrystalline grain sizes. 

Along one vein, which seems to be related to the brown veins , there is a 

concentration of opaque material which is probably troilite . This vein 
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suggests that some introduction of sulfide has occurred after the initial 

brecciation-aggregation history. Fragments of amorphous material similar 

to that which makes up the brown veins occur in other portions of the 

meteorite, which suggests that more than one post-accumulation mechanical 

event occurred. 

The groundmass of Stannern is similar to that of Nuevo Laredo . The 

finer- grained portions of the matrix have grain sizes that are sub-micro

scopic . These areas tend to be dark brown and nearly o'paque as well as 

isotropic . Some portions of the groundmass show sintering, but the meteor

ite is generally quite friable . Some portions of the groundmass have 

undergone post- accumulation fracturing concurrent with the formation of 

the brown veins . Plates 26a and 26b show a portion of a lithic fragment 

which has been offset in a post-aggregation event along with the adjacent 

matrix. 

The magmatic textures of Stannern are primarily f ine-grained textures 

with basaltic or diabasic affinities ; they are finer- grained than those 

of Juvinas , but coarser than those of Nuevo Laredo . The radiating and sub

parallel arrangements of laths are conspicuous features which have only 

been observed in Stannern. The magmatic textures are consistent with an 

origin in a shallow intrusive environment . 

Late stage reaction of pyroxene with sulfur has produced sulfide and 

quartz . Ilmenite also may be concentrated in these interstitial positions . 

Subsequent to a brecciation and accumulation event , d is tinct mechanical 

deformation occurred as shown by offset lithic f ragments and matrix, and 

this deformational event was accompanied by the formation of brown amor

phous veins and perhaps movement of some sulfide . A small amount of 

sintering of the fine-grained matrix has occurred after initial aggre

gation. 
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Pasamonte 

Pasamonte was originally described by Foshag(9). External views are 

shown in Plates 27a and 27b. The groundmass is light gray, but lithic 

and crystal fragments have pyroxene which is yellow, brown or black and 

plagioclase that is white; very fine- grained or glassy fragments are 

gray or black. The fusion crust differs from those of the other meteor

ites in that a polygonal fracturing of the crust is well developed; 

polygonal fracturing is developed only locally on the fusion crusts of 

the other meteorites . 

Plates 28a to 29b show textures of different lithic fragments which 

show sheaf-like textures of pyroxene and plagioclase laths and very fine 

grained intergranular, sub-ophitic and ophitic textures , in which the 

grain sizes vary from 0. 01 to 3 mm. Despite the wide variety, all are 

comparable to textur es found in terrestrial basaltic or diabasic rocks . 

All observed fragments are non-porphyritic. 

Although there may be some compositional variation among the assem

blage of lithic fragments, the most important compositional variations 

appear to be reflected in the compositional zoning of pyroxene in the 

medium- grained fragments . Plate 29a shows a portion of one fragment in 

which pigeonite varies from colorless in the cores (Fe/Fe+Mg=0. 5) to 

yellow brown in the rims (Fe/Fe+Mg=0. 65) . Brown f erroaugite is concen

trated in interstitial positions . Both ferroaugite and yellow brown 

pigeonite tend to be clouded with troilite inclusions . As the oyroxene 

shows a normal compositional zonation that is cons istent with concentra

tion of iron-rich pyroxene at the late stages of crystallization, it must 

be concluded that troilite was concentrated also in later stages of 

crystallization. There is a clear difference between the concentr ation 
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of opaque minerals in the int erstices of Juvinas and Pasamonte . In 

Pasa~onte there is no obvious corrosion of pyroxenes during the sulfide 

crystallization episode . The total variation of pyroxene composition 

found in this fragment is substantially the same as the variation of 

pyroxene composition found in the entire meteorite . As in other 

meteorites which have basaltic textures , interstitial plagioclase is 

generally more sod ic than that of the laths . 

The pigeonite is , for the most part , homogeneous v i th respect to 

exsolution or inversion. A fev fine uni dentified lamellae parallel (001) 

are present in some grains . The pyroxene of Pasamonte has better crys

tal form than in other basaltic achondrites . Except for the concentra

tion of inclusions in the yellov brovn pigeonite of the rocks, the 

pigeonite of the medium- grained fragments is generally more free of 

inclusions than the pigeonite of Juvinas , Sioux County, Stannern or 

Nuevo Laredo . These aspects of Pasamonte albv it to be distinguished 

from most other basaltic achondrites , but the reasons for the differences 

are not at all clear , as its bulk composition is very s imilar to other 

basaltic achondrites . 

Tridymite is the only form of silica which has been observed. No 

conspicuous metamorphic textures were observed. There is little sign of 

mechanical deformation in the lithic and crystal fragments vhich form 

the breccia. 

The groundmass material of Pasamonte does not have as high a 

percentage of sub-microscopic f ragments as does Nuevo Laredo or Stannern . 

This may be due to the somewhat coarser average grain size of Pasamonte . 

The number and variety of lithic f ragments greater than 1 m~ suggests a 

comparison with the Pavlovka and Frankfort meteorites which will be 
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described below. The variety of compositions of crystal fragments reflects 

the compositional zoning within the lithic fragments, but has been pre

viously attributed by Foshag( 9) to mixing of frag~ents in 2 oolymict 

breccia . 

The history of this meteorite seems to have consisted first of a 

magmatic episode from which crystallization of a variety of f ine to 

medium-grained textures resulted. There was little fracturing with 

late stage f ormation of sulfides as in Juvinas or Stannern, although 

troilite may have been concentrated in the interstices of the diabasic 

textures during the late magmatic stages . The average grain size of the 

textures is somewhat less than that of Juvinas and greater than that of 

Stannern. 

After the magmatic episode, a mechanical event brecciatec the meteor-

ite and only mixed in the breccia fragments which are seemingly related 

to one another . The groundmass material shows no strong evidence for 

post- accumulation sintering following the brecciation event . 

Bholghati 

No previous description of Bholghati has been found in the literature, 

although it has been recognized as a basaltic achondrite . A single thin 

section was examined. 

Bholghati shows a texture comparable to that of Sioux County (Plate 

30a) . The section contains only a few lithic fragments , up to 5 mm in 

diameter, composed of tabular plagioclase and pyroxene . The pyroxene is 

predominantly hypersthene with conspicuous exsolution lamellae indicative 

of inversion from pigeonite . Some uninverted or only partially inverted 

pigeonite is present . The maximum grain size in the fragments is about 

0.7 mm. One fragment (0.3 mm diameter) of dense brown cryptocrystalline 

material is present . It is similar to the brown vein material in Stannern 
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but might be comparable to the basaltic ttglass" in Nuevo Laredo . In 

general the groundmass material has mineralogy similar to that of the 

lithic fragments . 

Although finer-grained, the lithic fragments of Bholghati resemb l e 

those of Sioux County and suggest a gabbroic rather than a basaltic 

affinity. This similarity is suggested also by the presence of well 

defined exsolution lamellae and a great deal of inversion of oigeonite. 

Unfortunately, compositional data for Bholghati is poor; no 2V measure-

ments could be made because the thin section obtained from the British 

Museum was too large to be studied with the universal stage. Beside 

the magmatic textures, brecciation is the only other conspicuous tex-

tural feature. 

Jonzac 

This meteorite has been described previously by Wahl(S) , Michel(
6 ), 

and LaCroix( 8 ) • A single, unsatisfactory thin section was available for 

examination. There are no well preserved lithic fragments as a result 

of fracturing during preparation of the thin section. The texture appears 

to be similar to that of Juvinas, consisting primarily of oigeonite and 

plagioclase laths up to 2.5 mm long. Metamorphism of brown p igeonite 

to fine-grained yellow or colorless pigeonite is abundant . 

Moore County 

Moore County has been described in detail by Henderson and Davis(lO) 

and Hess and Henderson(ll) . It i s one of three unbrecciated meteorites 

studied in this vork . 

Plate 30b shows an unpolished cut surface. The texture is medium-

grained equigranular. Some portions of the meteorite have visibly 

greater concentrations of plagioclase than others . A f ew small veins of 
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colorless glassy (?) material cut across one corner. 

Plate 3la shovs a photomicrograph of a typical area in thin section. 

Plagioclase and pyroxene are both tabular rather than lat hlike. The 

plagioclase shovs little compositional variation . The pyroxene is pre-

dominant ly pigeonite , vith exsolution lamellae of diopsidic pyroxene 

parallel (001 ) . Portions of the pigeonite , bounded by (001) lamellae 

and (110) cleavages have inverted to hypersthene . The hypersthene has 

subsequently exsolved calcic pyroxene parallel to (100) . A single 

augite grain vas observed in thin section Plate 3lb. Tr idymite , con

taining needle- like inclusions which may be apatite (Hess and Henderson(ll)), 

is present interstitially. Troilite and ilmenite are concentrated along 

pyroxene and plagioclase grain boundaries . Metallic iron is the prin-

cipal phase in the portions of the meteorite separable with a hand magnet . 

The texture of Moore County is gabbroic rat her than basal tic and 

Hess and Henderson vere ab l e to show that there is a planar orientation 

of plagioclase and pyroxene grains . This vas interpret ed by them to 

indicate that crystal settling played a part in the magmatic history of 

the meteorite . 

Fragments vith textures similar to Moore County are not common in 

the brecciated meteorites . However , crystal fragment s in many of the 

brecciated meteorites such as Petersburg and Pavlovka could vell represent 

fragments of a Moore County type . It is not surprising that few Moore 

County fragments are found , because Moore County is quite friable . Hess 

and Henderson could only make a suitable thin section after impregnating 

the meteorite vith a b inding mater ial . 

Serra de Mage 

The petrography of t his meteorite has not been described previously 
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in any detail. The external features of the meteorite are similar to 

those of Moore County. The meteorite has an equigranular texture of 

medium-to coarse-grained white plagioclase and brown pyroxene. On the 

scale of the thin section there is inhomogeneity of distribution of 

plagioclase and pyroxene; Plate 32a shows what may be a layer of plagio

clase grains . The meteorite has the coarsest texture observed in any 

of the basaltic achondrites . The one fragment studied is unbrecciated, 

but whether the entire meteorite was brecciated or unbrecciated is 

uncertain. 

The coarseness of grain size allows the study of the fusion crust 

developed over individual plagioclase and pyroxene grains . Externally, 

the fusion crust is greenish black; in thin section it is pale green 

over both pyroxene and plagioclase; there are few spherical cavities in 

the fusion crust. Over both pyroxene and plagioclase, the fused material 

grades abruptly into unaltered material; whereas there is no observable 

effect on the crystalline plagioclase, there is a dark zone within the 

pyroxene, similar to the darkening observed in the brecciated meteorites 

(Plates 3.3a and )31> : . 

The pyroxene of Serra de Mage is primarily hypersthene (Plate .3La). The 

hypersthene contains abundant lamellae of monoclinic pyroxene of moderate 

birefringence. The coarser lamellae make a large angle with the ortho

pyroxene (100) planes and probably have resulted from the exsolution of 

augite from original pigeonite . Thin lamellae parallel to the ortho

pyroxene (100) planes also are present and are interpreted as exsolution 

f eatures formed from the hypersthene after the original pigeonite inverted. 

The plagioclase composition of Serra de Mage is very uniform and 

there is no sign of more sadie interstitial plagioclase . Tridymite grains 
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are rare. A f ew isolated grains of metallic iron apparently are due to 

magmatic crystallization, as are some coarse troilite grains (Plates 3Lb 

and 3L c) . 

Troilite also occurs along fractures in pyroxene, where it is assoc

iated with a small amount of clinopyroxene, and, in one place, a mineral 

of low birefringence which may be quartz (Plate 32b ) . The meteorite is 

pervasively fractured . Some of the fractures contain brown amorphous 

material and reddish staining which may be products of terrestrial alter

ation. 

A modal analysis of the meteorite gave the following mineral propor

tions : 
wt . % 

Hypersthene 38% 

Augite (as exsolution lamellae) 2% 

Plagioclase 56% 

Troilite 2% 

Others 2% 

The small number of grains present in a thin section of a coarse- grained 

material limits the accuracy of the modal analysis, but it is clear that 

the plagioclase content of Serra de Mage is much greater than that of 

other basaltic achondrites with the possible exception of the plagioc lase

rich portions of Moore County. 

The orientations of fifteen plagioclase grains were determined on 

the universal stage . Figure 1 is a stereographic projection of the posi

tions of the pole of (100) with respect to the pole of the thin section. 

There is a tendency for the poles of (100) to group near the pole of the 

thin section. The petrofrabric evidence suggests a preferred orientation 
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Figure 1. Poles of 10") plotted with respect to 

the pole of the thin section for 15 plagioclase 

grains of SP.YTR de Mage. 
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in support of the modal evidence that plagioclase has been enriched in 

this meteorite by crystal settling. 

Shergotty 

Shergotty has been described previously by Tschermak(l6) and Miche1(6). 

The meteorite has a deep black fusion crust which is opaque in thin section 

and can not be subdivided into distinct zones . On a broken surface the 

meteorite is dull greenish gray (Plate 35a) . White maskelynite laths and 

green pyroxene prisms show a very well defined planar fabric . The orien-

ted fabric , which can be observed in every sample available f or this study, 

has not been reported in previous investigations . 

Plates 35b , 36a and 36b show photomicrographs of the meteorite . 

Pyroxene laths are up to 10 mm long, but rarely more than 1 mm ~ide . Iso -

tropic maskelynite grains , with the form of plagioclase laths , are up to 

3 mm long. Interstitial to the maskelynite and pyroxene are small amounts 

of brown or colorless , nearly amorphous material . This material is not 

amorphous , but appears strongly strained ~hen examined in immersion oils . 

Whitlockite, a phosphate, occurs as stubby hexagonal prisms . Magnetite 

is the principal opaque mineral along with small quantities of troilite . 

Plates )6a and 36b show the distribution of minor phases in a portion of 

one th in section . 

The pyroxene consists of pigeonite and augite , both with variable 

optic angles . Both occur in the same pyroxene lath , commonly with augite 

forming a rim around pigeonite ; there may be more augite than pigeonite . 

Plate 37 shows a pyroxene lath displaying a zonal arrangement o: pigeon-

ite and augite . The nyroxene also shows zonal color variations from 

colorless at the core to light yellow on the rims, similar to the vari-

ations described for the pyroxene of Pasamonte but not as extreme . Con-



centrations of opaque grains occur in the yellow rims. 

A modal analysis of Shergotty gives the following proportions: 

Wt . ~ 

Pyroxene 76% 

Plagioclase (maskelynite) 21% 

Whitlockite 1% 

Amorphous material 1% 

Opaques 1% 

Shergotty is distinct from other basalt ic achondrites in a number of 

features : (1) magnetite and whitlockite are present, (2) the plagio

clase is An50 rather than An90 , (3) primary augite is nearly as abun

dant as pigeonite, and (h) the pyroxene content of Shergotty is greater. 

Besides the metamorphic effect which has transformed olagioclase 

into the a~orphous maskelynite, other presumably related effects are 

present . Some pyroxene grains show regions which are strongly strained 

and do not go to extinction between crossed nicols in any position of 

rotation of the microscope stage . Some of the phosphate shows patchy 

or undulatory extinction. The amorphous material in the interstices 

may owe its origin to the same metamorphism 

The primary texture of Shergotty is apparently a magmatic texture; 

the origin of the planar orientation is not certain, but it does not 

appear to be a deformational structure and may be a result of crystal 

settling in the magma . The metamorphism, primarily of plagioclase to 

maskelynite, is believed ascribable to transformat ion in strong shock 

(see later discussion) . 

Petersburg 

No previous complete petrographic description of this meteorite has 

been published . Smith(l7) and Wahl(l8) have given partial descriptions . 
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Petersburg is brecciated, with gray and black lithic fragments and 

colorless, yellow brown or black crystal fragments set in a fine-grained 

gray matrix (Plate 38a) . Small fragments of metallic iron are abundant 

and a number of rims of metal around silicate grains appear unique to 

this meteorite (Plate 38b ) . The abundance of metal causes exposed sur

faces to have a slight rusty appearance . The aggregate is dense and not 

friable, in contrast to all other brecciated meteorites studied here. 

Lithic f ragments show two orincipal types of textures . Plate 39a 

shows a portion of one thin section (CIT - Pet . 1) in which the lithic 

fragments have, for the most par t , fine-grained sub-ophitic textures such 

as those of Nuevo Laredo, Stannern and Juvinas . The grain sizes in these 

lithic fragments vary f rom 0. 1 mm to about 1 mm. The pyroxene of these 

fragments is primarily brown pigeonite, which in some cases has partially 

inverted to hypersthene . These f ragments probably could not be distin

guished from fragments of similar grain size in Stannern. 

Plate 39b shows a portion of a thin section (BM- 320$3 ) which con

tains fragments which have fine-grained equigranular textures, which will 

be referre d to as granoblastic textures . These f ragments are composed of 

colorless to yellow pigeonite, which in some cases has conspicuous (001) 

exsolution lamellae; clear, inclusion- free plagioclase, which is rarely 

twinned and has no apparent development of cleavage and small intersti 

tial grains of tridymite . Plates 40a and 40b show different granoblastic 

f ragments . The frag~ent shown in Plate h3a has one of the most equant 

textures observed in granoblastic fragments . The fragment shown in 

Plate hOb has not developed a texture as equant, but there are few vestiges 

of any original magmatic texture . These granoblastic textures are con

sidered to represent recrystal lization textures, but the mechanism of the 



recrystallization is not known. The textures are suggestive of high rank 

thermal metamorphism as observed in terrestrial granulites . It is con-

ceivable that these textures represent contact phenomena between freshly 

solidified magmas and new intrusions, or they could represent the result 

of a more pervasive type of metamcr ohism. The granoblastic textures are 

an important textural f eature of Petersburg and other basaltic achondrites, 

but there are no clearly transitional textures between the magmatic and 

granoblastic textures, which makes difficult an inter pret ation of their 

relationship . 

A feature which has been observed in several granoblastic f ragments 

are sets of f ractures which are more pronounced in the plagioclase . 

Plates hla and hlb show two different lithic fragments with conspicuous 

fracture patterns . The f ractures occur in stib parallel sets that are 

more or less continuous over the fragments and are unrelated to the 

orientation of the mineral grains . These fracture patterns are quali

tatively similar to sets of fractures reported by Chao(l9) in materials 

from the Ries Basin which have apparently undergone strong shock, during 

the meteorite impact . 

Plates 42a and u2b show a noteworthy fragment which has had a com-

plicated history. In plane light , the fragment shows some aspects which 

resemble diabasic textures, especially two lathl ike plagioclase forms at 

the left side of the picture . Fractures in the plagioclase laths tend to 

be perpendicular to the length, but are related to a sub-parallel fracture 

pattern that covers a large part of the fragment . Boundaries between laths 

and other irregular plagioclase areas are not clearly defined. The pyrox-

ene , which is primarily pigeonite, is granular, but seems to be confined 

to clusters . In crossed nicols, the plagioclase has a non-uniform low 
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birefringence caused by its fine-grained feathery aspect . This textural 

feature is interpreted as a metamorphic effect that has more strongly 

affected plagioclase than pyroxene, because the present pyroxene grain 

size is similar to the grain size of the lathlike forms and dissimilar 

to the present size of the plagioclase crystallites . The presence of 

original lath forms suggests that the metamorphism has occurred ~ithout 

large amounts of mechanical deformation. Although the starting materials 

~ere somewhat different and the final state of the plagioclase is different, 

this fragment has some similarities in its metamorphism with the meta

morphism observed in Shergotty. In both cases the plagioclase has gone 

to a finer- grained aggregate whereas the pyroxenes have not been greatly 

affected. In both cases there is no indicat i on of strong mechanical de

formation accompanying the metamorph i sm. It seems probable that in both 

cases the metamorphism has been essentially isochemical and, indeed, con

fined to the plagioclase. These textures are interpreted due to shock 

loading of the ori ginal material . The occurrence of a fragment which 

has undergone shock metamorphism in a breccia which contains fragments 

that have not undergone as extreme metamorphism indicates that the shock 

event preceeded the final accumulation of the breccia . Since the fragment 

does not have a true magmatic texture, it is also probabl e that before 

the shock metamorphism , it previously had undergone a magmatic and a 

recrystallization event . This is one of the most complex histories 

observed in a single fragment in a basaltic achondrite . 

Other c l asts present in the breccia include dense cryptocrystalline 

fragments which may possibly represent either basaltic "glass" or material 

similar to that of the brown veins of Stannern. Many fragments are com

posed primarily of aohanitic material ~hich contain a few small grains 
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of plagioclase or pyroxene (Plate u3a) . One fragment is composed of 

equant medium-grained crystals of pigeonite with only a few plagioclase 

tablets (Plate 43b). The pyroxenes are approximately 1 mm in diameter 

and have prominent exsolution lamellae . This texture may represent an 

accumulate of pigeonite during a magmatic episode . No compositional 

data was obtainable on the fragment . 

There are plentiful crystal fragments in the breccia, which include 

angular fragments of strongly strained hypersthene (Fe/Fe+Mg = 0. 2- 0. 5), 

broken and strained fragments of pigeonite (Fe/Fe+Mg = 0. 6 , approximately), 

plagioclase, and some small fragments with felty extinction similar to 

that in Plate u2b. The hypersthene, which occurs in grains up to 5 mm 

in diameter , rarely shows exsolution lamellae ascribable to original 

pigeonite. Some lamellae parallel (100) are present, but in one fragment 

the lamellae are concentrated in the most strongly strained portions of 

the grain (Plate 4ua) . Griggs, et al (1960) have reported the exsolution 

of clinopyroxene from orthopyroxene under conditions of strong non-hydro

static stress . It is possible that strong deformation related to the 

brecciation of the meteorite has produced the exsolution effects . Another 

hypersthene fragment shows fractures at about 45° to (100) which may have 

been produced during the mechanical disruption of original rock material 

(Plate hUb) . 

The metal rims around some silicate grains, predominantly hypersthene, 

are unique to Petersburg . In thin section, oxidation of the metal has 

made it difficult to observe the relations of metal to the surrounding 

groundmass . The included grains have f ragmental appearance, as shown in 

Plate 45a. It is probable that the rims developed around the orthopyrox

ene grains before the fragments were finally accumulated in the breccia . 
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An argument for this view is the fact that the metal fragments are easily 

separable fro~ surrounding groundmass, but the included pyroxene is very 

difficult to free entirely from the metal by mechanical means (picking 

with a needle) . The irregular distribution of metal in rims and in 

f ragments and the tendency to rim only orthopyroxene grains are suggest

ive o: a pre-accumulation origin for the rims . However , some metal 

apparently rims f ragmental aggregates of olagioclase and pyroxene . It 

is possible that the metal was introduced between two :ragmentation events . 

The history of Petersburg is more complex than any of the meteorites 

yet described. The original mineralogy and many of the textures have 

formed during one or more magmatic episodes under a variety of chemical 

and physical conditions which allowed a great variety of mineral composi

tions and grain sizes to form . Many of the original textures have been 

recrystallized to granoblastic textures , but it is not possible to deter

mine at what time this recrystallization occurred relative to the initial 

fragmentation of the material. There are few textures wh ich suggest more 

than one f ragmentation event for the meteori~ but it is not impossible 

that a number of fragmentation events have produced the brecciated mater

ial . There is abundant evidence that the mechanical effects accompanying 

fragmentation were extreme . The metamorphic effect shown in ?lates h2a 

and h2b are interpreted as due to shock and probably accompanied a brecci

ation event, but it was not necessarily a brecciation event related to 

the final accumulation of the meteorite as we know it . Some recrystal 

lization has occurred after the fi nal accumulation of the breccia and 

Petersburg is the most coherent of the basaltic achondrites which has 

been studied in this work . 
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Bialystok 

Externally, the meteorite has an appearance similar to Pasamonte; 

The goundmass is light gray and clasts consist of black aphanitic lithic(?) 

fragments, intergrowths of yellow pyroxene with plagioclase, or fragments 

with both yellow and black pyroxene with plagioclase. In the small sample 

studied, the largest fragment was about 5 mm in diameter . Many of the 

lithic fragments are partly rounded, but of irregular shape . 

The two types of textures found in Petersburg are present in the 

lithic fragments. Fine- grained intergranular or sub-ophitic textures 

are abundant (Plate 46a) as well as granoblastic textures (Plate h6b) . 

One clast, consisting of orthopyroxene and plagioclase fragments 

embedded in a rusty amorphous groundmass, resembles the outer portions 

of the metal rims in Petersburg (Plate 47a) . Another fragment consists 

of black opaque material intergrown with a strained plagioclase grain 

(Plate L?b ) . Many individual crystal fragments are composed of relatively 

coarse plagioclase, colorless to yellow pigeonite, or hypersthene . There 

appears to be less hypersthene than in Petersburg. The textural evidence 

for the pre-aggregation history of Bialystok is similar to that of 

Petersburg. 

The groundmass of Bialystok has undergone some sint ering after the 

final accumulation of the breccia. For instance, the region surrounding 

the granobl astic fragment shown in Plate 40a has many asoects shown by 

the portion of Sioux County shown in Plate 13b. Plagioclase in this 

area does not show pronounced undulatory extinction and cont iguous plagio

clase grains do not show obvious boundaries in pl~ne light. 

Pavlovka 

Pavlovka has been described previously by Zavaritskii and Kvasha(l)) . 
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A small piece is shown in Plate u8a • The groundmass is light gray and 

carries a variety of black, yellow and white lithic and crystal fragments; 

it is quite friable . 

The thin section contains only a few small lithic fragments which 

have sub- ophitic plagioclase- pigeonite intergrowths . Most of the frag

ments are pyroxene or plagioclase crystal fragments ; the pyroxene varies 

from colorless to dee~ brown, which is indicative of a large variability 

of pyroxene co~~osition. A few fragments of olivine are present . 

Plate u8b shows a fragment which has a texture similar to the 

oortions of recrystallized brecc ia described in Sioux County (Plate 13b), 

that is, the texture has a fragmental appearance , but has been recrystal 

lized . A complicated history of brecciation , recrystallization and re

brecciation is suggested by this fragment . 

Another fragment consists of fragmental clinopyroxene and plagio

clase in a black amorphous matrix (Plate u9a) . One clinopyroxene ~rain 

in the fragment is a lath about l . S mm long and 0. 2 mm wide , which 

resembles the pyroxene of Shergotty rather than the pyroxenes of the more 

common basaltic achondrites . The nature of the black amorphous material 

is not know~but the material is not composed of metallic iron , troilite, 

or a coarsely crystalline oxide phase. Metallic iron does occur in another 

fragment , where it encloses oyroxene and plagioclase fragments . 

Many of the ~yroxene fragments are strongly strained and plagioclase 

fragments commonly show undulatory extinction and deformed twin lamellae . 

One orthopyroxene fragment (Plates 49a and u9b) which is uniform in 

plane light shows , in crossed nicols, arrangements of blebs of lower bire

fringence (but approximately the same index of refraction) along planes 

which make angles of about uS0 with the prismatic cleavage. This may be 
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a texture analogous to the recrystallization of some of the plagioclase 

of Petersburg to feathery aggregates, as the recrystallization is, 

apparently, isochemical and has produced a finer texture from a coarser 

one . A similar texture has been observed in the Tatouhine meteorite, 

a hypersthene achondrite . Plate 50 sho~s a photomicrograph of Tatouhine 

in crossed nicols . Although there has been substantial recrystallization, 

an X-ray diffraction pattern of Tatouhine shows that only hypersthene is 

present . The qualitative comparison of metamorphic effects in a fragment 

from a basaltic achondrite and a hypersthene achondrite does not show, 

necessarily, a close relat ion between the two meteorite types , but sug

gests that the materials have undergone similar post-crystallization 

events . The mineralogy of Tatouhine, however, is an allowable derivative 

of the basaltic achondrites and the two types of meteorites may have 

r elated magmatic origins . 

The brecciation of Pavlovka has removed most evidence of the mag

matic history. The large size of some hypersthene fragments (Plate 5la) 

suggests gabbroic rather than basaltic affinities, but some fine-grained 

magmatic textures are present . The presence of a fragment of recrystal

lized breccia suggests a repeated brecciation history for this meteorite. 

In one portion of the thin section an area of brown amorphous groundmass 

grades into normal groundmass (Plate h9a) ; this is probably a post

accumulation effect . 

Frankfort 

The thin section contains only a few lithic fragments comoosed of a 

fine-grained intergranular aggregate of plagioclase laths and pyroxene. 

Most of the fragments are hypersthene with strongly undulatory extinction; 

they are as large as 5 mm in diameter . Smaller pyroxene grains show a 
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wide variation of color indicative of a wide variation of composition. 

The proportion of hypersthene to pigeonite is much greater than in 

Petersburg and there is a lower content of plagioclase than in most of 

the other basaltic achondrites . 

Although one must infer that the minerals were formed originally in 

a magmatic episode , the brecciation event effective ly has removed most 

textural evidence of the magmatic hi s tory. The large size of some hypers 

thene fragments and the abundance of hypersthene suggests that more gab

broic- type material than basaltic-type material has been mixed in the 

breccia . 

Yurt~ 

Only a external examination was made of the Yurtuk fragment shown 

in Plate 5lb . The meteorite is similar , in external appearance , to 

Pasamonte, Petersburg, Bialystok and Pavlovka. Rounded to sub-rounded 

lithic fragments from less than 0. 5 mm to about 1 mm, consisting of brown 

and yellow pyroxene intergrown with plagioclase, are common. Grains less 

than 0. 5 mm are, in general , monomineralic fragments of plagioclase or 

pyroxene . A black vein, similar in external appearance, to the veins of 

Stannern (cf. Plate 2lb) , traverses thefragment . The color variation of 

pyroxenes in the lithic and crystal fragments suggests that there is a 

wide variation of pyroxene composition. 

Binda 

Plate 52a shows an external view of a small portion of the meteorite . 

There is abundant gray groundmass which includes coarse-gr2ined equigran

ular lithic fragments and angular crystal fragments . An accumulation of 

dense dark gray material occurs on one edge of the fragment and is visible 

on the cut surface . 
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The meteorite is composed of medium to coarse tabular grains of 

plagioclase and hypersthene, both of which show evidence of extreme 

mechanical deformation. The dark gray cryptocrystalline areas, which 

appear to be dark fragments on the cut surface shown in Plate S2a, are 

shown in a photomicrograph in Plate S3a. Their relation to other grains 

is not unambiguous. They completely surround some crystal fragments and 

apparently extend apophyses into crystalline material at the upper edge 

of Plate S3a . There are gradations of grain size and color from black in 

the densest areas to brown or gray at some boundaries with the groundmass . 

These features suggest that the dark areas have formed after the accumu

lation of the breccia . Other portions of the dark material , such as the 

one at the lower right hand corner of the picture seem to be fragments . 

A possible explanation for the seemingly ambiguous textural relations is 

that the black material has been redistributed in mechanical events 

follow ing its original formation or accumulation in the breccia . It is 

difficult to say f r om the observed relations whether the material was 

originally present as fragments or whether it formed in olace as material 

similar to the veins of Stanner n . 

In crossed nicols , the dark areas shov numerous ooints of birefring

ent material and actually appear to be less dense than in plane light 

(Plate S3b) . The picture under crossed nicols amplifies the effects of 

the very strong mechanical disruption which the meteorite has undergone . 

Both pyroxene and plagioclase show pronounced undulatory extinction. At 

the lower left corner of Plate S3a a contact between plagioclase and 

pyroxene is marked by a zone of granulation which is shown in Plate S4a. 

The zone of granulation is darker than the normal pyroxene or plagioclase 

and contains some material that is isotropic in crossed nicols . More 
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evidence of extreme mechanical deformation is sh~wn in Plate 54b , which 

shows deformed exsolut ion (lOO)lamellae in orthopyroxene . 

The original magmatic textures o: Binda apparently had gabbroic 

affinities . The lithic fragment shoNTI on Plate 52a had an average grain 

size of at least 3 mm. On the cut surface, the pyroxene has a fairly 

uniform color, both within the lith ic fragment and in the matrix , which 

suggests that there is no large variation of pyroxene composition. Prom 

inspection of the cut surface , it is estimated that plagioclase makes un 

between ten and twenty percent of the meteorite by volume . These obser

vations must be tempered by the fact that the size of the sample is only 

a few times that of the largest lithic fragment . It is ~ossible that this 

texture could have developed by very strong fragmentation of a geo~etric

a lly limited por tion of original material and the breccia is more similar 

to a terrestrial tectonic breccia than an accill~ulation breccia . 

Kapoeta 

Photomicrographs of Kapoeta are shown in ?lates 55a to 58b . The 

meteorite consists of , for the most part, broken fragments of pyroxene 

which show a ~ide variety of colors , and inc lude both orthopyroxene and 

clinopyroxene . Some of the clinopyroxene grains show (001 1 exsolution 

lamellae . 

?late 55a shows a small lithic fragment that consists of a plagio

clase lath intergro1vn ~ith brown pigeonite in a texture similar to that 

of Juvinas or Stannern. This was the only diabasic lithic fragment obser

ved . Plate 55b shows a "granoblastic" fragment which resembles the Peters

burg fragment shown in Plate hOb . Plate 56a shows a fragment which resem

bles the recrystallized groundmass textures described for S i oux ~ounty 

(Plate 13b) and Pavlovka (Plate h8b) . Plate )6b shows a fragment similar 



to one described in Petersburg (Plate 43a) . It consists of a micro-

crystalline groundmass that encloses a few angular grains of oyr oxene 

and plagioclase . This textural type are of uncertain origin. 

An aspect of Kapoeta that has proved of interest recent ly with 

respect to the meteorite ' s content of "orimordial" rare gases is a 

distinct ion between t he color of various portions of the matrix. The 

d istinction is primarily one of grain size, as shown by Plates 57a to 

58b which compare fields in reflected and transmitted light . The dark 

portions correspond to very fine-grained matrix, the lighter portions 

correspond to more coarsely crystalline material . A oervasive sub-

parallel fracture pattern is most apparent in the dar ker more fine ly 

crushed portions and suggests that the darker oortions represent a 

mylonite-like material . It is clear that the light-dark structure has 

been developed after the initial brecciation and accumulat i on event which 

mixed fragments of the various ro ck types observed in the thin sections . 

"Primordial" rare gases are trapped in the darker port ions . It is 

possible that a shock event has produced the "light- dar k" structure and 

has trapped the rare gases . Such a shock metamorohic process has been 

proposed by Fredricksson and Keil( 2o) . 

The magmatic history of Kapoeta has been obscured by the recrystal -

lization and mechanical events which are more clear ly observed. The min-

eralogy is apparently similar to that of Pavlovka or Petersburg , and 

orobabl y had similar magmatic origins . Many of the lithic f ragments have 

textures which suggest recrystallization of original magmatic textures or 

of groundmass . The nest-accumulation mechani cal history has been extreme 

and may well be due to metamorphism under strong shock conditions . 
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Estherville 

Estherville is a mesosiderite , but Prior(h) noted that the sil icate 

phase of mesosiderites had a composition similar to the basaltic achon

drites . Merri11( 2l) described Estherville and concluded that it was a 

metamorphosed f ragmental aggregate . In this work a small sample of the 

silicate material was studied. 

The texture observed in thin section is not homogeneous . It is 

inequigranular and large grains appear to be angular and perhaos f r ag

mental (Plate 59a) . The texture is in some respects similar to the re

crystallized brecc ia textures of Sioux County and Pavlovka (cf . 0 late 13b; 

Plate h8b ) . The minerals identified in this section include olivine , 

hypersthene, plagioc lase , tridymite , whitlockite , metallic iron and 

troilite . 

An aggregate of olivine grains shown in Plate 59b has a number of 

larger uniform grains with irregular areas of finer-grained material which 

have an aspect similar to the recrystallization textures of Juvinas 

(cf . Plate 17a) . The entire olivine aggregate has a rim marked , on the 

inside, by a discontinuous zone of metallic iron grains and , on the out-

side, by a narrow zone of hypersthene . The rim is orobab l y a reaction 

product of the olivine, which is clear ly out of equilibrium with the 

t ridymite that occurs abundant l y in the section. 

The orthopyroxene is variabl e in composition f rom bout Fe/Fe+Mg 

= 0. 15 to 0. 30. Many of the larger grains have concentrations of opaque 

and nonopaque inclusions near , but not at , the grain boundaries(Plate 60a) . 

Outside the zone of inclusions there is, commonly, an inclusion- f ree area 

in optical continuity with the rest of the grain. It is not known whether 

the composition of the rim orthopyroxene is the same as that of the core . 
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The orthopyroxene of finer grains is filled with inclusions and is gener-

ally more iron-rich . 

Plagioclase occurs, in part , as large plates which have irregular 

outlines and in which the plagioclase commonly shows pericline 2nd earls-

bad twinning. In some portions, plagioclase also occurs as narrow laths 

showing, predominantly, albite twinning. 

Tridymite occurs as clear irregular grains up to O.S mm in diameter 

with no special textural features . The phosphate has low birefringence 

and small negative 2V; it may be concentrated in areas richest in metal . 

The metal phase of the mesosiderites , according to Prior(4) , shows 

intrusive relat ions to the silicate portions . The metal and troilite 

within this fragment of silicate material is discont inuous and clearly 

has not been injected into the silicates . The evidence observed here is 

consistent with the view of Merrill who concluded that a fragmental aggre

gate had been metamorphosed . The reaction relations observed here repre

sent an attemot by the silicates to equilibrate during the metamorphism. 

Without furt her study it is not really possible to say much about 

the history of the Estherville mesosiderite . The texture resembles a 

recrystallized fragmental texture of the type which might result from 

static metamorphism of a meteorite such as Peter sburg or Pavlovka. The 

compositional range of the silicates is somewhat limited and the most 

important point to be brought out here is that the mineralogy is consistent 

with the hypothesis that the basaltic achondrites and the mesosiderites 

have had similar magmatic histories and may be, in fact, directly related. 

Crab Orchard 

Crab Orchard is a mesosiderite reported by Mason(l) to conta in pig

eonite . A preliminary study of the meteorite shows it to have many f ea-
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tures in common with Estherville . The pyroxenes have a variety of composi

tions and include both pigeonite and orthopyroxene, which generally have 

distinct reaction rims . A small amount of olivine is also present along 

with plagioclase. The metallic iron is irregularly distributed and is not 

entirely continuous , which suggests that it was originally fragmental and, 

along with the silicates , has undergone thermal metamorphism. The his 

tories of the mesosiderites are clearly quite complex, since magmatic , 

fragmentation and recrystallization processes are required . It will be 

of extreme importance to learn whether the metal now present in the 

mesosiderites is directly related to the basaltic material or has been 

mixed in the breccia from a separate source . 
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Discussion 

Introduction 

A sequence of events can be traced through the textural features of 

the basaltic achondrites . The initial event in every case was a mag-

matic episode , but magmatic crystallization took place in a variety of 

cooling environments . MetamorPhism possibly re lated to the magmatic 

episode is a conspicuous feature in a few meteori t es , but is a minor fea-

ture in most . Most of the achondrites are brecciated , and a few recrystal -

lization features may be related to the brecciation event . Post- accumu-

lation recrystallization has occurred in some meteorites and most have 

undergone enough compaction to allow them to exist as small coherent 

bodies . A few meteorites show Post-accumulation veining. This portion 

of the paper discusses some of the implications of the textural obser-

vat ions . 

SUbclass ification 

In the Rose-Tschermak- Brezina system (Brezina< 22 )h the basaltic 

achondrites were subdivided into eucrites (=augite-anorthite achondrites), 

howardites (hypersthene-olivine-augite-anorthite achondrites) , and sher

gottites (augite-maskelynite achondrites) . It was shown by Wahl(S) that 

the principal clinopyroxene of the meteorites is pigeonite, rather than 

augite. Mason(l) , who has included the shergottites with the eucrites , 

has proposed that the subdivisions eucrites (=p igeonite- anorthite achon-

drites) and howardites (=hypersthene- anorthite achondrites) be retained . 

The classification is basically sound, but is complicated due to (1) the 

complete inversion or nearly complete inversion of pigeonite to hypers-

thene in some meteorites , and (2) the occurrence of pigeonite in most of 

the howardites . 
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Brown( 23) and Mason(l) have pointed out that the chemical comoosi-

tions of the basaltic achondrites fall into two princioal grouos which 

closely correspond to the eucrite- howardite mineralogical classification; 

the howardites have low Fe/Fe+Mg and low CaO compared to the eucrites . 

The description of Petersburg given above suggests that the chemical 

classification has a fault . Petersburg is a brecciated meteorite which 

has a wide range of pyroxene compositions from magnesian hypersthene to 

iron-rich pigeonite . The variation is continuous ; it is not a case of 

mixing pigeonite of a single composition with hypersthene of a single 

composition. The meteorite has a very inhomogeneous distribution of 

crystal and lithic fragments and it is apparent that a sample could 

be taken in which there might be a high proportion of magnesian hyoers-

thene, which would put the meteorite in the howardite class, although 

the bulk chemical composition puts it in the eucrite class of Mason . 

Most of the howardites in Mason ' s classification also contain a wide 

range of pyroxene compositions , but have more of the magnesian hypers-

thene and less iron- rich pigeonite in contrast to Peter sburg, which 

apparently has a higher concentration of the iron-rich pyroxenes . The 

difference between Petersburg and the howardites of Mason ' s classifi-

cation is the degree of mixing which has been accomplished following 

the brecciation and during accumulation of the fragmental debris of 

which the meteorites are comprised. If the chemical subdivi sions can be 

crossed because of superimposed mechanical mixing effects , it is more 

significant if a purely textural classification, which describes the 

degree of mixing more precisely, is used. 

Wahl(lB) divided the basaltic achondrites into monomict (limited 

compositional variability) and polymict (wide comoositional variability) 
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brecciated meteorites. If the monomict brecciated meteorites are called 

eucrites and the polymict brecciated meteorites are called howardites, 

the textural classification is very similar in its groupings to the 

mineralogical and chemical classifications , but has the advantaqe of 

not having to place a chemically inhomogeneous meteorite in a chemical 

or mineralogical classification. 

The description of the Pasamonte meteorite given above points out 

a difficulty in classifying a meteorite according to Wahl ' s classifi -

cation. ~1hereas the overall composition of the lithic fragments is fairly 

uniform, there is a good deal of compositional zoning of the pyroxene , 

which leads to a variation of composition in the crystal fragments of the 

breccia. To circumvent this difficulty , the following classification 

of the eucrite- howarcite grouo is suggested: 

Eucrites : Monomict breccias , in which the lithic fragments are 
generally similar in bulk composition and the mineral 
composition in the entire meteorite shows no greater 
variation than the internal variation shown within 
lithic fragments . 

Howardites : Polymict breccias , in which the lithic fragments show 
variations of bulk comoosition, in which the crystal 
fragments differ in composition from the minerals 
found in the lithic fragments , or in meteorites that 
contain no lithic fragments , there is a wide varia
tion in the composition of crystal fragments . 

All unbrecciated basaltic achondri t es of this type are called eucrites . 

Hence , eucrite fragments occur in most , if not all, howardites . The fol-

lowing table gives the classifications for the meteorites studied in 

this work. 
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Classifications for Basaltic Achondrites 

Studied in This Work 

Unbrecciated Eucrites Brecciated Eucrites Howardites 

Moore County 

Serra de Me1.ge 

Shergotty 

Nuevo Laredo 

Juvinas 

Stann er n 

Sioux County 

Bholghati 

Binda 

Jonzac 

Mesosiderites 

Crab Orchard 

Estherville 

Petersburg 

Bialystok 

Pavlovka 

Kapoeta 

Frankfort 

Yurtuk 
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Magmatic episode; rate of crystallization 

On the basis of grain size and shape the basaltic achondrites show 

similarities to terrestrial basalts, diabases and gabbros . The basaltic 

portions have intergranular or sub- ophitic textures in which the grain 

size generally varies from about 0. 01 mm to 1 mm and the plagioclase 

grains are elongated thin laths . Nuevo Laredo, Stannern and Pasamonte , 

as well as some lithic fragments of the howardites have textures similar 

to those f ound in terrestrial extrusive basalts and hypabyssal diabase 

intrusions . Sub-ophitic and ophitic fragments from Juvinas have grain 

size from 1 mm to 4 mm and broader plagioclase laths , which are more 

suggestive of textures found in comparatively shallow diabase intrusions , 

The textures of Sioux County, Moore County, Serra de Mage , Bholghat i 

and Binda are primarily equant textures from 0. 7 mm to 6 mm in grain 

size and are more akin to terrestrial gabbroic rocks that have formed 

in deep seated environments . 

Exsolution and inversion features of the pigeonite can be used as 

indicators of the rates of cooling during or following magmatic crystal-

(?4) 
lization. According to Hess , the behavior of pigeonite under various 

types of cooling histories is as follows : 

(1) With rapid cooling, homogeneous pigeonite may per sist as a 

metastable phase at lower temperatures , 

(2) 1r.Jith an inter mediate cooling rate , pigeonite exsolves 

lamellae of augite along (001) planes . 

(3) ':Hth slow cooling, after exsolution of augite , pigeonite 

inver ts to hypersthene, which may, in turn , exsolve augitic 

pyroxene parallel to (100) , 

Nuevo Laredo , Sioux County, Juvinas and Stannern have pigeonite with 
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Fe/Fe+Mg between 0, 58 and 0,67. These meteorites show thin lamellae 

which probably r epresent exsolution of augite previous to partial in-

version to hypersthene . For these meteorites there is a general ten-

dency for the amount of inversion to be directly related to ~rain size. 

Nuevo Laredo has only a small amount of hypersthene, whereas the coarsest 

fragment in Sioux County consists a lmost entirely of hypersthene . 

Moore County and Serra de Mage show broader clinopyroxene lamellae 

and a larger volume of exsolved clinopyroxene . Moore County pigeonite 

has partially inverted to hypersthene and Serra de Mage has completely 

inverted t o hypersthene. This is consistent with the grain size relations, 

as Serra de Mage is more coarse- grained than Moore County. Completely 

inverted pigeonite is known f rom terrestrial intrusions such as the 

Skaergaard intrusion (Brown(25)) and the Stillwater intrusion (Hess( 2h)) . 

The rat e of inversion of a simple iron-magnesium clinopyroxene is 

probably a function of the dissimilarity between orthopyroxene and clino

pyroxene structures (Brown( 25)) . Bowen and Schairer< 26 ) found that the 

transformation was more s luggish in the intermediate compositions , for 

which the most structural dissimilarity occurs , than f or the iron-rich 

or magnesium- rich clinopyroxenes . 

However , for the Pasamonte pigeonite , inversion controlled s imply 

by the i r on-content of the pyroxene can not be called upon, forneither 

the magnesium-rich cores or the iron-rich r ims have partially inverted 

to hypersthene although the grain size of some of the pigeonite is 

coarser than that of Stannern or Nuevo Laredo . It is possible that 

the calcium content, which must be reduced by exso lution before inver-

sian can occur , plays a part in the inversion of pigeonite to hyoers -

thene. 

14ith these cautions in mind, it can be suggested t hat the inversion 



properties shown by the pigeonite of the basaltic achondrites are con

sistent with the textural evidence in indicating that the different 

meteorites formed under a variety of cooling conditions . In general, 

for oyroxenes of similar composition, there is a tendency for the 

most extensive inversion to occur in the more coarse- grained pigeonite. 

Crystal settling 

Planar orientation of plagioclase and pyroxene in Moore County and 

Serra de ~Iage and the great enrichment of plagioclase in Serra de Mage 

indicate that crystal settling has occurred during the magmatic history 

of the basaltic achondrites . The preferred orientation shown by 

Shergotty may be related to crystal settling. 

The occurrence of crystal settling is one of the few features of 

the achondrites which can be used to limit the size of the parent body 

of the meteorites . The accumulation of crystals is a function of the 

rate at which crystals settle and of the rate of crystallization of the 

magma. In a simple , non- convecting magma , the rate of settling is a 

function of physical and thermal constants for the magmaand crystals 

and the size of the gravitational field . Limits on the rate of crystal 

lization can not be set accurately, but the grain size of Moore County 

and Serra de Mage are similar to grain s izes found in terrestrial layered 

gabbroic intrusions, for which cooling rates can be estimated . 

The problem is not completely specified for the meteorites , because 

the distance through which crystals settle as well as their rate of 

settling is important. One can maKe the assumption that the crystals 

which accumulate on the floor of a magma chamber have settled from a 

certain thickness of overlying magma, say ten meters, but this assump

tion can not be tested. However, it may be a limit ing assumption. 
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Accumulation of olivine from 900 feet of overlying magma has occurred in 

the olivine layer of the Palisade sill (Walker( 27)) and it is possible 

that a fai rly large thickness of magma must be depleted of its crystals 

in order to form an accumulate. 

The rate of crystallization of thick sills has been invest i gated 

from the point of view of heat flow calculations by Jaeger( 28) . For 

diabase sills greater than about 200 meters thick, much of the sill is 

found to crystallize at rates of from one centimeter to three centimeters 

per year . If crystals have accumulated from a ten meter layer of magma, 

some of the crystals must have settled at rates of f rom 3 to 10 meters 

per year . I f plagioclase crystals 1 mm in radius (assuming the grains 

to be spherical), with specific gravity of 2. 7, settle in a magma of 

specific gravity 2.65 with a viscosity of loP poises, are to attain 

terminal settling velocities of 3 meters per year, a simple Stokes • 

Law calculation indicates that the size of the gravitational field must 

be on the order of the earth ' s gravity. If the viscosity of the magma 

is a factor of 100 lower, as is quite possible for an iron- rich basaltic 

magma, the size of the gravitational field would be 100 times smaller 

than that of the earth. It is clear that this calculation is not subject 

to exact determination for a number of reasons . The calculations seem to 

show that the process of crystal settling should not be expected in a 

parent body smaller than 1/100 earth radius, and would be more probable, 

the larger the size of the parent body. Unfortunately, within the limits 

of the calculation, most bodies which might be suggested as the parent 

of the basaltic achondrites would fit . The most important conclusion 

suggested by the observation that crystals have accumulated in some 

basaltic achondrites is that a mechanism is available for the magmatic 

differentiation deduced from the chemical and mineralogical evidence 
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The details of the magmatic episode (or episodes) of the basaltic 

achondrites are discussed in the chapters on Chemical Composition, 

Mineralogy and Petrologic Trends . The chemical changes in late magmatic 

or deuteric episodes and in post- magmatic metamorphism are not of suf

ficient magnitude to be reflected in bulk chemical comoosition and are 

best summarized from the petrographic evidence . 

In the interstices of many of the magmatic textures there are con

centrations of ooaque minerals, in which ilmenite and troilite predom

inate . In some interstices, corroded pyroxene is associated with troilite 9 

ilmenite and quartz. A reaction relation with pyroxene combining with 

sulfur to form troilite and free silica (magnesium and calcium probably 

recombine as orthorhombic or monoclinic pyroxenes) is the simplest one 

that can be envisioned. It may be that the ilmenite is also released 

from solid solution in the pyroxene during the reaction. 

Especially in Juvinas fracturing of pyroxene grains has been fol

lowed by crystallization of troilite along the fractures . In the vicin

ity of the fractures, the pyroxene is somewhat bleached and some reaction 

may have occurred. In Juvinas, a buildup of sulfide vapors in the late 

stages may have been responsible for the formation of miarolitic cavities. 

Sulfide reaction may have been responsible for some of the conspicuous 

recrystallization textures in Juvinas , where colorless or yellow fine

grained pigeonite has replaced coarser brown pigeonite . 

More limited in extent are reactions which apparently involve the 

reduction of iron- rich pyroxenes to metal . Unfortunately, the time se

quence of :ormation of metallic iron in these textures can not be definite-
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ly established. The metal may have formed in a metamorphism following 

the brecciation event . In one lithic f ragment of Juvinas , a small grain 

of metallic iron occurs along ~ith sulfide and ilmenite in an area rich 

in corroded pyroxene and quartz (Plates 19a and 19b) . 

Brecciation and Poss ible Shock Effects 

Most of the basaltic achondrites have been brecciated. There are, 

unfortunately, a few clear cut lines of evidence which can be used to 

determine the process by which the brecciation occurred, but tvo prin-

cipal possibilities exist . The basaltic achondrite breccias may repre-

sent volcanic breccias (or volcanic-sedimentary tuff-breccias) or they 

may represent tectonic breccias , among which impact breccias may be 

included . 

Many of the early investigators concluded that the basaltic achon-

drites are tuff-breccias, principally on the basis of the obvious assoc-

iation of volcanic textures in the rock fragments of the breccias . It 

is not possible to completely d iscount the possibility that some of the 

basaltic achondrites , especially the hovardites, have t he ir origin in 

explosive volcanic events . There are some features of the achondrites, 

however , that may be difficult to reconcile with a volcan!c brecciation 

orocess . 

For explosive volcanism to occur it is pr obable that a gas phase 

with a large vapor pressure must build up . There is no petrograohic 

evidence for the presence of a substantial vapor phase during the mag-

matic history of the meteorites. The only volatile element that appears 

in the mineralogy is sulfur i:1 troilite . If explosive volcanism is to be 

called upon, a vo latile component such as N, CO, or co2 or perhaps nob le 

gases must be assumed . Large contents of noble gases occur in the dark 
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portions of the Kapoeta meteorite (Zahringer(29 )) , but whether concen-

tration of noble gases could r each levels high enough to produce explo-

sive volcanism is not known. 

There is an aspect of the monomict brecciated eucrites which seems 

to be difficult to reconci le with a tuffaceous origin. Although there 

is some variability of textures of lithic fragments within the monomict 

breccias , the variation of textures between meteorites is much greater. 

It is oossible to dist inguish with little difficulty Si oux County , 

Juvinas , Stannern and Nuevo Laredo on the bas i s of the textures of the 

lithic fragments . All of these meteorites are apparently monomict , with 

little mixing of different mineral compositions and all have very similar 

bulk comoositions . It appears that the principal distingu:shing factors 

are the textures which indicate a variety of cooling conditions during 

the magmat i c ep isode (or episodes) . The fact that these meteorites are 

monomict , simi lar , but distinct , suggests that they represent localized 

fragmentation of the original rocks . This seems inconsistent with a 

tuffaceous accumulation history, although the possibility that the 

meteorites represent materials brecciated in place along volcanic pipes 

can not be eliminated . The polymict breccias might well be tuffaceous 

in origin . 

Impact brecciation may produce textures s imilar to those found in 

volcanic breccias . A cratering event may give products which have so~e 

features in common with terres t rial tectonic or fault breccias (material 

brecciated in place) or with tU:faceous breccias (material ejected fran 

the crater) . Plate 61 shows an example of breccia from the Brent Crater, 

Ontario , Canada, which is probably of meteorite imnact origin (Millman, 

et al(30)) . The sample cones fran a core through the crater floor,but 
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the breccia may represent material which fell back into the crater . This 

particular breccia type occurs only in a limited portion of the core, so 

it can not be said that i t is a typ ical meteorite imoact breccia. The 

general features of this breccia can be comoared with the brecciated 

basaltic achondrites , and especially the thin section of Bholghati 

(Plate 30a) . Although the mineralogy is different (the Brent breccia 

has been formed from a granitic gneiss) , both breccias have been formed 

from crystalline rather than sedimentary material . There is a similar 

range of fragment sizes and shapes in both breccias and there seem to 

be similar types of strained crystal fragments in each breccia . This 

comparison shows that it is permissible for some of the brecciation of 

the basaltic achondrites to be of impact origin. 

It is probably the case that fragment size and form distribution will 

not provide uniquely determinative criteria for impact breccias or vol-

canic breccias . There are a number of textures in the basalLic achon-

drites which seem to be consistent with metamorphism by strong shock 

and can be suggested to be of an impact origin. 

The most orobable example of a shock metamorphosed basaltic achon-

drite is Shergotty, an unbrecciated meteorite (See Plates 35a to 36b) . 

In Shergotty, plagioclase has been transformed to an amorphous state 

while pyroxene has been only slightly affected and the original magmatic 

texture has been maintained . Although all of the structural asoects of 

Shergotty were not maintained, Milton and DeCarli(Jl) have shown that 

shock loading (peak pressure of about 250 kilobars) can oroctuce a similar 

texture in a terrestrial gabbro. Examples of a similar nature have been 

reported by Chao(3 2) from the Ries Basin, where feldspar and quartz have 
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been made amorphous, leaving biotite and other dark minerals essentially 

unaltered. There seems to be little doubt that the transformation ob

served in Shergotty was produced by shock metamorphism. 

Although maskelynite, the amorphous plagioclase of Shergotty, has 

been reported in older descriptions of basaltic achondrites, no truly 

amorphous plagioclase has been observed in the other meteorites studied 

in this work. A number of the howardites contain plagioclase fragments 

which apparently are single crystal fragments when viewed in plane light, 

but show feathery extinction properties which give tham an overall low 

birefringence in crossed nicols . The most striking example of feathery 

plagioclase is shown by a lithic fragment in Petersburg (Plates h2a and 

u2b) where the feathery plagioclase is intergrown with pyroxene and the 

plagioclase has some semblance of original crystal form . Similar tex

tures have not been reported from terrestrial volcanic rocks and this i s 

interpreted to be a Shergotty- like metamorphic texture . Because it is 

a fragment within a breccia that contains apparently unmetamorohosed 

fragments, it is clear that the metamorphism preceded final accumulation 

o: the breccia . If the interpretation is correct , it would imply that 

some of the fragments in the Petersburg breccia underwent a shock event 

previous to accumulation of the breccia . 

Neither the demonstration that some fragments in the brecciated 

basaltic achondrites probably have had a shock history nor the demon

strated similarity between the brecciated basaltic achondrites and 

meteorite impact breccias is proof that all of the brecciat ion is due 

to impact events . It is possible that some combina~ion of impa: t events 

and volcanic events have produced the breccias. However, the simplest 

hypothesis that apparently can explain all of the mechanical features 
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observed in the basaltic achondrites is that the brecciation has been 

predominantly impact brecciation. 

Post-Accumulation Effects and Possible Repeated Brecciation 

In Sioux County, there are some portions of the matrix which appar

ently have undergone recrystallization (Plate 13b) . fragments o: a 

similar type have been described in many of the howardites (Pavlovka, 

Plate 48a; Kapoeta , Plate 56a) where they occur with fragments that have 

original magmatic textures or various recrystallization textures . The 

appearance in the polymict breccias of recrystallized matrix material 

implies two generations of brecciation , separated by a recrystallization 

episode. More complicated combinations of brecciation and recrystal -

lization mightexist , but would be extremely difficult to recognize petro-

graphically. 

The mesosiderites show post-accumulation recrystallization , in which 

some mineralogical changes occurred . An environment for thermal meta-

morohism of fragmental material must have been accessible in order to 

form the mesosiderites as we now know them. 

Stannern and Yurtuk have dark veins that have formed after accumu-

lation of the breccias . These veins may be very finely granulated mat-

erial along localized zones in the meteorites . There has been some dis-

placement along many of the veins in Stannern, which suggest that the 

veins are related to some tyoe of post- accumulation mechanical disruotion 

episode. fredricksson et al(JJ) have been able to produce dark veins in 

chondritic meteorites in shock loading experiments . A shock orocess may 

be involved in the formation of the veins of Stannern and Yurtuk. 

In Kapoeta , strong mechanical disruption following accumulation of 

the breccia has produced light and dark oortions . The dark portions are 
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the most highl~ pu'verized . Fredricksson and Keil( 20) believe that a 

shock process has produced tha dark oortions . If that is true , the 

shock process undergone by Kapoeta has been quite different than that 

undergone by Shergotty and the reason for the differences is not appar

ent at the present time . 

Whether the veins of Stannern and Yurtuk and the dark nortions of 

Kapoeta have been produced by sho:k processes is a matter for some 

further investigation. In any case , there is good evidence that mechan

ical processes ~ere active after the final accumulation of the brecci

ated meteorites . It is possible that a process capable of removing a 

meteorite from its parent body and placing it in an orbit which inter

sects the earth rs orbit should Produce discernible effects in the meteor

ite . Some of the post-accumulation effects noted in the meteorites may 

be related to the final ejection event , but post-accumulation effects 

are minor in the basaltic achondrites . Considering some of the extreme 

mechanical effects observed in the brecciated basaltic achondrites and 

the shock effects shown by Shergotty, it seems probable that the final 

ejection took a lesser amount of mechanical energy than d id the initial 

brecciation . 

Liquids of basaltic composition represented by bulk meteorites 

With the sum~ry of magmatic and nest- magmatic features of the basal

tic achondrites , it is possible to comment about how closely the meteor

ites might represent the basaltic liquids from ~hich they formed . This 

discussion is important to succeeding discussions of the compositional 

variations of the basaltic achondrites . 

For the eucrites, which by definition do not have mixed chemical 

compositions, there is reason to believe that the meteorites that have 
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predominantly fine-grained non-porphyritic basaltic textures may truly 

represent the composition of the liquids from which they crystallized, 

minus any volatile ~hase that escaped . for the meteorites with gabbroic 

texture, which it is not always possible to predict whether they repre

sent liquid compositions , it can be SU?~osed that in the cases of Moore 

County and Serra de Hage,which show evidence of crystal accumulation, 

they do not . In other cases , as in the coarsest fragments in Sioux 

County, they may adequately represent silicate melts . 

For the howardi~ in which brecciation has mixed fragments with 

diverse chemical and textural histories, it is clear that the meteorites 

do not represent liquid compositions . Depending on the degree of mixing 

of diverse systems, however , it is oossible that the howardites can 

approach compositions of liquids in the basaltic system. 
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I I I 

CHEMICAL CO~~SITION OF THE BASALTIC ACHONDRITES 
AND SOME OF THEIR CONSTI TUENT MINERALS 

Bulk Chemical Ana lyses 

Chemical analyses of basaltic achondrites are given in Table h. 

The sources of the data are (1) the literature comoilation made by 

Urey and Craig( 2) , (2) new total meteorite analytical data obtained 

during the course of this work, and (3) partial chemical analyses, 

particularly for alkalis , from Edwards(33) and from this work. For 

use in making some comparisons, CIPW norms have been calculated from 

the chemical analyses (Table 5) . The method by which the norms are 

calculated is given by 1~ashington(34) and yields a calculated mineral-

ogical assemblage that closely resembles the mineralogy observed in the 

meteorites . In a few cases , norms have been recalculated using a com-

bination of old and · new analytical data . These norms are clearly of 

lesser reliability than those calculated from good analytical data . 

In order to select the better older analyses for comparative 

purposes and to understand the expected accuracy of older analytical 

data, the following comparisons are made : 

(1) Alkali values from both old and new analyses are compared 

with Na and K determinations of Edwards(33) , Gast(35) and Geiss 

and Hess(36) in Table 6. The old analyses are found to be 

variab l e in reliability and tend to overestimate the a l kali 

contents (especially K) . The new analyses agree well with the 

independent determinations of alkalis . 

(2) Table 7 gives data f or new flame photometer analyses of 

seven plagioc lase separates . The method used was that described 

by Brannock and Shapiro(37) . Comparison with the normative 
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TABLE 4 

CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF BASALTIC ACHONDRITES 

1. Sioux County, composite 
2 . Sioux County, li thi.c fragment 
3 . Sioux County 
4. Pasamonte 
5 . Pasamonte 
6. Stannem 
7. Stannem 
8. Juvinas 
9. Juvinas 
10. Nuevo Ie.redo 
ll. Tchervony Koot 
12. Peramiho 
13. Bereba 
14. Cachari 
15. Jonzac 
16. Macibini 
17. Binda 
18. Padvaminkai 
19. Moore County 
20. Serra de Mage 
21. Shergotty 
22. Shergotty 
23. Inoto1ax 
24. Yurtuk 
25. Ie Tei11eul 
26 . Frankfort 
27. Petersburg 
28. Zmenj 
29 Pavlovka 
30. Wissing 
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TABLE 4 

CHEYICAL ANALYSES OF BASALTIC ACHONDRITES 

Brecciated Eucrites 

1* 2* 3 4* 5'** 6* 7'** 8* 

Si02 49.29 49.60 49.96 48.59 48.20 49.33 47.94 49.32 

Ti02 0.60 0.52 0.75 o.65 0.07 0.96 0.41 0.68 

A1203 12.84 12.75 12.04 12.70 13.91 12.34 11.19 12.64 

FeO 18.25 18.22 18.44 19.58 17.04 17.92 20.05 18.49 

l!gO 7.08 7.35 7.(1;. 6.77 6.47 6 • .36 7.14 6.83 

CaO 10.39 10.13 10.00 10.25 10.24 10.58 10.36 10.32 

Na20 0.42 0.42 0.45 0.31 0.60 0.75 0.42 

K20 0.04 0.04 0.03 o.os o.<i> 0.08 0.13 o.os 
Cr203 0.31 0.36 0.33 0.30 0.28 0.35 0.30 

lbO 0.53 0.53 0.59 0.56 0.42 o.so 0.53 

P205 0.09 0.09 0.27 0.10 0.13 0.14 0.07 

Fe(met.) 0.05 o.oo 2.64 0.02 0.04 

FeS 0.45 0.03 o.<i> 0.19 0.72 0.86 0.53 

100.46 100.11 100.37 99.85 100.09 99.32 100.29 

H20 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 

H20 0.13 0.27 0.24 0.30 0.02 

* New analysis, by A. D. :Maynes, California Institute of Technology 

** Taken from Urey and Craig~.2. ) All iron recalculated as FeO. 

Taken from Gast(3S) 
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TABLE 4 

CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF BASALTIC ACHONDRITES 

Brecciated Eucrites 

9** 10* 11** 12** 13** 14** 15** 16** 

Si02 49.02 49.46 48.80 49.32 48.48 48.47 48.32 49.10 

Ti02 0.58 0.95 0.71 0.42 o.6o o.o? 0.52 0.?4 

A1203 13.39 ll.78 13.44 11.24 12.25 13.94 12.74 ll.71 

FeO 1?.56 20.10 18.47 19.99 18.?6 19.98 1?.?6 15.99 

YgO 6.80 5.46 6.98 7.15 6.50 6.84 7.42 8.43 

CaO 10. '72 10.40 ll.48 10.84 ll.12 8.62 10.48 10.31 

Na2o 0.40 0.5? o.;2 0.40 0.1; 0.92 0.91 0.62 

~0 0.17 0.05 0.12 0.2; 0.22 0.13 0.22 0.66 

Cr:203 0.31 0.29 0.21 0.88 o.ct> 0.33 0.51 

~mo 0.21 o.;6 0.63 0.25 0.78 0.28 0.42 

P205 0.1? 0.11 0.12 o.ct> 0.16 o.~ 

Fe (met.) o.oo 

FeS 0.27 0.21 0.25 0.80 o.;? o.o; 

99.60 99.98 101.61 100.41 99.90 99.92 99.13 98.58 

H20 0.30 0.18 
0.20 

H20 0.14 0.14 0.1; 

* New analysis, by W. Blake, California Institute of Technology. 

** Taken from Urey and Craig~ 2..) All iron recalculated as FeO. 
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TABLE 4 

CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF BASALTIC ACHONDRITES 

Brecciated Eucrites 

17** 18** 

50.50 47. 21 

8.84 10.49 

15.29 16.17 

16.15 9.00 

6.15 12.18 

0.28 1.20 

0.13 o.a> 

0.75 

0.51 

0.03 

-c}8 .. 63 

1.56 

s 0.51 
c 0.43 
99.61 

Unbrecciated Eucrites 

19** 20** 21** 22* 

48.16 

0.32 

15.57 

15.02 

8.41 

11.08 

0.45 

0.09 

0.44 

0.31 

0.92 

160.6? 

43.42 50.21 50.10 

0 .. 92 

27.20 5,90 6.68 

6.56 21.85 18.66b 

3.18 10.00 9.40 

14.53 10.41 10.03 

1.59 1.28 1.28 
(0.25)8 

o.2o 0.57 o.l6 
(o.oo)a 
0.32 0.18 

0.58 0.50 

0.71 

0.11 

97.7o 1oo.~~ 100.11 

0.01 

1.71 

* New analysis, by A. D. Vaynes, California Institute of Technology 
Preliminary da~a. 

** Urey and Craig} 2. ) All iron recalculated as FeO. 

b Deduced from modal analysis. 
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TABlE 4 

CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF BASALTIC ACHONDRITES 

Howardites* 

2.3 24 25 26 27 28 29 .30 

5102 48.05 49 .. 45 48 .. 14 51.53 49.21 48.18 50.91 5.3.11 

Ti02 0.19 0.0.3 

A1203 13.41 9.66 11.35 8.05 11.05 8.<1> 6.30 8.20 

FeO 18.56 15.61 16.71 1.3.19 20.41 14.66 17.42 18.99 

llgO 8.67 17.40 1.3.9.3 17.59 8.1.3 16 .. 81 14.69 8.48 

CaO 10 .. 40 6.39 7 .. 88 7.04 9.01 5.48 6.24 5 .. 79 

Na2o 0.22 0.45 0.82 1.75 2.04 1.9.3 
0.29 0.31 (0.15)a (0.13)a 

~0 0.24 0.22 
(O.CX2)a 

0.38 0.4.3 
(0.02)a 

1 .. 19 

Cr:20.3 o.6o 0.04 0.53 0.42 0.42 0 • .38 0.98 

MnO 0.25 0.72 0.22 2.17 0.30 

P205 0.01 0.17 o.o8 

Fe(met.) 0.32 

FeS 0 .. 27 0.63 0.16 1.32 1.01 

100.68 99.59 99.85 98.91 98.79 99.59 98.46 99.68 

~0 o.ei> 

H20 0.16 0.44 

* All analyses taken from Urey and Craig~ 2-) 

a Alkali values determined by Edwardsf3J) 
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TABLE 5 

NORMS FOR BASALTIC ACHONDRITES 

Brecciated Eucrites 

1 2 4 5 6 B 10 11 

Or 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.3 o.? 

Ab 3.6 3.6 3.8 2.6 5.1 3.6 4.8 4.4 

An 32.8 32.8 32.5 36.4 30.8 32.5 29.4 34.0 

Wo 7.7 7.1 7.4 6.0 B. B 7.8 9.1 9.6 

En 1?.6 18.3 16.9 16.1 15.8 17.0 13.6 17.3 

Fs 33.3 33.3 34.8 33.2 32.0 33.2 35.1 33.5 

Fo o.1 

Fa 0.2 

Q 2.6 3.1 2.0 3.3 3.7 3.3 4.2 

Ap 0.2 o.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 

Dm 0.5 1.2 o.1 1.8 1.3 1.8 1.4 

Cr 1.1 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.3 

Fe/Fetlfg 0.59 0.58 0.61 0.60 0.61 0.60 0.65 o.6o 

An/Ab+An 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.93 0.84 0.89 o.ss o.B? 
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TABIE 5 

NORMS FOR BASALTIC ACIDNDRITES 
Brecciated Eucrites Eucrite 

12 1~ 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Or 1.5 1.3 0.8 1.3 3.9 0.9 5.1 0.6 

Ab 3.4 1.3 7.8 7.7 5.2 2.4 10.2 3.8 

An 28.1 32.1 33.5 30.0 27.2 22.5 20.7 40.2 

Wo 10.S 9.4 3.7 S.7 9.8 3.3 16.6 6.2 

En 17.7 16.2 15.5 17.2 21.0 39.9 9.9 20.4 

Fs 36.0 33.2 34.6 29.7 28.8 28.2 13.2 26.6 

Fo 1.1 0.9 0.2 8.S 0.4 

Fa 2.7 1.8 0.1 12.S 0.6 

Q 1.3 3.3 0.5 

Ap 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.1 

nm o.s 1.1 0.1 1.0 1.4 0.6 

Cr 1.3 0.1 0.5 0.6 1.1 0.7 

Fe/Fe+llg 0.61 0.61 0.63 0.57 0.51 0.35 0.50 0.50 

An/Ab+An o.ss 0.93 o.so 0.77 0.75 0.93 0.58 0.90 
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TABLE S 

NORMS roR BASALTIC ACHONDRITES 

fucrites Howardi tes 

20* 22 22 2lt 2.S 26** 2!1 - 28 

Or ~.9 1.6 1.7 1.4 2.2 

Ab 2.6 10.8 1.8 1.0 6.9 14.8 

An 7.2. 8 12.1 35.7 25.4 29.3 21.1 26.5 13.1 

Wo 14.0 6.6 2.6 3.6 5.7 7.6 5.7 

En 7.8 23.4 21.1 35.4 28.4 43.8 20.1 18.2 

Fs 12.0 32.3 33.2 24.5 24.9 24.0 37.2 13.3 

Fo 0.4 5.6 4.4 0.1 16.6 

Fa 0.6 4.3 4.2 0.2 13.3 

Q 0.9 1.2 

Ap 1.6 0.4 0.2 

I1m 1.8 0.4 
lit 2.2 
Cr 0.3 0.9 0.1 0.8 0.4 0.6 

Fe/Fe+){g 0.53 0.$1 0.54 0.40 0.40 0.29 o.s8 o.)6 

An/Ab+An 0.97 0.49 0.96 0.94 0.90 0.95 0.79 0.43 

* Calculated f'rom alkali data estimated f'rom analyzed mineral separates 

** Calculated with alkali data f'rom Edwards(33) 
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TABLE 5 

NORMS FOR BASALTIC ACOONDRITES 

Hcnrardites 

29* 30 

Or 7. 0 

Ab 1.0 16.3 

An 16.4 10.2 

Wo 4.9 7.7 

En 36.5 21.1 

Fa 32.5 34.0 

Fo 

Fa 

Q 3.9 o.s 
Ap 

nm 
Cr 

Fe /Fa+Mg 0.36 0.55 

An/Ab+An 0.94 0.30 

*Calculated with alkali data from Edwards(33) 
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TABIE 6 

AlKALI CONTENTS OF SlUE BASALTIC ACHONDRITES 

Old New Mwards Gast Geiss 
Analyses Analyses* (33) (35) and 

Hess(36) 

Na K Na K Na K K K 

Juvinas 0.31 0.14. 0.31 0.04 0.33 0.04 

Stannem 0.57 o.n 0.44 0.07 0.43 0.07 

Nuevo Laredo 0.42 0.04 0.41 0.05 0.04 

Sioux County 0.31 0.03 0.03 

Pasamonte 0.24 0.05 0.33 0.04 0.38 o.C1> 0.04 

Moore County 0.33 0.07 0.<12 

Frankfort 0.34 0.18 0.15 0.<12 

Pavlovka 1.52 0.34 0.13 0.<12 

Petersburg 0.61 0.45 0.05 

Shergotty 0.96 0.48 0.96 0.15 0.15 

Padvaminkai 0.90 0.71 0.10 

* Taken from new total meteorite analyses. Alkalis were determined 

by flame photometer using the method described by Brannock and 

ShapiroP7) 
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TABLE 7 

AIKAU CONTENTS OF PLAGIOCLASE SEPARATES 

DETERlfiNED BY FLAllE PHOTOMECTRIC ANALYSIS 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Sample 
Weight .1014g .1004g .1150g .09Slg .omg .1120g .0504g 

Reduced 
Data 

Na2o 

K20 

Wt. % Ab 
Wt. %Or 

Norm. 

0.18 
.02 

0.16 
.02 

1.6aa 

o.1aa 

14.0 
1.5 

Plag. Ab 14.5 
from Or 1.5 
total 
met. 
analysis 

1.<1> 
.04 

1.0.3 
.02 

0.08 
.02 

o.ct, 
.02 

0.07 

8.4 
o.6 

0.74 
.04 

0.71 
.01 

0.0.3 
.01 

o. 0.3 
.01 

0.64 

0.02 

5 • .3 
0.1 

1.05 
.0.3 

0.08 
.01 

0.08 

8.8 
o.72. 

9.8 
o.s 

0.98 
.o1 

0.07 
.01 

1.11 

o.os 

9.1 
o.rzi 

9.8 
o.6 

1.45 
.02 

0.1.3 
.o1 

ll.2 
1.1 

10 • .3 
o.s 

0.56 
.01 

o.o; 
.01 

1.11 

0.10 

* Error stated is reproducibility of flame photometer measurement 
a Corrected for lQ% pyroxene impurity, determined microscopically 
b Corrected for lo% tridymite impurity, determined microscopically 

1 Nuevo Laredo, P200, l.oaNll, STBE 
2 lbore County 
.3 Serra de Mage 
4 Juvinas, 1. 8aN1l, 2. 74 2. 77 

5 Sioux County 
6 Pasamonte, Pa200, 0.8a1l 

STBE 2.65 
? Petersburg 
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plagioclase of the new analyses shows agreement within 1% Ab 

and 0. 3% Or. Besides showing that the analytical techniques 

give comparable results, this comparison indicates the useful-

ness of the norm in giving average plagioclase compositions for 

these meteorites . The comparison indicates that the Al2o3 con

tent of the pyroxene of these meteorites is low, for small amounts 

of Al2o3 in the pyroxene, which is more abundant than plagioclase, 

would tend to make the normative plagioclase composition more cal

cic than the modal* composition. 

{3) Normative plagioclase compositions are compared with plagio-

clase compositions deduced from optical determinations in Table 8. 

For old analyses and old optical data, there is considerable lack 

of agreement due to (a ) inaccuracies in the chemical analyses and 

(b ) the small number of optical determinations which were made on 

meteorites in which there is significant compositional variation 

of the plagioclase {see Part IV, Mineralogy) . Where comparison is 

possible , the older optical data shows good agreement with new 

chemical and optical data , which suggests that the older optical 

dataare more accurate than the older chemical analyses . 

(h) Fe/Fe+Mg ratios for old and new analyses of the same meteorite 

are compared in Table 9 . There is good agreement for Stannern, 

Juvinas and Pasamonte and fair agreement for Sher gotty • Comparison 

also is made between normative and modal Fe/Fe+Mg for Petersburg and 

Serra de Mage for which agreement is not good. In the case of 

Petersburg , a very inhomogeneous meteorite, the discrepancy probably 

reflects sampling problems which bias samples towards more magnesian 
*The terms mode and modal pertain to the mineralogy of the meteorites 
rather than to calculated normative minerals . 
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TABLE 8 

COMPARISON OF NORMATIVE AND MODAL PLAGIOCLASE COMPOSITIONS 

MOdal Composition, Normative Composition 
(deduced from optical 

properties) 
%An %An 

Older work This work Old Analyses New Analyses 
(Range) (Average) 

Stannern 8:>-SSl.a 80 79 84 
Juvinas 90-911: 90 89, 90 
Jonzac 84-~ 71 
Peramiho 88 a 85 
Petersburg 86-88 a 8) 79 
Pavlovka 9Q-f:J7 a 25 94* 
Frankfort 94-95 a 79 95* 
I.uotolax 9G-93 a 96 
Zmenj 83t a 43 
Missing 75 a .30 
I.e Teilleul 78 a 90 
B~~ba 87 b 9.3 
llacibini 9) c 75 
l&:>ore County 90 d 90 90 
Pasamonte 88 e 8) 9.3 89 
Nuevo La redo 85 85 
Sioux County 90 90 
Binda 90 93 
Serra de Mage 95 82 95** 
Shergotty .39 49 

a Jlichel (~) deduced from extinction angles on albite-carlsbad twins. 
b Lacroix} ) decuced f~m jndex of refraction. 
c Haughton and Partrid~, deduced from index of refraction. 
d Hess and Henderson~ deduced from index of refraction. 
e Foshag( ) , Deduced from index of refraction. 
* Calculated, using alkali values of Edwards(.3.3) 
** Composition of analyzed plagioclase separate, this work. 



TABlE 9 

COJdPARISON OF Fe/Fe llg RATIOS IN OID AND NEW ANALYSES 

Fe/Fe+Yg Fe/F~Yg 
Old New 

Analyses Analyses 

Juvinas 0.58 0.60 

Stannem 0.60 0.61 

Pasamctltie o.6o 0.61 

Shergotty 0.55 0.51 

Fe/Fe+Mg Fe/Fe+llg 
Modal Normative 

Petersburg 0.58 0.32 

Serra de Mage 0.53 0.44 
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pyroxenes . For Serra de Mage the error may lie in the analytical 

data. 

In general, it appears that the older chemical analyses had poor 

det erminations of the alkalis wh ich are present only in small quan-

tities . For the major oxides, Si02, Al2o
3

, CaO, feO and MgO, the old 

analyses appear to be at least adequate. 

General compositional features 

The compositions of the basaltic achondrites are those of simple 

basaltic systems in ~hich the components are chiefly plagioclase and 

pyroxene. The correlation between normative and modal mineral compos!-

tions is good, which indicates that the minerals of the mode are simple 

and not too complicated by solid solution phenomena such as the solubil-

ity of sodium and aluminum in some pyroxenes . 

Table IO compares the compositions and norms of Binda, a magnesium-

rich achondrite, Juvinas , an iron-rich achondrite and a tholeiitic 

olivine basalt from Kilauea (Tilley(JB) , p . 50, analysis 2). The norms 

of the basaltic achondrites show approximate saturation with respect 

to sil ica and therefore suggest the comparison with terrestrial satur-

ated (tholeiitic) basalts . 

The Juvinas meteorite has some general similarities to the terres -

trial basalt. The notable difference is the low alkal i content of the 

meteorite, which leads to some striking differences in the norms of the 

two analyses . The amount of normative plagioclase in the terrestrial 

basalt is somewhat greater and it is much more albitic than is the 

normative plagioclase in the meteorite . There is a larger proportion 

of normative diopside (calcium- magnesium-i ron pyroxene) in the pyroxene 

component of the terrestrial basalt. 
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TABLE 10 

COMPARISON OF TWO BASALTIC ACHONDRITES TO A TERRESTRIAL 

THOLEIITIC (SILICA SATURATED) BASALT 

Analyses Norms 

Binda a Juvinasb Basalt0 Binda Juvinas Basalt 
(llg-rich) (Fa-rich) 

Si02 50.50 49.32 49.43 Q 3.3 0.7 

A12o3 10.49 13.39 12.92 Or 0.8 0.3 3.1 

Fe2o3 n.d. 3.14 Ab 2.4 3.6 18.3 

FeO 16.17 12.64 8.34 An 22.5 32.5 23.8 

MgO 16.15 6.83 9.24 Di 6.3 16.0 23.3 

J.bO 0.51 0.53 0.18 Hy 65.1 42.0 20.3 

CaO 6.15 10.32 11.02 01 0.3 

Na20 0.28 0.42 2.22 Tim 1.3 5.4 

K20 0.13 0.05 0.52 1ft 4.5 

~0 n.d. 0.02 0.17 Ap 0.1 0.2 0.7 

H20 n.d. 0.03 o.o1 Tr 0.5 

Ti02 n.d. 0.68 2.85 

P205 0.03 0.07 0.26 

C1'203 0.75 0.30 n.d. 

FeS 0.53 

a Urey and Craig(2) 
b This work 
c Tilley(30) 
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Binda shows greater dissimilarity to the terrestrial basalt . The 

amounts of aluminum, calcium and alkalis are much lower in Binda and 

the magnesium content is much higher in Binda than in the terrestrial 

basalt . In the norm, Binda shows much less feldspar component and the 

feldspar is much more calcic than in the terrestrial basalt. The abun-

dance of pyroxene is much greater in Binda and there is very little 

normat ive d iopside component. 

A notable difference between the Juvinas analysis and the terres-

trial basalt analysis is the oxidation state of iron. Appreciable 

amounts of Fe2o
3 

have not been reported in any of the new analyses of 

basalt ic achondrites . This is in contrast to the t errestrial basalt 

which contains about three percent of Fe2o
3 

which is calculated as 

magnetite in the norm and occurs , in part , as magnetite in the mode. 

In contrast, small amount s of metallic iron are present in the norms 

and modes of the newly analysed meteorites . These differences are an 

important indication that the basaltic achondrites crystallized under 

conditions of very low partial pressure of oxygen. In the laboratory 

study of the Mg0-FeO-si0
2 

system (Bowen and Schairer< 26)) it was reported 

that ferric iron was present in liquids that were in equilibrium with 

pyroxenes and the metallic iron of the sampl~ container. Muan(39) showed 

that in the system Fe0- Fe2o3
-si02 the liquid in equilibrium with fayal i te , 

silica and metallic iron contained about one percent Fe2o3• The partial 

pressure of oxygen for that equilibrium is less than l0-12 atmospheres . 

The low content of Fe
2
o
3 

in the basaltic achondrites apparently is con

sistent with crystallization under conditions o: equilibrium between 

ferrous iron-bearing silicates and metallic iron. This conclusion 

agrees with the observed mineralogy in the basaltic achondrites . 
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Analyses of the Sioux County meteorite 

The two new analyses of the Sioux County meteorite are important 

because they are indicative of the compositional variations found in 

the brecciated eucrites. The samples which were selected for analysis 

were a single medium-grained lithic fragment which was freed from most 

surrounding matrix material and a bulk sample which contained a high 

proportion of fine-grained matrix material . Comparison of the two 

analyses (1 and 2) shows no clear difference between the two portions 

of Sioux County, but indicates the type of composit ional variation 

expected between lithic fragments and matrix or between different lithic 

f ragments in a brecciated eucrite . 

Variation diagrams 

Figure 2 gives variation diagrams for the various oxides (weight 

percent) in the basaltic achondri t es plotted against Fe/Fe+Mg (mode 

percent) . The ratio Fe/Fe+Mg is used because it reflects the relative 

degree of magmatic differentiation in a set of basaltic rocks . Because, 

in general, the pyroxene and olivine crystallizing from a basaltic magma 

have a smaller Fe/Fe+Mg than the magma , fractional crystallization tends 

to drive Fe/Fe+Mg in the melt towards higher values . Partial melting 

would reverse the trend, in that the liquid would have a progressively 

lower Fe/Fe+Mg. 

The data plotted in the variation d iagrams includes all but the 

most obviously incorrect analyses . The old analyses of Padvarninkai, 

Pavlovka, Zmenj and Serra de Mage have been rejected because they con-

tain fifteen to twenty percent of normative olivine . Olivine is not 

abundant in the modes of these meteorites and by analogy with newly 

analyzed meteorites, the norms and modes should agree closely. New 

data for Pavlovka and Serra de Mage indicates that alkalis have been 
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overestimated in the older analyses, which leads to an increase in 

normative olivine . The combination of high alkali values and norm-

ative olivine in Padvarninkai and Zmenj suggests that the old alkali 

determinations were erroneous. The old analysis of Massing has been 

discarded because it shows about three percent Na20+K20 which is prob

ably an incorrect determination. The composition of Shergotty is not 

included on the variation diagrams and is discussed separately. 

On the variation diagrams , the following distinctions have been 

made: new analyses are indicated by solid circles, old selected analy-

ses are indicated by open circles (eucrites) and open triangles (howard-

ites). The Moore County meteorite, an unbrecciated eucrite, for which 

the older analysis by Henderson and Davis(lO) is apparently an excel-

lent analysis, has been marked by a solid square . 

On the basis of Fe/Fe+Mg ratios, the existing analyses can be 

divided into two groups, one with Fe/Fe+Mg greater than 0.5 and one 

with Fe/Fe+Mg less than O. h . The gap is not considered to be real in 

terms of the magmati c histories of these meteorites, but the groupings 

help simplify discussion. The two groups are, essentially, the groups 

distinguished in the chemical classification of basaltic achondrites 

proposed by Brown( 23) and Mason(l) . In terms of the classification 

used in this work, the iron-rich group contains three howardites 

(Petersburg, Luotolaks, Massing) and the magnesium-r ich group contains 

one eucrite (Binda) . 

The calcium content is higher for the iron-rich group than for the 

magnesium-rich group. There is no discernible variation of CaO within 

the iron-rich group . The Si02 content is rather uniform f or the whole 

assemblage of basaltic achondrites. The magnesium-rich group may have 
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slightly higher values than the iron-rich group and there may be a 

slight increase of Si 02 with increasing Pe/Fe+Mg in the iron-rich group. 

For the iron-rich group, the older analyses seem to be systematically 

lower than the newer analyses . 

There is a significant variation of FeO, which increases from the 

magnesium-rich to the iron-rich basaltic achondrites . The trend of 

absolute enrichment in iron is a principal justification for comparing 

the compositional trends in the basaltic achondrites with those of the 

Skaergaard intrusion, which is well known as a differentiated gabbroic 

intrusion which shows strong enrichment in iron in the later stages of 

differentiation. The magnesium content declines from the magnesium

rich group to the iron-rich group. 

An important function of a variation diagram can be to show that 

groups of rocks share common relationships. The significant feature 

of these variation diagrams is that some regularities can be distin

guished. Without further elaboration it might be argued, on the basis 

of these diagrams, that most of the basaltic achondrites have close 

chemical affinities . 

Normative mineral variations 

Further details of the compositional variability of the basaltic 

achondrites can be obtained by comparison of normative mineral abundances . 

Although some of the norms have been calculated from a combination 

of old major element analyses and new alkali analyses and are substan

tially better than norms calculated from the original analyses, the only 

old analyses for which variations of normative mineral composition have 

been plotted in variation diagrams are the selected analyses used in 

plotting Figure 2. For some normative components , only the good recent 
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analyses are used. 

Figure 3 gives the variation of the amount of normative anorthite 

as a function of Fe/Fe+Mg. There is a distinct trend from the magnesium

rich basaltic achondrites which have lower anorthite content to the iron-

rich achondrites which have higher anorthite content. Many iron-rich 

basaltic achondrites have similar compositions, and much of the scatter 

of the older analyses may be due to analytical error. If only the good 

analyses are used, it is possible to suggest that there is a slight de

crease of normative anorthite with increase of iron above Fe/Fe+Mg = 0. 6 . 

The Moore County meteorite has an anorthite content distinct from the 

main group of iron- rich basaltic achondrites . It shows a higher plagio

clase content which may be a result of accumulation of plagioclase during 

the magmatic episode. 

Figure h gives the variation of normative plagioclase composition as 

a function of Fe/Fe+Mg. The composition of normative plagioclase is 

sensitive to errors in alkali determinations and to errors in alumina 

determinations . Therefore, the old analyses probably have considerable 

scatter due to analytical error. Nevertheless , it seems probable that 

there is a general incr ease in the alkali content of the plagioclase 

with increasing Fe/Fe+Mg. 

Figure 5 shows the variation of the normative wollastonite compon

ent (CaSi03) in the good analyses . There is a general increase in 

wollastonite component as Fe/Fe+Mg increases . The combined decr ease in 

normative anorthite content and the increase of normative wollastonite 

causes the calcium content t o remain essentially constant in the iron

rich basalt i c achondrites . 

A survey of the norms indicates that in general the basaltic achon-
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drites are either slightly oversaturated or slightly undersaturated 

with respect to silica. This corresponds to the presence of small 

amounts of free silica or small amounts of olivine in the modes . Some 

meteorites which have modal free silica may be slightly undersaturated 

with respect to silica in the norm because of _solution of A1 2o3 
in the 

pyroxene . A1
2
o

3 
in the pyroxene is calculated as feldspar molecule, 

which takes up silica, rather t han as pyroxene molecule , which can be 

calculated as Al•A10
3 

in analogy to the metasilicate formula and 

causes an apparent deficiency in SiO • For the iron-rich basaltic 
2 

achondrites, there is a tendency for the amount of normative free 

si lica t o increase with increasing Fe/Fe+Mg, (figure 6) . Moore County 

has modal free silica, but has normative olivine , due to the presence 

of Al2o3 in the pyroxene. The amount of modal free silica may have 

been affected by crystal settling in the case of Moore County. 

Composition of the Shergotty meteorite 

New analytical data for the Shergotty meteorite indicate that Sher-

gotty has an exceptional composition. This conclusion had been suspected 

by the older analytical data, but has now been substantiated. Table 11 

compares the analyses and norms of Shergotty and Juvinas . 

The most striking difference between the two meteorites is the 

composition of the plagioclase, which is about An
50 

in Shergotty and An
90 

in Juvinas . The total amount of plagioclase is much less in Shergotty 

than in Juvinas and is reflected by the much smaller content of Al
2
o
3 

in 

Shergotty. The Fe/Fe+Mg in Shergotty is slightly smaller than that of 

Juvinas, but the normative wol lastonite component in the pyroxene is 

substantially larger . Two compositional features also not oresent in 

the other meteorites studied here are the occurrence in Shergotty of 

0. 71% P205 which reflects the modal occurrence of whitlockite and the 
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TABIE 11 

COMPARISON OF CHEJO:CAL COMPOSITIONS OF SHERGOTTY AND JUVINAS 

.Analyses Norms 

Shergotty Juvinas Shergotty Juvinas 

Si02 50.10 49.32 Or 0.9 0.3 

Ti02 0.92 0.68 Ab 10.8 3.6 

A1203 6.68 12.64 An 12.1 32.5 

Fe2o3 1.49 
Wo 14.0 7.8 

FeO 18.66 18.49 
En 23.4 1?.0 

1b0 o.so 0.53 
Fs 32.3 33.2 

CaO 10.03 10.32 

llgO 9.40 6. 83 Q 0.9 3.3 

Na20 1.28 0.42 
Ap 1.6 0.2 

K20 0.16 o.os 
D.m 1.8 1.3 

P205 0.71 0.07 
Cr 0.3 o.s 

Cr:z03 0.18 0.30 
:Vt 2.2 

Fe(met . ) 0.04 
Fe,he+lig .51 .60 

FeS 0.53 
An/Ab+Or+An .49 .89 

100.11 100.29 
Wo ,Avo+En +Fs .20 .13 
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presence of fe rric iron, which occurs modally as magnetite . 

Whereas the other basaltic achondrites studied in this vork seem to 

follov fairly simple compositional trends, Shergotty fits none of the 

trends. With existing data it is not possible to determine t he manner 

in vhich Shergotty attained its compositional features, but some pos-

sible explanations can be suggested for the diff erences betveen Sher-

gotty and the other basaltic achondrites. It is possible that the paths 

of crystallization in basalt systems are strongly influenced by oxygen 

partial pressure (Osborne(4l)) . Shergotty is different from other 

basaltic achondrites in that it cont ains magnetite rather than metallic 

iron which indicates that oxidation conditions vere different in Sher-

gotty than in the other achondrites . Further investigation of the paths 

ofaystallization of basaltic magmas under various partial pressure of 

oxygen could shed some light on the possibility that Shergotty and the 

other basaltic achondrites differentiated from the same parent material 

under different Po
2 

regimes . 

It is also possible that Shergotty differentiated from a different 

parent material . In that case, it would be necessary to postulate a 

previous different iation event to produce the variation between the 

parent material of Shergotty and the parent material of the other basal-

tic achondrites . A similar initial differentiation may be necessary to 

explain the relation of basaltic achondrites to chondrites. 

A third possibility is that Shergotty and the other basaltic achon-

drites differentiated from a similar parent material under different 

P-T conditions. The higher the pressure, the more favored is the solid 

solution of aluminum in pyroxenes (Boyd and England(42)) . If aluminum 

preferentially goes into pyroxene, there must be a concurrent increase 
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of the alkali component of the feldspar an increase in the amount of 

calcium available for the formation of pyroxene. As both of these 

features are found in the comparison of Shergotty and other basal tic 

achondrites, differentiation of Shergotty under higher total pressures 

may be partly responsible for the observed differences. 

Composition of minerals 

One of the most fundamental sets of data which can be obtained 

for a rock or meteorite is the composition of the minerals which make 

up the rock. For this purpose a nwnber of mineral separations have 

been made by heavy liquid, magnetic and chemical techniques . A number 

of problems have been encountered which have not been solved in a com

pletely satisfactory way and, in f act, may be impossible to deal with in 

the context of the small sample size available for making mineral separ

ations on meteorites . 

For those meteorites with fine - grained magmatic textures , the 

problem of liberation of the mineral grains is acute . The problem is 

even more acute with regard to making mineral separations of meteorites 

where there is a great deal of finely crushed matrix material . The 

Frantz magnetic separator can not handle materials ground to finer than 

about 300 mesh due to the interference of electrostatic effects and 

the clumping of grains. This limits separation of very fine material 

to heavy liquid or chemical techn iques . I f much of the material must be 

ground to 300 mesh in order to free mineral grains, adequate mineral 

separation becomes difficult . In Nuevo Laredo, where many of the lithic 

fragments have very fine- grained textures, there is always a biasing in 

t he mineral s eparates towards the coarser- grained portions . 

For mineral grains comoletely free of binary intergrowths, the Frantz 
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separator can efficiently fractionate plagioclase and free silica from 

pyroxenes, but can not efficiently separate various pyroxenes such as 

the pigeonite and ferroaugite that occur in the iron-rich basaltic 

achondrites or the pyroxenes of variable composition in the howardites . 

for Nuevo Laredo and Juvinas, where pigeonite is the most abundant pyrox

ene, pigeonite separates have been made, but ferroaugite compositions 

must be determined by other means as indicated below. for those meteor

ites where pyroxene compositions are variable, there is no obvious way 

in which to get either a compl etely reliable composite pyroxene separate 

or a separate of one of the principal pyroxene phases. This diff iculty 

is heightened by the problem that in the meteorites with variable pyrox

ene compositions there tend to be variable quantities of inclusion mater

ial which may affect the magnetic properties of the grains. 

Heavy liquid separations have been made using methylene iodide, 

tetrabromoethane and acetone . These liquids allow the separation of 

free silica from plagioclase and the separation of very fine-grained 

matrix fragments of intermediate density from plagioclase and pyroxene . 

Separations of small samples are expedited with the use of a centrifuge. 

The problem of separation of the pyroxenes has not been attempted by 

heavy liquid techniques because their separation would require the use 

of a liquid of higher specific gravity such as Cleric! solution. Al

though it is possible that separation of pyroxenes could be made in a 

correctly adjusted Cleri ci solution the irregular distribution of in

clusions in the pyroxenes and the compositional variations of the pyrox

enes would make the separation inefficient . The limiting factor for 

making mineral separations in many cases is the size of the sample that 

is available. In meteorite studies, the availability of large samples 
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is limited and only fairly efficient mineral separation techniques can 

be used. 

The calcic plagioclase present in the basaltic achondrites decom-

poses in HCl . For cases where it is desirable to eliminate plagioclase 

completely from pyroxene concentrates, magnetic and heavy liquid separ-

ation can be followed with acid treatment to remove any remaining plagio-

clase. The reverse situation, chemical removal of plagioclase comoon-

ent from a magnetic and/ or heavy liquid concentrate of plagioclase, pos-

sibly could be used to obtain chemical compositional data on plagioclase . 

Analyses of the acid soluble and acid insoluble portions of meteorites 

were reported in the older meteorite literature (see Wahl(S) and Michel(6)). 

In those cases , previous concentration of minerals had not been made. 

Table 12 gives analyses of mineral separates made in this study and 

some analyses made in previous studies . Partial analyses for alkalis in 

feldspar separates have been given in Table ?. Because of the ineffic-

ienc~sof mineral separation, many of these analyses have unknown amounts 

of contaminants . Some limits can be put on the amounts of contamination 

by calculating norms for the mineral analyses . This is especially use-

ful in trying to establish the amount of aluminum in the pyroxenes . By 

using a calculation which assumes that all alkalis in the pyroxene anal-

ysis are due to plagioclase contamination a lower limit on the aluminum 

content in the pyroxene can be calculated. The upper limit to the alum-

inum content in the pyroxene is set by the value reported in the chemical 

analysis . 

The data for Nuevo Laredo pyroxene separates has been used in con-

junction with X-ray fluorescence and diffraction analysis to establish 

the composition of the co-existing augite and pigeonite in Nuevo Laredo 
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TABLE 12 

!liNERAL SEPARATE ANALYSES 

M3 

Si~ 41.62 47.£r2 50.56 
Ti~ 0.56 o.rn 0.29 
A1203 2.45 1. rr;. 2?.flb 
Fe203 0.?7 0.01 
FeO 30.19 34.15 ~.29 
l.tlO o.ss 0.92 co. en 
CaO ?.40 4.35 14.91 
MgO 8.64 8.90 o.~ 
Na20 0.11 o.o8 1.49 
K20 0.03 0.03 0.12 
P205 0.08 

99.?0 98.95 99.45 

NORMS 

Or 0.2 Or2 0.2 Ory o.? 0~ 
Ab 0.9 Ab1J o.? Ab1.3 12.6 Ab15 
An 6.1 An as 4.5 An84 69.0 An84 

Wo 12.6 wo14 ?.1 Wo8 2.1 w~1 
En 21.5 En24 21.9 Fi124 2.1 Fi122 
Fs 56.1 Fs62 61.9 Fs68 5.? Fss7 

01 1.0 
Q 0.3 6.? 

Ap 0.2 
ut o.s 
Ilm 1.1 1.7 0.5 
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TABlE 12 

lliNEBAL SEP AHA TE ANALYSES 

114 . !5 It> 

Si~ 49.30 49.80 49.37 
Ti02 0.16 0.62 
Al203 30.32 5.60 1.55 
Fe203 1.83 
FeO 1.18 28.16 26.44 
}b0 0.02 tr 0.37 
CaO 15.73 7.03 4.60 
MgO 0.42 10.96 15.54 
Na2o 1.66 0.26 
K20 0.20 0.10 
P205 

98.99 101. 91 1oo.32 
NORliS 

Or 1.2 OIJ. 0.6 Or4 
Ab 14.1 Ahl6 2.2 Ab14 
An 74.7 An84 13.5 An82 

Wo 1.4 Wo32 8.9 Wo1o 9.5 Wo10 
En 1. 0 Fn24 27.2 En39 38.7 En47 
Fs 1.9 Fs44 46.4 Fs51 46.8 FS43 

Q 4.4 

Mt 2.7 
Il.m 0.3 1.1 
Cor 1.6 
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TABlE 12 

MINERAL SEPARATE ANALYSES 

Jr1 llB 

Si02 40.70 40.59 
Ti02 o.<t> 
!1203 33.20 33.42 
Fe2o3 1.59 
FeO o.so 
CaO 17.40 16.40 
YgO 0.27 
Na20 1.16 2.04 
K20 o.os 0.20 

1oo.4E~ 99.68 

NORJ.6 

Or 0~5 1.1 01)_ 
Ab 9.8 Abu 17.3 Ab1s 
An 85.2 An89 81.5 AnBl 

Wo 0.7 
En 0.7 

Q 2.1 

Mt 2.3 
Ilm 0.1 
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TABLE 12 

KrNERAL SEPARATE ANALYSES 

1f1 no ll1l 

Si02 48.49 56.4 49. "a 
Ti02 1.22 0.2 0.56 
A1203 2.03 26.7 2.16 
Fe203 1.3 0.58 
FeO 32.34 23.67 
:vno o.so 0.55 
CaO 4.14 10.0 10.04 
YgO 11.43 12.54 
Na20 0.09 5.31 0.21 
1(20 o.c6 0.41 o.os 

100.60 l00.3 l00.3l 

NORJ.6 

Or 0.3 Or6 2.2 Or:2.3 0.5 or7 
Ab 0.7 Ab12 45.1 Ab49 1.7 Ab27 
An 5.0 An82 47.9 An49 4.5 ~ 
Wo 6.5 Wog 0.5 18.9 w"22 
Ell 26.5 Fh36 27.5 Fh38 
Fs 54.5 Fss6 38.3 Fs40 

01 4.6 6.5 
Q 2.5 

Mt 1.2 o.s 
Ilm 2.3 0.5 1.1 
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TABlE 12 

References 

Ml. Nuevo laredo, PYTOXene (New analysis, A.D. Maynes, CIT) 

M2 Nuevo laredo, pyroxene (New analysis, A.D. Maynes, CIT) 

M3 Nuevo laredo, plagioclase (New analysis, A.D. Maynes, CIT) 

ll4 NueTo laredo, plagioclase (New analysis, A.D. llaynes, CIT) 

ll5 Pasamonte, pyroxene (Foshag(9)) 

:t.E> Moore COWlty, PYTOXene (Henderson and Davis (lO)) 

JJ!7 Moore County, plagioclase (Henderson and Davis(lO)) 

YS Juvinas, plagioclase (Game(l2)) 

»9 Juvinas, pyroxene (New analysis, tentative, A.D. Maynes, CIT) 

MlO Shergotty, ma.skelynite (New analysis, tentative, A.D. Maynes, CIT) 

Jll.l Shergotty, pyroxene (New analysis, tentative, A.D. Maynes, CIT) 
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and Juvinas. Separates with various augite-pigeonite proportions were 

treated with HCl in order to remove plagioclase. The separates were 

analyzed by X-ray fluorescence for Ca/Fe ratios and the relative inten-

sities of the (220) diffraction peaks for augite and pigeonite were 

established by X-ray diffraction. Table 13 gives the intensity ratios; 

figure 7 plots IC /I +If from X-ray fluorescence against I /I +I . 
a Ca e Aug Aug Ptg 

from X-ray diffraction. The points lie on a straight line , which, when 

extrapolated to diffraction peak ratios of zero and one, gives the Ca-fe 

relations for pure augite and pure pigeonite. The extrapolation to zero 

augite indicates that the pyroxene of one of the mineral separates 

(Analysis M2) is essentially pure pigeonite . By using a lever rule, the 

abundance of augite in the total meteorite sample, marked by the open 

box, is fixed at 25% of the total pyroxene or about 15% of the total 

meteorite. 

figure 8 shows the composition of normative pyroxene from the anal-

yzed mineral separates and total meteorite analyses of Nuevo Laredo and 

Juvinas . For Nuevo Laredo, the MgSi0
3 

content of each pyroxene is about 

25%. By application of the lever rule to the points equivalent to min-

eral analysis M2 and the bulk chemical analysis, the composition of 

augite in Nuevo Laredo (in proportion 1:3 to pigeonite) is ca
33

Mg
23

Fe
41

, 

which is very close to the normative pyroxene of Analysis Mh. The ratio 

of augite to pigeonite is similar in Juvinas and Nuevo Laredo . Applying 

the lever rule to the data from Juvinas, an augite composition of 

ca31Mg31Fe
38 

is indicated. The iron-rich nature of th~e calcium-rich 

pyroxenes indicates that a more precise term for them is ferroaugite. 

Analyses M- 2 and M-9 give the best determinations of pigeonite 

co~positions that have been made for these meteorites . The analysis of 
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TABLE 1:3 

X-RAY FLUORESFNCE AND X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA FOR 

PIGEONITE-FERRDAUGITE MIXTURES 

F1uoresence Diffraction 
Ica/IFe+Ica IAug/IAug+IPig 

(220 Peak) 

Juvinas 

#41 .125 .<1» 

#42 .214 .25 

Nuevo Laredo 

#29(Tota1 meteorite) .24 

#46 .288 .:35 

#43 .283 .:38 

#48 .:32:3 .48 

#44 .1% .14 

#24(1:12, pigeonite) .105 
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Nuevo Laredo pigeonite is consistent with an iron-rich pigeonite that 

contains about eight mole percent wollastonite component . The composi-

tion of this pigeonite is as iron-rich as any known from terrestrial 

occurrences. In the Skaergaard intrusion, more iron-rich systems con-

tain the assemblage fayalite-augite-quartz rather than the assemblage 

pigeonite-augite (Wager and Deer(hO)) . More highly differentiated 

basaltic achondrites could be presumed to have fayalite and quartz 

rather than pigeonite . The Juvinas pigeonite has a lover ratio of 

Fe/Fe+Mg but is otherwise similar to the Nuevo Laredo pigeonite . 

The plagioclase separates partially analyzed for alkalis indicate 

a plagioclase composition of about An85 for Nuevo Laredo (Table 7) . The 

total analysis of the plagioclase separate gives a normative plagioclase 

composition of about An85• The plagioclase separate was contaminated, 

however , by pyroxene and free silica. The pyroxene component of the 

purest plagioclase separate may be contained in the higher-index inclu-

sions common to the plagioclase of the iron-r ich basalt ic achondrites . 

Consideration of the four analyses from Nuevo Lared~vhich have a 

wide range of pyroxene- plagioclase ratios , but for which the normative 

plagioclase compositions are uniform, indicates that the Al
2
o

3 
content 

of the pyroxene is small . Large amounts of alumina in the pyroxene would 

lead to more calcic normative plagioclase in the pyroxene- rich separates . 

Assuming that the plagioclase has a uniform composition of Ab15, and all 

alkalis in the pyroxene analysis are due to feldspar contamination, the 

maximum allowable Al 0 in the pyroxene is about O.h%. The larger Or-Ab 
2 3 

ratio of the pyroxene concentrates probably is due to rounding errors in 

the determination of the very small K20 content. These values of Al2o
3 

in the pyroxene are somewhat lower than the Al
2
o

3 
reported by Hess and 

Henderson(l9h9) for the pyroxene of Moore County (Analysis 6), but are 
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consistent ~ith values reported for pyroxenes of Kapoeta (Predriksson 

"1 (2-0) and Ke1 • If there is any sodium and potassium in the pyroxene, the 

Al 2o3 
values are greater than those calculated from the norm. 

According to the norm the analysis of "pigeonite" from Pasamonte 

made by Poshag(
9
J ) included about 15% plagioclase (Analysis M5) . It is 

likely that this is not a representative sample either of the total 

pyroxene composition of Pasamonte (compare it ~ith the normative pyrox-

ene of the bulk analysis) or of the average pigeonite composition. The 

~ide variation of Pe/Pe+Mg shown by pyroxenes in Pasamonte and the 

presence of both pigeonite and ferroaugite make it difficult to obtain 

a r epresentative pyroxene sample . 

The analyses of plagioclase and pyroxene from Moore County are less 

suspect of contamination because the coarser grain size of that meteorite 

should facilitate mineral liberation. Hovever , the pyroxene analysis may 

not be representative of the total pyroxene due to the presence of augite 

in exsolution lamellae (Hess and Hendersontll )) and as individual grains 

(this vork) . There may be some variation of plagioclase composition 

~hich gives rise to a more calcic nor mative plagioclase than that of the 

analyzed plagioclas e , but the observed discrepancy vould be expected if 

the pyroxene does contain as much as 1. 5% Al2o
3

• On the other hand, the 

determination of alkalis made on a sample of plagioclase f r om Moor e County 

in this vork gives somevhat lover values than the data of Henderson and 

Davis no ) and is in better agreement vith the optical data. 

The analysis of plagioclase from Juvinas is difficult to understand 

completely because it ~as shown by Game (12 ) that the optical properties 

measured for that plagioclase indicated a more calcic composition than is 

indicated by the chemical analysis . The composition of the plagioclase 
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determined by Game is considerably more alkalic than that determined in 

this work (Table 3) . The separational technique used by Game apparently 

concentr ated more alkali-rich plagioclase, which probably corresponds 

to a concentration of interstitial plagioclase . As the interstitial 

plagioclase tends to be untwinned, optical determinations may have been 

biased towards less abundant more calcic grains . 

Mineral compositions in the Shergotty meteorite 

The average gr ain size in Shergotty is coarser than in many of the 

other basaltic achondr i tes and it was expected that good separations 

would be possible . Consideration of the analyses of a maskelynite separ

ate and a pyroxene separate , taken in conjuction with the total meteorite 

analysis , yields ev idence bearing on the efficiency of the mineral sep

aration as well as the true compositions of the minerals . 

Table lh compares the norms calculated from the analysis of the 

mineral separates (M-9 ; M-10) and the bulk chemica l analysis . The norm

ative plagioclase from the bulk analysis is in good agreement with the 

composition of the analyzed maskelynite and the normative pyroxene of 

the bulk analysis is in agreement with the analyzed pyroxene composition. 

However , some significant discrepancies exist . The normative plagioclase 

composition of the pyroxene analysis gives a more calcic composition and 

has a larger orthoclase/albite ratio than the analyzed ~elynite . The 

normative feldspar of the bulk analysis has more orthoclase than the 

analyzed maskelynite and the normative pyroxene of the total analysis 

contains less wollastonite component than the analyzed pyroxene . The 

pyroxene analysis shows significant undersaturation with respect to 

silica. These discrepancies suggest that the pyroxene has small amounts 

of aluminum and alkalis in solid solution. 
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TABLE 14 

NORMS FOR SHERGOTTY TOTAL llETEORITE AND MINERAL SEPARATE ANALYSES 

Maskelynite Pyroxene Total 
Meteorite 

Or 2.2 Or2.3 0.5 0.9 Or3.6 

Ab 45.1 Ab49 1.7 10.8 Ab47 

An 47.9 An49 4.5 12.1 An49 

Wo 0.5 18.9 Wo22 14.0 Wo20 

En 27.6 En38 23.4 En39 

Fs 38.2 Fs40 32.2 Fs41 

Fo 2.5 

Fa 4.0 

Q 2.5 0.9 

Ap 1.6 

Tim 0.5 1.1 1.8 

Cr 0.3 

Mt 1.2 o.s 2.2 
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The normative feldspar composition of the total meteorite analysis 

differs from the composition of the maskelynite . For the total meteorite 

analysis, the amount of potassium that must be in solution in the pyrox

ene to remove the discrepancy is equivalent to 0.08 weight percent of 

K20 in the pyroxene, which is identical to the value determined for the 

pyroxene separate . This suggests that all of the sodium, potassium and 

aluminum in the pyroxene analysis is in solid solution in the pyroxene. 

It implies that the pyroxene separate had essentially no masltelynite as 

a contaminant. 

The mineral analyses can be used to reconstitute the total meteorite 

analysis. Table 15 gives the reconstituted analysis and compares it with 

the total meteorite analysis. The proportions of maskelynite and pyrox

ene have been specified by the sodium contents of the three analyses and 

the only other restriction olaced on the calculation is that the sum of 

all minerals is 100%. The amount of calcium due to the phosphate is 

fixed by the amount of P2o5. Ti02, Fe
2
o3, MnO and cr2o3 can be matched 

in an arbitrary manner, so the comparison between the reconstituted 

analysis and the total meteorite analysis is not significant for those 

oxides . The significant feature of the comparison is the close agreement 

for the major oxides Al2o3, FeO, CaO, and MgO. Si 02 is in good agreement 

if there is about three percent of modal Si02• These values are in 

reasonable agreement with the modal analysis given for Shergotty in 

Chapter II . 

These comparisons serve as an internal check on the chemical analyses, 

but also they substantiate the conclusion that the Shergotty pyroxene has 

about two percent Al2o
3 

and small amounts of sodium and potassium. The 

amount of aluminum in the Shergotty pyroxene appears to be greater than 
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TABLE 15 

RECONSTITUTED TOTAL METEORITE ANALYSIS FOR SHERGOTTY 

Pyroxene Maske1ynite ~artz Apatite Others* Calc. Observed 
(73.5%) (20.5%) (2.0%) (1.5%) (2. 5%) Total Total 

Si02 36.54 11.56 2.00 50.10 50.10 

Ti02 0.41 0.04 0.45 0.90 0.92 

Al2o3 1.58 5.48 7.C'h 6.68 

Fe2o3 0.42 0.26 0.80 1.48 1.49 

FeO 17.40 0.97 18.37 18.66 

AtlO 0.40 0.10 0.50 0.50 

CaO 7.38 2.05 0.80 10.23 10.03 

llgO 9.21 9.21 9.40 

Na2o 0.15 1.08 1.23 1.28 

K20 o.C'h 0.08 0.14 0.16 

P205 0.70 0.70 0.71 

Cr:203 0.18 0.18 0.18 

* Includes Umenite, magnetite and chromite. 
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in the other basaltic achondr ite pyroxenes and indicates another 

comoositional difference between Shergotty and the other meteorites . 
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IV 

MINERALOGY 

Introduction 

The minerals desccibed in this section include pyroxenes, plagio

clase, free silica, olivine, metallic iron and other minor phases . The 

section gives the detailed variations of the principal minerals as 

determined by optical and X-ray methods . Emphasis is placed on those 

properties which have been shown to be useful in the determination of 

mineral compositions or the structural state of minerals. The section 

also includes some X- ray fluorescence and emission spectrographic data 

on the nickel content of metallic iron of the basaltic achondrites and 

on the distribution of nickel between metal and silicates in these and 

other meteorites . 

Pyroxenes 

Color 

The principal pyroxenes of the basaltic achondrites are pigeonite, 

ferroaugite and hypersthene. Some of the hypersthene crystallized 

directly from the magma. In coarse grains it varies from colorless for 

composi tions of Fe/Fe+Mg z 0.2 to yellow for compositions of Fe/Fe+Mg • o.~ 

but it is colorless in thin section. Hypersthene which has formed from 

pigeonite by inversion may appear dark brown or black in large grains 

because of abundant inclusions . Pigeonite varies from yellow to deep 

brown or black in coarse grains in the composition range 0. 5 to 0. 67 . 

In thin section, the color varies from colorless to yellow brown. In 

many of the meteorites where pigeonite contains abundant inclusions the 

color, in thin section, is brown or green and, in large grains, is green

ish black. Ferroaugite is light brown in thin section and may be gray, 



brown or black in coarse grains depending upon the concentration of 

inclusions. 

o~tical properties; composition 

Indices of refraction of pyroxenes have been determined by immersion 

methods using a variable monochromator to match oil and mineral indices. 

For orthopyroxenes, nz was measured on grains showing parallel extinc

tion; for clinopyroxenes, n was measured on (100) or {001) parting y 

flakes where the orientation of the indicatrix can be determined by use 

of the off-center optic axis figure (Slawson and Peck(h3); Hess( 2h)). 

By the use of more than one oil of known dispersion, both the index 

of refraction of the minerals in Na light and the absolute dispersion 
D 

of the minerals can be determined. Table 16 gives the data for pyrox-

enes that show relatively little compositional variation. For a given 

oil, both the range and the average wave lengths where the appropriate 

index matched that of the immersion oil are given. I n figures 9 to 11 

the data are plotted on Hartmann nets (Winchell and Winchell(hh) , p . 281) 

on which absolute dispersions are linear functions of wave length . In 

order to use these diagrams for the determination of indices of refrac-

tion, a line representing the dispersion of the oil (nF-nc) is drawn 

between the base at C=654mu and the vertical line at F•h86mu. Through 

the point represent ing the index of the oil in Na
0 

light, a line is 

drawn parallel to the oil dispersion curve. This line gives the index 

of refraction of the immersion oil as a function of wave length. To 

determine the index of refraction of a mineral grain, the index is 

matched with that of the oil at some wave length . The intersection of 

the vertical line representing the match wave length and the oil index 

also is the intersection of the wave length line with the line giving 
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TABlE 16 

WAVE LENGTHS AT WHICH liiNERAL INDEX AND IUME:RSION OIL INDEX 

ARE JlATCHED 

FOR PYroXENES OF SOliE BASALTIC ACHONDRITES 

(a) Pigeonite, 11y 
Avera~ ~* No. 119as. Range 

Nuevo Laredo 08 9 4?Q-530 510 
1.?18 6 54~580 56? 
1.'7,30 3 680-<>82 681 

Juvinas 1.?08 3 5<>0-520 510 
1.718 4 578-598 58? 

Stann em 1.?08 5 465-500 479 
1. '7.30 5 555-590 5?5 

Moore County 1.700 3 520 520 
1.?08 3 555-565 559 
1.718 1 6?0 6?0 

Sioux County 1.718 4 612-640 610 
(analyzed frag.) 

Bialystok 1.718 7 525-6<12 541 

(b) Ferroaugi te, ny 

Nuevo Laredo 1.708 4 518-578 538 
1.?18 4 59o-630 605 
1. '7.30 1 610 610 

Juvinas 1.?18 2 57o..605 58? 

* Sbillaber immersion oils. Corrected for temperature to 25°C 
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TABLE 16 , 
(Continued) 

(c) Hypersthene, nz 

~ No. lhas. Range Average 

Juvinas 1.718 2 490-500 495 
1.730 1 595 595 

Stannern 1.730 10 472-528 498 
1.740 8 545..(,30 587 

Moore County 1.708 1 470 470 
1.718 5 500-544 528 
1.730 5 60o-668 620 

Binda, fragment 1.690 5 498-505 500 
1.700 6 55<>-562 556 

Sioux County 
Analyzed fragment 1. 718 3 46o-.t.70 467 

Sioux County 
Coarsest fragment 1.730 5 520-560 543 

1.718 4 460-475 466 

Serra de Mage 1.708 6 480-488 483 

Tatouhine 1.678 1 490 490 
Hypersthene 1.680 2 502-503 503 
Achondrite 1.682 4 5<1>-508 508 

1.690 3 554-562 559 
1.696 1 625 625 
1.700 1 675 675 

Shalka 1.678 3 487-493 490 
Hypersthene 1.680 4 492-499 496 
Achondrite 1.682 4 505-512 508 

1.690 3 548-556 552 
1.696 3 599..(,05 600 
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the index of the mineral as a function of wave length. The mineral dis

persion curve is then used to obt a in the index of refraction for N~ ligh~ 

There is some scatter of the data especially for iron-rich pyroxenes 

for a number of reasons : 

(1) In many of the samples studied there is limited but real vari

ation of the pyroxene composition. 

(2) The presence of inclusions which cloud grains and of fine 

exsolution lamellae interferes with determination of the exact wave 

length at which mineral and oil indices are matched. In extreme cases 

cent ral illumination instead of Becke line tests must be used. 

(3) The clinopyroxenes may not lie exactly on parting surfaces 

which may lead to a small discrepancy in the determination of ny• In some 

samples where both clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene are present, it is 

possib le t o confuse an off- cent er nearly uniaxial clinopyroxene inter

ference figure with an off-cent er orthopyroxene interference figure 

with large 2V. 

The mineral dispersion curves have been determined only for the 

orthopyroxene of the Shalka and Tatouhine calcium-poor achondrites . These 

meteorites have rather uniform pyroxene composition and have pyroxene which 

is magnesium-rich and has refractive indices below 1. 700. For these 

compositions , immersion oils were available at intervals of .002; for 

index of refraction above 1. 700, immersion oils were only available for 

intervals of . 01 . The d ispersion curves for the two well determined 

pyroxenes have been assumed to be valid over the r ange of composition of 

the orthopyroxenes and have been assumed equal to the dispersion for the 

clinopyroxenes. Disper sion is not a sensitive function of composition 

and the assumption seems valid, but should be tested for samples of 

homogeneous iron- rich pyroxenes. 
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Figures 9 to 11 show that the data for the various pyrox~ can be 

fit to the dispersion curves with a scatter of not more than ±. 002 in 

most cases. For the pyroxenes of Shalka and Tatouhine, the index of 

refraction inN~ light is probably correct to with in !.ooos. Temper

ature information was obtained from a thermometer mounted on the micro-

scope stage. Corrections have been made for temperature and were gener

ally less than . 001 . The immersion oils were calibrated with an Abbe 

refractometer. 

Table 17 gives the indices of refraction in Na0 light for those 

pyroxenes which can be standardized by co~parison with the Fe/Fe+Mg ratio 

of the bulk chemical analysis . Also given are data f rom this and other 

studies of optic angles and zxt inction angles . For clinopyroxenes the 

indices of refraction are insensitive to variations in calcium content, 

whereas the opt ic angle is a function of calcium content (See Hess(h5)) . 

It has been reported by others (Foshag(9) ; v . Engelhardt(lS)) that there 

is a continuous variation of optic angles in calcium-poor clinopyroxenes 

from the typical 0° of pigeonite to about 30° in the Pasamonte and Stan-

nern meteorites. Investigation of the pyroxenes of Nuevo Laredo and 

Juvinas shoved, however, that there is not a continuum of pyroxene 

compositions, but that pigeoni te with optic angle from 0°-10° coexists 

with augite with optic angle from 35°-40° . The indices for pyroxenes 

of Nuevo Laredo and Moore County have been standardized relative to 

composition by means of the ana lyzed mineral separates given in Part III . 

In Fi gure 12 are plotted the indices of refraction of the pyroxenes 

studied as a function of composition. These data only include those 

meteorites where reliable chemical ana lyses (see Part III) exist and 

where there is smal l variability of pyroxene comoosition. The iron-
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TABlE 17 

CO!IPOSITIONS USED FUR STANDARDIZATION OF PYIDDNE OPTICAL PROPERTIES 

Hypersthene nz Fe/Ffltllg 

Stannem 1.743 0.618 

Juvinas 1.739 o.6lb 

Moore County 1.725 0.508 

Binda 1.704 0.35
8 

Tatouhine 1.692 0.248 

Shalka 1.692 0.228 

Pigeonite n,- Fe/Fe+Mg 

Nuevo Laredo 1.721 o.6r!J 

Juvinas 1.718 o.61b 

Sioux County 1.715 
a 

0.58 

Moore County 1.710 0.50b 

Ferroaugite 

Nuevo Laredo 1.716 0.56b 

a Normative ratio 

b From analyzed pyroxene 
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magnesium ratios for the two hypersthene achondrites have been obt ained 

from a norm calculated from the analyses given by Urey and Craig( 2) . The 

data of Figure 12 are compared to determinative curves oreviously pub

lished by Hess(45), Carmichael(h7) and Hess( 24) . For the pigeonite, the 

determinative curve has been plotted for a constant 10% of CaSi0
3 

mo l e

cule, for augite, a constant 32% CaSi 0
3

• For the orthopyroxenes the 

fit of the points from the meteorites is good and one can r easonably 

expect to be able to determine orthopyroxene compositions from the indices 

to within one mole percent FeSi0
3 

of the true composition. 

The curves presented by Hess(45) for clinopyroxenes were based on 

few empirical data in the iron- rich compositions . It is not surprising, 

then, that the values obtained for the clinopyroxenes of the basaltic 

achondrites differ somewhat from his curves . In the case of pigeonites 

the deviation is not too great for the range considered, but the dashed 

line of Figure 12 has been used to determine compositions of other pigeon

ites in this study. For ferroaugite, Carmichael(h?) presented curves that 

more closely fitted data for ferroaugites f r om acid glasses . The single 

value for ferroaugite from Nuevo Laredo falls between the curves of 

Carmichael and Hess; optical determinations of augite compositions are 

subject to uncertainty of about 5% of any of the major components . 

There is only a littl e data on the Al2o3 cont ent of pyroxenes from 

the basaltic achondrites . From the four analyzed mineral separates from 

Nuevo Laredo an estimate of the alumina content can be made by noting 

that the normative plagioclase compositions differ slightly in the plagio-

clase-rich and pyroxene- rich concentrates . Although it may represent a 

biased sampling of the plagioclase, which shows some composit i onal vari -

ation, the difference between the two plagioclase compositions can be 
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explained if there is from 0.3-0.h% Al
2
o
3 

in the pyroxene . This figure 

is somewhat smaller than the 1. )% Al2o
3 

reported by Hess and Henderson(ll) 

for a pyroxene separate from Moore County, but is consistent with the 

electron microprobe analyses of pyroxenes from Kapoeta (Fredriksson and 

Keil ,( 20)) which gave values of about o.S% for A1 2o
3

• It is evident 

that the clinopyroxenes of the basaltic achondrites have quite low alumina 

contents. 

Table 18 gives index measurements for meteorites in which the pyrox-

ene shows substantial compositional variation. 

Table 19 gives the composition of pyroxenes from meteorites for which 

chemical dataare inadequate and from meteorites where there is a large 

variation of composition. These compositions have been taken directly 

from the standard curves given in Figure 12. 

The variability of pyroxene composition from Pasamonte and Peters-

burg arises from different causes . In Pasamonte the variation is pri-

marily due to compositional zoning during crystallization (See Plate 23b). 

One set of data from Pasamonte (fragment) is from a single lithic fragment 

separated from the breccia. This shows a wide range of variation in 

pyroxene composition that is not greatly incr eased by adding observations 

made on the total meteorite sample, even when an attempt was made to 

find the extreme pyroxene compositions present . 

The compositional variation in Petersburg arises from the breccia-

tion and mixing of diverse lithologies shown by this meteorite . Most 

of the grains for which indices have been measured are individual frag-

ments of orthopyroxene which do not show any obvious composition zoning 

in thin section. These grains have been mixed with clinopyroxenes which 

are generally more iron-r ich than the orthopyroxene . The clinopyroxene 
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TABLE 18 

INDEX OF REFRACTION DATA FOR PYroXENES OF SOME liETIDRITES 

WITH VARIABLE PYroXF.NE COliPOSITIONS 

(Wave length, , at which mineral and immersion oil refractive indices 

are matched) 

No. of measured grains 
1 2 3 4 5 

1.708 1.700 1.708 1.708 1.708 1.690 

440 2 
44()..460 1 
460-480 1 
480-500 
500-520 1 
520-540 2 1 
540-560 2 
560-580 2 
580-600 1 
600-620 2 
620-640 
640-660 

660 2 

1 Petersburg, hypersthene, nz 
2 Petersburg, pigeonite, ny 
3 Pasamohte, pigeonite, ny 
4 Pasamon,te, ferroaugi te, ny: 
5 Estherville, hypersthene, nz 

2 2 
4 1 
2 2 
2 1 
1 1 

1 
11 

1 8 
1 
2 

1 

* Shillaber immersion oils, Ny-Nc 0.29. Data corrected to 25°C. 
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TABLE 19 

COMPOSITION OF PYIDXENES DEDUCED FROM OPTICAL DATA 

(Parenthesis give average values) 

Nuevo Laredo 

Juvinas 

Stannem 

Sioux County 

Sioux County, coarsest 
fragment 

Bialystok 

Pasamonte, fragment 

Petersburg 

Binda, fragment 

Estherville 

Serra de Mage 

Moore County 

Tatouhine(hypersthene 

Shalka achondrites) 

Hypersthene 
(Fe /Fe+ 1lg) 

o.ss 

0.60 

.... , 0'4 

~ 

01>'§!7 

0.24-0.45(0 • .32) 

0 • .32 

0.16-0.28(0.20) 

0.44 

0.50 

0.2.3 

0.2.3 

Pigeonite 
(Fe/Fe-+Mg 

for 
10% CaSiO,;) 

0.6? 

0.61 

0.62 

0.59 

0.59 

o.6o-o. ?o( o.6s) 

Ferroaugi te 
(Fe/Fe+Mg 

for 
,32% CaSiO,;) 

0.56 

0.58 

0.48-0. ?0(0.64) 0.?3 

0.58 

o.so 
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of Petersburg is pigeonite and is generally filled with inclusions that 

do not allow easy measurement of refractive index. Although it is not 

possible to determine the proportion of iron-rich pigeonite to magnesium

rich orthopyroxene by optical means, the chemical analysis by Smith(l?) 

shows a much higher iron content t~n would be indicated by the average 

orthopyroxene optical data . This suggests that, in the sample analyzed 

by Smith, pigeonite was relatively more abundant than hypersthene . 

Without direct observations made on lithic fragments it is difficult 

to determine whether hypersthene has crystallized directly ~m the 

magma or has formed by inversion from pigeonite. In the Stillwater com

plex, Hess( 24) has shown that there is a distinct Fe/Fe+Mg at which 

pigeonite replaces hypersthene as the primary magmatic pyroxene . It 

might be expected that a similar relation holds for the basaltic achon-

drites. However, only limits can be placed on the composition at which 

the transition takes place . The most magnesian pigeonite observed is 

the pigeonite of Serra de Mage, which has entirely inverted to hypersthene . 

The most iron-rich hypersthene which is definitely of direct magmatic 

crystallization is that of Binda . The composition at which primary 

hypersthene is replaced by primary pigeonite in the basaltic achondrites 

appears to be between Fe/Fe+Mg a 0.35 and 0.45. If the composition of 

pyroxene could be determined easily and accurately in thin section, it is 

probable that a study of Petersburg or another howardite could give more 

precise information as to the composition at which hypersthene is re-

placed by pigeonite as the primary magmatic pyroxene. 

The discovery of independent grains of augite in Nuevo Laredo and 

Juvinas led to a search for augite in other basaltic achondrites . A 

single grain of augite was found in a thin section of Moore County. 
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Augite has also been observed in Sioux County, Pasamonte, and Stannern, 

although there is still some question as to the continuity of the calcium 

variation in Stannern and Pasamonte clinopyroxenes . In Shergotty, both 

augite and pigeonite are present in zonal relationships in the same grain 

(Plate 28c) . The pigeonite has 2V which varies from 0° to 15° and the 

augite varies from 30° to 40° . There ar e definite discontinuities of the 

optic angle across the boundar ies shown in Plate 28c . 

Figure 13 represents graphically the measured and inferred composi -

tions of pyroxenes in the basaltic achondrites studied here . As , in 

gener al , the calcium contents of the low- calcium pyroxenes have not been 

determined, the CaSi03 content of the orthopyroxenes has been assumed to 

be 3%. For the pigeonites, it has been assumed that there is a regular 

decrease in ca lcium content from 10% CaSi0
3 

to 8% CaSi0
3 

over the range 

Fe/Fe+Mg = 0.5 to 0. 67 . Some of the pigeonite in Pasamonte and Stannern 

may have more CaSi03 than is indicated on the diagram. Where the petro

graphic data is available, the distinction between hypersthene formed 

by inversion and hypersthene which has crystallized directly from t he 

magma has been made . 

A more complex d i scuss ion of the pyroxene var iations i s given in the 

section on Petrologi c Trends . The general features are : (1) for the 

magnesium-rich meteorites , hypersthene is the stable pyroxene phase; 

(2) for intermediate compos i tions , pigeonite is the primary magmatic 

phase, but much of the pigeonite has inverted to hypersthene ; (3) pigeon

ite is abundant in the iron-rich meteorites ; (4) ferroaugite occurs only 

in meteorites with Fe/Fe+Mg greater than 0. 5 and is only abundant in 

meteorites with Fe/Fe+Mg greater than 0. 6. Perhaps the most important 

feature of this diagram is that the pyroxene compositional variation 
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appears to be continuous. Although the meteorites can be divided into 

groups on the basis of chemical composition, the pyroxenes show a contin-

uous variation. The pyroxene of the Estherville mesosiderite fits into 

the trend. The continuous variation gives strong indication that the 

basaltic achondrites, including eucrites, howardites, and mesosiderites, 

have a common type of magmatic origin. It is of interest to note that 

the determinations of pyroxene compositions made by fredriksson and Keil(20) 

on the Kapoeta hovardite indicate that the pyroxene of that meteorite 

spans the entire range reported here for the basaltic achondrites . 

Plagioclase 

Introduct i on 

Calcic plagioclase is an abundant constituent of the basaltic achon-

drites . The general features of plagioclase as it occurs in sub- ophitic 

textures have been well described by Michel( 6) . Michel also measured 

extinction angles for albite- carlsbad twins and established the composi -

tions of scattered gra ins in a number of basaltic achondrites and meso-

siderites . He has also supplied data on the optical properties of the 

maskelynite from Shergotty. Other information on plagioclase proper ties 

and compositions can be obtained from the descriptive papers for the 

various meteorites (Berwer th,(hB) ; LaCroix(8) ; Haughton and PartridgeC46) ; 

Poshag(9) ; Hess and Henderson(ll)) . In general, these paper s provide 

good descr iptions of the habit of the plagioclase, but contain little 

compositional data. Only three determinations of index of refraction 

were found in a search of existing literature. The work of Game(l2) 

stands out as a good study of the compositional variation of plagioclase 

from a single meteorite (Juvinas) . 
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Composition of feldspar separates 

Four analyses of feldspar concentrates have been reported in this 

~ork . In order to establish more clearly the variations of alkalies in 

the plagioclase of basaltic achondrites and to provide chemically anal-

yzed standards for optical and X-ray diffraction studies, plagioclase 

separates were analyzed by flame photometer using the method outlined 

by Brannock and Shapiro(37) . These analyses are given in Table 7. The 

Nuevo Laredo and Pasamonte feldspar separates have smallamounts of pyrox

ene impurity which have been estimated in grain mounts of the samples . 

The reproducibil i ty of the analyses is within 5% for Na
2
o and between 

10% and 20% for K20, which is adequate for the purposes of mineralogic 

comparison where both of these elements are lo~. 

The sodium contents determined here are equivalent to albite con

tents of the feldspar of from 5% to 15%; orthoclase contents vary be-

tween 0. 2 and 1. 5%. There is a regular variation of orthoclase content 

~ith albite content as shown in Figure 14. 

The regular variation of potassium and sodium contents is of impor-

tance for t~o reasons : 

(1) It shows that the feldspars of the basaltic achondrites can 

be considered a coherent group. 

(2) The variation is consistent ~ith a model of fractional crys

tallization of basaltic magma . 

Optical properties of plagioclase 

Indices of refraction have been measured for plagioclase by the 

method of Tsuboi (4f ) using the variable monochromator to match oil and 

grain indices . The Hartmann net published in Winchell and Winchell(hh) 

(p . 281) was used to obtain indices in Na0 light . The Tsuboi method 
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consists of measuring the apparent refractive indices on (001) or (010) 

cleavage flakes . The two orientations are not always distinguishab l e, 

but the apparent index n ' only differs by . 001 for t he two orient ations 
X 

in the compositional range studied. There are, presumably, differences 

between "volcanic" and'tplutonic" structural types, but the indi ces of 

refraction of the two types do not differ greatly for calcic plagioclase 

(Smith(50)) . 

The principal difficulties encountered in these determinations were : 

(1) Inclusion- filled grains make precise determination of the 

matching wave length difficult . This can lead t o an error of perhaps 

~. 002 in the index of refraction, and to a biasing of the data if there 

is a preferential concentration of inclusions as a funct ion of composition. 

(2) The cleavages of the feldspar in the basaltic achondrites are 

poorly developed. Some error may therefore be introduced by grains which 

do not lie directly on the cleavage plates . The error introduced by 

misorientation is probably not more than ±. 001 , for special effort was 

made to find gr ains with uniform interference colors indicating parallel 

upper and lower surfaces . 

For an inclusion- free gra in the index of ref raction of the grain can 

be matched to that of the oil with an accuracy of about 5m)U in wave 

l ength, which, at a maximum, corresponds to about . 0005 in the index of 

refraction. Temperature corrections were less than . 001 and introduce 

even smaller uncertainties . 

Some of the uncertaint ies of the individual measurements are compen-

sated by the useful ness of the method in the measurement of a large 

number of grains in a single samp l e . At its best, the method could be 

used to measure about 50 grains in an hour . For the basaltic achondrites , 
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where there are substantial variations of composition in some meteorites, 

the method was indispensible. Table 20 gives the results of index measure-

ments on feldspar samples f rom basaltic achondrites and mesosiderites. 

Figure 15 presents histograms giving the frequency distribution of index 

of refract ion for each sample. 

From consideration of the limitations of the method mentioned above 

it would appear probable that the variations noted in individual samples 

are real . The Serra de Mage plagioclase sample shows the spread expected 

when all possible interferences are at a minimum. The spread of the 

Moore County determinations is possibly due to the poor development of 

cleavages, but may be due in part, to a small compositional variation 

between accumulated crystals and interstitial overgrowths . In the other 

samples the ranges are much greater than can be explained by the probable 

errors, and are indicative of the compositional zoning inferred from 

petrographic study. The variations observed here are comparable to those 

found by Game< 12) in Juvinas . The bimodal distribution of plagioclase 

indices for the Sioux County fragments may be due to mixing between the 

selected fragments and the surround ing material which could not be 

entirely eliminated during sampl ing. 

Table 21 gives the index of refraction data composition for those 

samples which have been analyzed. The data is presented graphically in 

Figure 16. For comparison , the curve presented by Tsuboi(u9) is also 

shown. There is a significant discrepancy between his curve and the 

best fit to the new data . Tsuboi used one feldspar with composition 

Anao and one f eldspar of composition An100 to establish his curve. The 

data for the basaltic achondrites presented here is more comprehensive. 

The curve fitted to the new data has been used to determine the average 
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TABLE 20 

INDEX OF REFRACTION DATA FOR PLAGIOCLASE 

(Wave length, , at which the apparent index of refraction, 

~' matches the index o! refraction of the immersion oil) 

Number of Measured Grains 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

noil* 1.568 1.5~ 1.568 1.568 1.568 1.568 1.568 1.570 

480 11 1 1 6 6 
480-500 4 12 3 3 5 5 
500-520 2 10 2 12 6 8 7 
520-540 6 9 1 6 5 5 3 
540-560 4 2 12 5 8 
560-580 3 2 1 1 9 2 1 1 
580-600 1 11 3 1 4 3 
600-620 3 13 1 1 4 2 
620-640 1 12 
640-660 1 1 1 

660 1 
I 

Ave.~ 1.570 1 . 580 1.574 1.574 1.571 1.573 1.573 1.573 

1 Petersburg 6 Bialystok 
2 Serra de Mage 7 Juvinas 
3 Sioux County 8 Estherville 
4 Binda 
5 Pasamonte 

* Shil laber immersion oils, nrnc .019. The data have been cor-
rected for temperature to a standard 25°C. Immersion oils were 
calibrated with an AbbE! refractometer. 

4 Index obtained by using Hartmann net, Winchell and Winchell (, ) p.2Sl 
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TABlE 20 

(Continued) 
Numer of measured grains 

9 10 11 12 13 14 

noi1 1.572 1.570 1.574 1.566 1.570 1.572 1.568 1.572 1.570 

480 5 1 1 1 
480-500 3 8 3 2 
500...520 2 5 10 5 8 2 
52()..540 8 6 11 4 7 2 
54o-s&e 1 2 9 6 12 18 7 4 
56()..580 1 1 1 6 1 5 12 9 11 
58o-600 1 7 2 13 2 4 
6oo-620 2 3 2 4 3 2 
62(k)40 1 5 1 1 2 4 3 
64o-660 2 

660 2 5 

Ave.~ 1.5~ 1.567 1.576 1.570 1.574 1.570 

9. Moore County 
10. Stannem 
11. Sioux County, analyzed !ragmen t 
12. Nuevo laredo, l.Oa M 
13. Sioux County, coarsest fragment 
14. Nuevo Laredo, 1. Sa N:U: 
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TABlE 21 

COKPOSITION OF PLAGIOCLASE DEDUCED FIOM nmEX OF REFRACTION DATA 

(a) Anal~ed Separates 

' * nx %An Sample 

Nuevo le.redo-a 1.570 85 1.08 M 

Nuevo I.aredo-b 1.569 84 1.5a M 

Pasamonte 1.571 88 Fragment, lithic 

Juvinas 1.574 90 Anal. Plag. 

Moore County 1.5755 90.5 Total met.* 

Sioux County-c 1.576 91 Anal. Frag. 

Serra de Mage 1.579 95 Total met. 

(b) Deduced compositions 

' %An Ilx 
Sioux County-a 1.573 88 Total met. 

Sioux County-b 1.574 90 Coarsest f'rag. 

Stannem 1.567 80 Total met. 

Bialystok 1.572 87 Total met. 

Petersburg 1.571 a) 2. 76 

Estherville 1.573 88 Total met. 

Binda 1.574 90 Lithic f'rag. 

* Samples labeled total met. refer to samples separated by noating 
on liquid of density about 2.9, which should include most of the 
plagioclase in the sampled meteorite. 
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feldspar compositions given in Table 21 . 

Optic Angle of Plagioclase 

Optic angles of feldspar grains were measured by standard universal 

stage techniques . Only grains where the emergence of two optic axes could 

be measured were used. Measurements were made on thin sections of Nuevo 

Laredo, Pasamonte, Moore County, Petersburg, Serra de Mage , Sioux County. 

Game(l 2) has given optic angles for f e ldspar in Juvinas, and von 

Engelhardt(l5) has presented data for feldspar in Stannern. The var iat ions 

shown by the 2V determinat ions are given in Tab l e 22 . 

The opt ic angle determinations show little variation in Serra de 

Mage , Moore County and Sioux County, but quit e large variability in 

Nuevo Laredo , Pasamonte, Stannern and Juvinas . figure 17 plots 2V aga inst 

composi t ion for the calc ium-rich plagioclase f e ldspars . For comparative 

purposes , the curves for "volcanic" and "plutonic" plagioclase given by 

Smith(SO) are a lso shown. It is probable that both compositional and 

structura l differences are involved in the variations of 2V. The range 

of compositions which would be indicated by the variation of 2V seems 

consistent with the compositional variations indicated by index of re-

f raction determinations , but the average values for the optic angles fall 

near the curve for natural "plutonic" plagioclase. As other s t udies 

indicate that at least some of the plagioclase of Juvinas has "volcanic" 

affinities , it is suggested that the 2V determinations are b iased towards 

measurements on more coarse ly crystalline plag ioclase with "pl ut oni c" 

affinities . 2V determinations on plagioclase f rom the finer-grained basal -

tic achondrites do not give uniquely interpretable data. Serra de Mage 

and Moore County meteorites, which have gabbroic rather than basaltic 

textures, have uniform optic angles wh ich fall on the curve f or natural 
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TABIE 22 

2V DETERMINATIONS FOR PLAGIOCLASE OF SOME BASALTIC ACHONDRITES 

No. of 
loleasurements Range Average 

Nuevo laredo 8 77-~(-) 81. 

Pssamonte 10 74-84(-) 71 

Moore County 3 75- ?6(- ) ?6 

Serra de Mage 3 78-79(-) 79 

Juvinas* 57 75-S2(- ) 78 

Stannem 6 67(-)- 88(+) 
q eblt*(-) 

Petersburg 5 67(- )-87( +) 

* Game(12) 
... f . E:n~t ! ho:rdt. (ts) 
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plagioclase. 

Structural State; X-ray diffraction 

X-ray diffraction analysis using a Phillips diffractometer was used 

to obtain structural data for plagioclase by the method of Smith and 

Yoder(5l) . Plagioclase powders were slurred with acetone on a glass 

slide to make a thin even coating. Copper Ka radiation with a nickel 

filter was used. The slit and collector were 1° . The chart ran at 

t inch per minute or ! degree per minute . Each run was made at least 

three t i mes, always scanning towards higher angles . The reproducib ility 

of the parameter 28( 
131

) - 28 (l)l)(::: ~2e) is about ± . 02 degrees . By 

measuring~e for natural and heated plagioclase , Smi t h and Yoder were 

able t o obtain curves relating 11.2..8 and composit ion for "plutonic" 

and "volcanic" structural types . 

Table 23 and Figure 18 give the variation of tJ.2S for plagioclase 

samples from the basaltic achondrites . These new points have been 

plotted with several points given by Smi th and Yoder(5l) including 

artifically prepared feldspars and feldspars from tet~e~tri~" layered in-

trusions . Although the accuracy of the X-ray determinations is consi d

ered to be ± . 02° in both the present work and the previous experiments , 

the fit of the points to regul ar curves suggests that the data is 

actually precise to about ! . 01° . 

The new data allow detai ls of the variation in the range An80 to 

An100 to be outlined. Previous work (Smith and Yoder(Sl)) has suggested 

that there are no differences between "volcanic" and "plutonic" plagio-

clase detectible by X- ray diffraction in this region. In detail there 

is a small difference among the samples studied in this work. The three 
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TABLE 2.3 

2~1.31-:29lj1(= .129) FOR PLAGIOCLASE FroM SOME BASALTIC ACHONDRITES 

%An D-29 

Serra de Mage , analyzed 95 .001 2.28 .oct2 

lbore County, analyzed 91 2.26 

Sioux County 90 2.25 

Sioux County, coarsest frag . 90 2.24 

Juvinas 88 2.15 

starmem 80 2.14 

Nuevo Laredo 82 2.14 

Juvinas, analyzed 90.5 2.22 

Pasamonte, analyzed 88 2.20 

Pasamonte, fragment f!7 2.1.3 

Es\herville 89 2.17 

Nuevo I.e redo, analyzed 85 2.17 

Sioux County, analyzed frag. 90 2.24 
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feldspar samples which fal l on the upper curve are Sioux County, Moore 

Count y and Serra de Mage. These three meteorites are characterized by 

having gabbroic textures and clinopyroxenes that have largely inverted 

to orthopyroxenes . The first observation signifies slow crystallization, 

the second indicates slow cooling to allow sub-solidus transformations 

to occur. Both indicate that these three meteorites have origins more 

akin to "plutonic" than to "volcanic"; that is they come from very 

slowly cooled systems where plagioclase coul d invert to "low temper-

ature" forms. 

Plagioclase feldspars from Nuevo Laredo, Pasamonte and Juvinas 

occur in "volcanic" textures and the clinopyroxenes are not at all or 

only partially inverted to orthopyroxene. Both features indicate rapid 

cooling and the properties of these feldspars should approach those of 

the artificial feldspars . The plagioclase of Juvinas, which shows a 

variety of reactions to heat treatment (Game< 12)) may contain ninter-

mediate" structural types . 

The plagioclase samples from meteorites that have "volcanic" or 

basaltic textures show a regularity of variation in !:J.Z£7 t 1at is dif

ferent from the "plutonic" feldspar curve . The points have lower 

for identical compositions and lie along the extension of the curve for 

''volcanic" plagioclase more sodic than An
80 

given by Smith and Yoder(Sl) . 

The artificial plagioclase with composit ion Ans9 .~ prepared by Smith 

and Yoder, however, lies on the "plutonic" rather than the "volcanic" 

curve. The reason for this discrepancy is unknown. It does seem prob

able, however, that "volcanic" (or "intermediate") and "pl utonic" 

plagioclase can be d isntinguished even for the very calcic feldspars 

present in t~basaltic achondrites . 
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Composition of Plagioclase in other meteorites 

There is only a minimal amount of data that can be gathered from 

the literature concerning the composition of plagioc lase in basaltic 

achondrites not studied here . Until the work of Game( ll ) the extent 

of the compositional variations of plagioclase in basaltic achondrites 

was not appreciated and previous investigators had only measured a 

limited number of grains in their studies . Michel( 6) gave compositions 

of plagioclase from twelve basaltic achondrites and six mesosiderites 

deduced from extinction angle measurements on albite-carlsbad twins, 

(Table 24) . In general, the range of compositions determined by 1ichel 

are close to the normative feldspar concentration for those meteorites 

that have been analyzed. (See Chemical Composition) . 

Indices of refraction have been reported previously for plagio

clase from Bereba (LaCroix( 8~, Moore County (Hess and Henderson(ll)), 

Pasamonte (Foshag( 9)) , Macibini (Haughton and Partridge(h
6

)) . These 

data have been employed to infer compositions which are given in Table 24. 

Maskelynite 

The plagioclase of two meteorites , Shergotty and Padvarninkai, has 

been replaced completely by an amorphous material to which Tschermak(l6) 

gave the name maskelynite . Amorphous plagioclase is also a common con-

stituent of chondritic meteorites . 

The maskelynite of the Shergotty meteorite has been studied in this 

work . Th~ findings tend to confirm the earlier investigations of Tscher

mak(l6) and Michel(6) . The chemical analysis of a separated maskelynite 

sample (Anafsis M-10, p . 107 ) indicates that the maskelynite has an 

average composition of Or2Ab49An49 • Density determinations were made 

on the analyzed sample by adjusting the density of a tetrabromoethane-
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TABLE 24 

PLAGIOCLASE CO:MPOSrriONS DEDUCED FIDM OPTICAL DATA GIVEN IN OLDER STUDIES 

(a) Michel~6 ) based on extinction angles of albite-carlsbad twins 

&lcrites, Howardites 
Stann ern 
Juvinas 
Jonzac 
Peramiho 
Petersburg 
Pavlovka 
Frankfort 
I.uotolax 
Zmenj 
lOis sing 
I.e Teilleul 

Mesosiderites 

Vaca MJ.e rta 
Dona Inez 
Llano Del Inca 

Crab Oreha rd 
Morristown 
Estherville 
llincy 
Hainholz 

%An 
~-sst 
90-91! 
84-~ 

88 
86-88 
9()...97 
94-95 
90-93 
83i 
75 
7S 

(b) Lacroix( ) , based on index of refraction. 

Bereba 87 

(c) Haughton and Partridge ( ) , based on index of refraction 

Yacibini 86 
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acetone mixture to match the density of the crystals . The density of 

the maskelynite varied between 2.42 and 2. S8 , with an average of 2. S76 

in the analyzed sample. The index of refraction varies between l.S4a 

and l . S48, with an average of l . S46 in the analyzed sample . The upper 

limit is well defined, but the lower limit of index values may be less 

than l . S4a. 

The index and density data for the maskelynite are of interest be-

cause they are not comparable to the properties of plagioc lase glass 

prepared by quenching from a melt . For plagioclase glass of composi

tion Ansa' Schairer, et al( S2) find an index of refraction of 1. 529, 

whereas the maskelynite has an index of refraction of 1 . 5~6 . The mean 

index of refraction of crystalline Ansa is l . SS8 . The maskelynite , 

therefore , has an index of refraction which is intermediate between 

that of crystalline plagioclase and plagioclase glass prepared by 

quenching of a melt . 

The variations of density and index of refraction may be a function 

either of compositional variations or structural state of the maskelynite . 

No evidence has been obtained concerning possible compositional vari-

ations of the maskelynite . Some maskelynite grains in thin section 

show index of refraction contrasts that follow what apparently were 

original twin planes in the crystals . This observation suggests that 

some of the index and density variation is due to the structural state 

of the plagioclase glass. 

It seems probable that the transformation of plagioclase to mask-

elynite took place during passage of a strong shoe!(. The density of 

the maskelynite, which is between that of crystalline plagioclase and 

the synthetic olagioclase glass, is consistent with the petrographic 
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observations that little volume change has occurred during the meta-

morphism. In contrast, breccia fragments from the Ries Basin described 

by Chao(32) have amorphous plagioclase in which the density and index 

is that of synthetic plagioclase glass and the experiments of Milton 

and De Carli()l) produced amorphous plagioclase which has an index of 

r efraction equivalent to the synthetic plagioclase glass of the same 

composition. It may be that the metamorphism undergone by Shergotty 

occurred in somewhat different conditions than the experimental con-

dit ions or those which produced the Ries Basin occurrences. No corre-

lated index of refraction and chemical ana lyses have been made for 

maskelynite in chondrites . 

Summary of plagioclase data 

Data has been given which describes the compositional, optical 

and structural variations of plagioclase encountered in the basalti c 

achondrites . A number of the important features are summarized here . 

Plagioclase in these meteorites is generally quite calcic and the 

average plagioclase composition varies between An80 and An95• The 

exception to this statement is Shergotty, in which the plagioclase is 

Ansa• Within ind ividual meteorites, especially those wi th finer- grained 

basaltic or diabasic textures, the plagioclase shows compositional 

variability that is more extreme, in many cases, than the tota l vari-

ability shown by the average plagioclase composition in the entire 

group of meteorites (again excluding Shergotty) . In Juvinas, for example , 

the index of refraction data indicate that plagi oclase compositions 

vary from An95 to An65• Because of the extreme variation within indi

vidual meteorites, it is difficult to discern the effect of mixing of 

different systems in the polymict breccias , although the data of Michel(~ 
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extends the range of plagioclase composition towards more calcic vari

eties in howardites and mesosiderites, where it~ reported that some 

plagioclase is as calcic as An98. 

Optical and x-ray diffraction data supports the petrographic tex

tural evidence that the plagioclase originally crystallized under a 

wide variety of cooling regimes . Optic angle determinations are sub

ject to b iasing towards coarser grains which generally tend to have 

low temperature or plutonic affinities . x- ray diffraction data give 

average values for the structural state and suggest that those meteor

ites which have fine-grained basaltic or diabasic textures have plagio

clase with high temperature or volcanic affinities . The X-ray dif

fraction data indicate that the meteorites which have coarser tex

tures with gabbroic affinities have plagioclase with low temperature 

or plutonic structural state . The coarse grain size of many of the 

plagioclase fragments of the howardites suggests that they have 

plutonic affinities . 

Shock metamorphism has produced a transformation of plagioclase 

in Shergotty to a glassy state that has a higher dens ity than plagio

clase glass prepared by quenching of a melt. The structural properties 

of the maskelynite are not known. 

The relation of plagioclase and pyroxene compositions gives valu

able information concerning magmatic differentiation of basaltic rocks . 

It also may give information concerning the conditions of crystallization 

of the minerals for those cases where anomalous values are observed. Two 

types of information can be obtained: (1) comparison of average plagio

clase and average pyroxene compositions for the total meteorites or (2) 

comparison of plagioclase and pyroxene compositions in individual lithic 
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fragments . For t he eucri t es, t he two methods give esse~t :~lly lhe 

same results , for all lithic fragments have similar compositions. 

For the howardites, individual lithic fragments may vary widely in 

composition. It may be easier, however, to obtain average mmeral 

compositions by using the norms calcul ated from the chemical analyses . 

Such average values are biased because the total sample includes some 

crystals which have been formed in early stages of the crystallization 

of the magma and are more calcic (in the case of the plagioclase) or 

more magnesian (in the case of the pyroxene) and some crystals which 

are relatively enriched in alkalis or iron, but the mix of crystals 

does not necessarily represent the average composition of the starting 

system. On the other hand, the lithic fragments that one can sample 

from the howardites are generally the f iner-grained textures which 

may more closely resemble liquid compositions. The coarser pyroxene 

and plagioclase of the howardites are rarely seen in intergrowth 

r elations . 

For the mesosiderites, many of which have undergone some homo

genization in a metamorphic event, only average plagioclas e and pyrox

ene compositions can be determined. In the case of Estherville , the 

average mineral compositions have been deduced from optical determin

ations . For Vaca Muerta , the optical data of Michel(6), who made a 

number of determinations on sampl es that were represented to h im as 

different meteori t es, but were all samples of the same meteorite, has 

been combined with the iron-magnesium ratio of the acid insoluble por

tion given by Prior(u) . 

Table 25 and Figure 19 give t he variat ion of plagioclase and 

pyroxene compositions f or some of the basaltic achondrites and meso-
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TABLE 25 

COMPOSITION OF CO-EXISTING PLAGIOCLASE AND PYIDXENE IN OO:KE 

(a ) This work 

BASALTIC ACHONDRITES* 

Pasamonte, fragment ~ 
Sioux County, total 88 
Sioux County~ est. frag.90 
Sioux County, an. frag. 91 
Nuevo Laredo-a 85 
Nuevo Laredo-b 84 
Stannem SO 
Moore County 90 
Bialystok ~ 
Juvinas 90 
Petersburg as 
Serra de Vage 95 
Estherville 89 
Binda, fragment 90 

Fe/Fe+llg 

0.64 
0.59 
0.57 
0.59 
0.65 
0.65 
0.61 
o.so 
0.65 
0.59 
0.58 
0.44 
0.20 
0.32 

(b) Older work, meteorites not examined in this study 

Jonzac 
Peramiho 
Pavlovka 
Frankfort 
:Wotolax 
Zmenj 
Missing 
I.e Te illeul 
Be reba 
Macibini 

* Deduced from optical data. 

85 
88** 
93** 
94** 
91** 
83 
75 
78 
87** 
as 

0.57 
0.61 
0.36 
0.29 
0.54 
0.36 
0.55 
0-40 
0.61 
0.51 

** Normative and modal plagioclase compositions agree within 5% An. 
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siderites. The general features of the variations seem to be : (1) 

the more sodic plagioclase is generally associated with the more 

iron- rich pyroxene; (2) the plagioclase associated with the more 

magnesian pyroxenes in lithic fragments, in the Binda eucrite and 
hu 

in the mesosiderites consistentlyAan average composition of about 

An89 , which seems to be a limiting composition for the magnesium

rich systems ; (3) the howardites apparently have a component of more 

calcic plagioclase and give average compositions as calcic as An95; 

(4) the plagioclase of Serra de Mage, in which crystal accumulation 

probably has occurred, is more calcic than the plagioclase of 

Moore County, although the pyroxene compositions are similar . This 

latter relation suggests that the very calcic plagioclase of Serra 

de Mage and the howardites represents the earliest plagioclase formed 

during the magmatic episode and was separated by crystal settling from 

the magma. It will be argued in a later portion of this work that the 

first basaltic achondrite magmas were probably not saturated with 

plagioclase . If that hypothesis is true, it will be expected that 

very calcic plagioclase should coexist only with pyroxene more iron-

rich than that which was separating from the magma at the point that 

plagioclase first began to separate . More detailed study of the co-

existing very calcic plagioclase and magnesian pyroxene in lithic frag-

ments might verify the hypothesis . 

The composition of the coexisting plagioclase and pyroxene of 

Shergotty do not fit the generalizations stated above . The much 

higher alkali content of the Shergotty plagioclase makes it aberrant 

with respect to all basaltic achondrites studied in this work . It is 

of importance to establish whether Shergotty-like plagioclase exists 
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in fragments in the howardites . The work of Michel(6) suggests that 

the howardites Massing, LeTeil leul and Zmenj may have a component of 

plagioclase that is more sadie then the plagioclase that occurs gen

erally in the basaltic achondrites. 

Free Silica 

Quartz and tridymite were first reported as constituents of 

basaltic achondrites by Berwerth(7) and subsequent investigations 

have verified and extended his observations. In this study, tridymite 

has been newly observed in Serra de Mage, Sioux County, Estherville 

and Petersburg. Cristobalite and quartz occur in Nuevo Laredo. 

Quartz has been discovered in small amounts in Juvinas and Sioux 

County. Table 26 summarizes the occurrence of free silica in the 

basaltic achondrites . An apparent compositional control over the 

free silica polymorphs is made apparent by comparing the polymorphs 

as a function of Fe/Fe+Mg (molecular) taken from the bulk chemical 

analyses . 

The free silica most commonly occurs in interstices between 

plagioclase and pyroxene grains where it has apparently been among 

the last minerals to crystallize. Plate 5a, cristobalite in Nuevo 

Laredo; Plate 28b, t ridymite in Pasamonte; Plate 23a, quartz in Stan

nern) . The grain size of the free silica is generally smaller than 

the average grain size of the coexisting pyroxene and plagioclase. In 

the interstitial positions the free silica commonly occurs in inter

growths with troilite and ilmenite and with interstitial (labradoritic) 

plagioclase . In many of the finer-grained textures, the free silica 

is inclusion-filled and difficult to distinguish from interstitial 

plagioclase. 
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TABLE 26 

FREE SIUCA POLYMORPHS IN OOME BASALTIC ACHONDRITES 

Tridymite Quartz* Cristobalite Fe/FetYg 

Estherville X 0.20 

Serra de Mage X o? 0.44 

Moore County X 0.50 

Sioux County X 0 o.ss 

Petersburg X 0.58 

Juvinas X 0 0.60 

Pasamonte X 0.61 

Stannem X 0.61 

Jonzac x? 0.58 

Peramiho x? 0.61 

Be reba x? o.61 

Nuevo !a redo 0 0.65 

* Quartz that has crystallized directly from the magma is designated 

by (x). Quartz that occurs in association with troilite and corroded 

pyroxene is designated (o). 
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In contrast to its mterstitial occurrence in magmatic textures, 

some free silica has been formed as a reaction product . Plate 19a 

shows a corroded pyroxene grain f rom Juvinas in which t roilite has 

locally replaced the silicate and quartz has been formed. In Sioux 

County, pyroxene has been reduced to metallic iron with the liberation 

of free silica (Plate llb) . These phenomena have been observed in 

most of the earlier studies of the brecciated basaltic achondrites 

(see, e . g. von Engelhardt(l5)) . Many of the earlier investigators 

(Wahl(5)) were especially impressed by these evidences of reaction 

and presumed that most of the quartz was formed by reaction* . 

There are three reasons for believing that most of the free silica 

is present as a primary magmatic mineral . 

(1) The meteorites are slightly oversaturated with respect to 

silica, and free silica should be a stable magmatic phase . 

(2) There is not enough troilite or metal to explain 3% to 5% 

free silica in the norm as a product of reaction . In Juvinas, Sioux 

County and Nuevo Laredo where primary tridymite or cristobalite and 

secondary quartz occur, the primary free silica is more abundant than 

is the quartz . 

(3) There is an apparent compositional control over the polymorph 

of free silica present . The presence of quartz rather than tridymite 

in the iron-rich meteorites is consistent with lower melting temper-

atures for the silicates of those meteorites . 

*rn most of the earlier studies , the opaque minerals were identified 
as magnetite and the quartz forming reaction was presumed to be 
3FeSi01 + to2 = Fe1o1, + 3Si92• Two reactions are more probable : 
(1) FeSi03 --- Fe~ Si02 + zu2 or (2) FeSi03 + ts2 --- reS + Si02 +to2• 
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The major amount of free silica in the basaltic achondrites occupies 

textural positions where it is difficult to identify. In Nuevo Laredo, 

quartz vas only observed rarely, whereas cristobalite is commonly seen 

in thin section. The quartz is confined to interstitial oositions in 

some fragments where it is difficult to distinguish from plagioclase. 

There is no sign in any meteorite of incipient inversion of cristo

halite or tridymite to quartz . 

Pree silica is not easily recognized in the fragmental groundmass 

of the brecciated meteorites although it must be present . There is 

apparently no depletion or enrichment of free silica in the groundmass, 

as the separate analyses of groundmass and an individual fragment in 

Sioux county both showed the same amounts of free silica. The norm

ative silica content of the chemical analysis of Stannern agrees well 

with a modal analysis done by von Engelhardt(l5) on lithic fragments . 

An interesting aspect of the distribution of f ree silica is that 

primary quartz and tridymite have not been reported together in an 

individual meteorite. In Juvinas and Sioux County, the quartz has a 

different textural position than the tridymite and is present in much 

smaller quantities than the tridymite. Por those meteorites with 

Pe/Pe+Mg of about 0. 6 , the amountaf mixing of possible quartz- and 

tridymite-bearing materials is very small and the degree of chemical 

mixing must be slight. This is another indication that monomict 

breccias formed from limited samples of the original rocks . 

Olivine 

Olivine has been observed in this study as a single fragment in 

one thin section of the Pavlovka howardite and in nodular clusters in 

the Estherville and Crab Orchard mesosiderites . Zavaritskii and Kvasha 
( 13) 
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give indices of refraction for olivine in Yurtuk and Zmenj . Prior(4) 

has compiled chemical evidence for the composition of olivine in 

mesosiderites. Fredriksson and Keil( 20) have determined the composi -

t ion of five olivine grains from Kapoeta . The compositional data is 

given in Table 27 . Olivine has also been reported in Frankfort, 

Pavlovka, Luotolax, Massing and Le Teilleul (Wahl(S)) . It seems 

established that olivine is a rather rare constituent of the howard-

ites and mesosiderites. 

Olivine in the howardites occurs primarily as fragments not inter-

grown with other minerals . In the mesosiderites ex~mined in this 

s t udy, onvine is also fragmental , but has taken part in the recrystal-

lization episode . The textural relations of the olivine, in the meso-

siderites studied here suggest that it was in fragments mixed with other 

silicates and vas not introduced by a pallasitic melt as suggested by 

Lovering(SJ) . 

One of the aspects of the basa ltic achondrite assemblage that seems 

to be of some importance is the small amount of olivine in t he more 

magnesian meteorites . This feature bears further investigation, which 

may be most advant ageously pursued in the mesosiderites . Alternative 

possibilities are : (1) the parent material of the basaltic achondrites 

was saturated with respect to silica. This would entail a magmatic 

differentiation in order to explain the difference between the composi-

tions of a saturated parent mat erial and the compositions of chondrites, 

(2) ol ivine may have been strongly fractionated by a process of frac-

tional crystallization or partial melting of an olivine-bearing parent 

material . 

The most iron-rich basaltic achondrites have pyroxenes which 
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TABLE 27 

OLIVINE IN SOME BASALTIC ACHONDRITES 

Olivine Fe/Fe+lLg 
Composition Yeteorite 

Estherville Fs2o 0.20 

Frankfort X 0.29 

Kapoeta Fs8-30 0.30 

Yurtuk X 0.35 

Zmenj X 0.36 

Pavlovka X 0.40 

Ie Teilleul X 0.40 

Inotolax Fs27 0.54 

lllssing Fs27 0.55 
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approach compositions for which calcium-poor pyroxenes are unstable 

and are replaced by a mixture of iron-rich olivine and silica. Iron-

rich olivine has not been observed, but more iron-rich meteorites than 

Nuevo Laredo might occur in which the phase assemblage fayalite-augi t e-

plagioclase- silica could be ex~ected . 

Metallic iron and the distribution of nickel between metal and silicates 

The textural relations of metal lic iron in the basaltic achondrites 

have been illustrated in Chapter II . In Serra de Mage and Moore County 

small equant grains of metall i c i r o1 are probably of primary crystal-

lization. In Sioux County, Stannern, Juvinas and Nuevo Laredo some 

of the metal is possibly of primary origin. In Nuevo Laredo and Sioux 

County some of the metal has apparently formed by post-crystalliation 

reduction of pyroxene. In Petersburg, fragments of metal and ortho-

pyroxene rimmed with metal are common, but t he origin of the metal is 

not clear. In the mesosiderites , metallic iron-nickel has taken part 

in a metamorphic episode and it is difficult to understand the ori gi nal 

relations between silicates and metal with our present knowledge of 

these meteorites . 

The nickel content of the metal from five meteorites has been 

det ermined by X-ray fluorescence . Samples were separated with a hand 

magnet and mounted in the X-ray spectrometer bet ween mylar sheets 

clamped to 11Caplugs". The FeKb and NiKb emission peaks were measured 

with the LiFcrystal . Standards used were three NBS steel spectra-

graphic standards an1 one nickel -iron thin film previously analyzed by 

Chodos (personrtl communication) . The data are given in Table 28 and 

the standard curve given in Figure 20. The compositions inferred for 

the meteoritic metal are given in Table 29 . The samples were contam-
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TABLE 28 

X-RAY FllJORESFlWE DATA FOR THE Ni CONTmT OF liETALLIC IRON 

Coun;fg Rate 
(xl cps) 

Fe Kg NiKg Niakrl INi/IFe Ni(Fe 

Standards 

NBS 408 20.41 .271 .059 .0104 0.0123 

NBS412a 14.73 .139 .052 .0059 0.0057 

NBS 418 17.32 .093 .053 .0023 o.oo11 

17-17-20(thin film) 1.43 • 775 .157 .431 0.2453 

Samples 

lloore County 54.41 .1~ .053 .0010 .001 

Serra de Mage 11.58 .098 .051 .0010 .001 

Petersburg 11.74 .341 .~o .<1239 .<125 

Juvinas 8.44 .~5 .051 .0016 .001 

Estherville 10.02 .917 .081 .0824 .085 
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TABlE 29 

NICKEL IN THE SIUCATE AND METAL PHASES OF SOME METEDRITES 

(a ) Nickel content of metallic iron in basaltic achondrites 
X-ra7 Fluoresence 

Estherville 8.5% 

Petersburg 2.5% 

Jloore Count7 .u 
Serra de llage .1% 

Juvinas .1% 

Nuevo Laredo .1% 

(b) Nickel content of minerals from va rious meteorites 

Emission Spectrograph7 

Clinopyroxenes 1-3 ppm 
(basaltic achondrites) 

Plagioclase 
(basaltic achondrites) 1 ppm 

Hypersthene 
(Richardton chondrite) 40 ppm 

Olivine 
(Allegan chondrite) 30 ppm 

Hypersthene 
(Tatouhine achondrite) 6 ppm 

Enstatite 
(Norton Co. achondrite) 30 ppm 

Troilite 
(Allegan chondri te ) 1000 ppm 
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inated with indeterminate but small amounts of silicates. In the case 

of the three lowest values, the analyses may be in error by a factor 

of two ue to silicate contamination, but such error is of no r eal 

significance, because the nickel contents of these samples were barely 

measurable over background. The important point is that for metal 

believed to be either of primary crystallization or post- crystallization 

reaction the nickel content is extremely low. 

The nickel content of the metal from the Estherville mesosiderite 

is slightly lower than the range reported by Prior(4) for the meso

siderites, but it is distinct from the metal of the eucrites and 

howardites . 

The nickel cont ent of the Petersburg metall i c iron is intermediate 

between the metal of the mesosiderite and the primary metal of the 

basaltic achondrite . The ~etersburg meta l also is on the lower side 

of metal compositions normally found in other meteorites . With present 

data it is not possible to determine the relation of the nickel content 

of t he metal in the meteorites to the silicate magmatic differentiation. 

There is a correlation which showsthe nickel content of the metal to be 

greater for the more magnesian basaltic achondrites, but the small 

amount of data also is consistent with an external origin for the 

metal of Estherville and Petersburg. 

Table t~ also gives emission spectrographic data for nicke l con

tents of silicates from the basaltic achondrites as well as from other 

achondrites and chondrites . The problem faced in the analysis of 

chondritic silicates for ni ckel is that of removal of all of the metal 

which has very high nickel content. 

The chondrite and calcium- poor achondrite pyroxenes were separated 
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magnetically and then treated with HCl in order t o remove metal and 

sulfide contaminations . The olivine samole underwent only magnetic 

separation . The nickel content s reported here must be considered upper 

limits as small amounts of contamination may remain. No special pro-

cedures were used f or the basalt ic achondrite si li cat es as it was 

clear from the beginning that the nickel abundances in these silicat es 

were at or below the lmmp detectability limit of the emission soectro-

graph. 

The general picture one gets of the nickel content of silicat es 

from meteorites is that the nicke l contents are extremely low. If 

one assumes that the metallic iron of chondrites has on t he order of 

10% nickel and that the silicates have 10% Fe, the fractionation 

factor (Ni)m(Fe) /(Fe) (Hi) is about 2 x 10
2

, ~value which is com-
m m s ~ 

parable to l . u - 1. 5 x 102 found by Zur Strassen ( 77) f or the dis-

tribution between silicate and met al at 1700- 1800°C. There is , appar-

ently, close to equilibrium fractionat i on of nickel between silicates 

and metal i n the chondrites . More precise experimental and obser-

vational evidence might supply a thermometer for the silicate- met a l 

equilibrium in chondrites . 

The very large fract ionation factor between metal and silicat es is 

a possible reason for the depletion of nickel in the basaltic achondrites . 

As metallic iron is apparent ly a primary phase gravitational separation 

of early f ormed metallic iron could easily dep l ete a magma in any nickel 

it might still contain. The same would be true if the metal formed an 

immiscible l iquid phase which could mechanically separate f rom the magma . 

The retention of relatively high nicke l coatents in terrestrial basaltic 

rocks is due to the presence of primary oxide phases which have much 
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lower fractionation factors with respect to silicates. 

The presence of metallic iron as a primary phase in the basaltic 

achondrites could also result in the gravitational accumulation of 

metal-rich zones in an intrusion. It is oossible that the metal of 

Petersburg and even of the mesosiderites is relat ed to the gravi-

tational separation of a liquid metal phase from a differentiated 

basaltic intrusion with an initially high ni ckel content. 

Other minor mineral phases 

In the modern descriptions of the basaltic achondrites, the opaque 

minerals are generally identified as troilite , ilmenite and chromite . 

These opaque minerals are of low abundance, so detailed information is 

difficul t to obtain. Troilite is easily identifiable in reflected 

light by its pinkish color and anisotropy. I lmenite is characterized 

by a dull metallic reflectivity and distinct anisotropy. Chromite is 

similar in ref lect ivity to i lmenite, but is isotropic . In general, it 

is impossible to distinguish chromite with certainty. 

Through the courtesy of Dr. G. Arrhenius of the Univeristy of 

California at La Jolla and with the help of A. Chodos, a survey of 

opaque grains in a polished section of Nuevo Laredo was made with 

the electron microprobe analyzer. Il~enite was found to be the most 

abundant opaque mineral, followed by troilite. Only a few scattered 

grains of chromite were found . 

Many earlier investigators considered the opaque mineral assem-

blage to contain magnetite . In this study, magneti te has been observed 

only in the Shergotty met eorite . 

The textural aspects of troilite and ilmenite have been described 

previously. Both opaque minerals, and espec ially troilite , are concen-
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trated in the late-forming interstitial material in the fragments show

ing basaltic textures . Some troilite is found in veins that have prob-

ably formed in late magmatic stages or during metamorphic episodes . 

One of the sulfide-rich veins of Stannern may be a post-brecciation vein. 

There are small amounts of phosphate in the new chemical analyses 

of basaltic achondrites . In Shergotty there is a modal phosphate which 

Fuchs (Sh) identifi ed as whitlockite, but in none of the iron-rich 

basaltic achondrites has a phosphate been positively identified. In 

Esthervi lle, a phosphate with small negative 2V and indices of r efrac

tion nx • 1. 620, nz c 1. 621 is tentatively identified as whitlockite. 

The mineralogy of the basaltic achondrites can be compared with 

that of the Skaergaard intrusion (Wager and Deer(40)) , a highly dif-

ferentiated terrestrial basaltic intrusion. A convenient method of 

summarizing the mineralogical variations in both ass emblages is given 

in Figure 21, which follows the pattern set by Wager and Deer. Figure 

21 compares the compositions , but not t he abundances , of the minerals 

that occur in both sequences . The most important difference between 

the two assemblages is the co~osit ion of the plagioclase, which in the 

basaltic achondrites is very calcic (An90) and relatively invariant , 

but in the Skaergaard intrusion starts at more sodic compositions and 

becomes increasingly more sodic as the Fe/Fe+Mg increases . Another im

portant difference is the absence of augitic clinopyroxene over most of 

the variational range in the basaltic achondrites , whereas augit ic cl ino

pyroxene is present over the entire observed range in the Skaergaard 

intrusion. Olivine is more abundant in the Skaergaard intrusion than 

in the basaltic achondrites, and reaches compositions as i r on-r ich as 

Fa44 in the lower portions, whereas the maximum iron content reported 
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for an ol ivine in the basaltic achondrites is Fa30• Orthopyroxene 

( inverted f r o ., pigeonite) in the Skaergaard int r usion disappears at 

compositions of about Fs
70

, which is slightly more iron-rich than 

the pigeonite of Nuevo Laredo and some of the pi geonite of Pasamonte . 

Free silica is present throughout a greater range in the basaltic 

achondrites than in the Skaergaard intrusion. Although there are 

differences in detail, the mineralogy of the basaltic achondrites 

is similar to that of the Skaergaard int rusion and shows some of the 

same systemati c variations of composition. The mineralogy of the 

basalt i c achondrites , therefore, is consistent with a magmatic differ

entiation model for the basaltic achondrites . 
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v 

PETROLOGIC TRENDS 

It has been shown above that the mineralogical variations shown 

by the basaltic achondrites have some features in common with the 

mineralogical variations of terrestrial differentiated basaltic in-

trusions such as the Skaergaard intrusion. This discussion concerns 

the variations of the bulk chemical composition of the basaltic 

achondrites, which are examined in the light of experimental and 

observational evidence concerning the crystallization of basaltic 

magmas . The bulk compositional evidence suggests that the basaltic 

achondrites represent a set of compositional systems related by crystal-

liquid fractionations in a single basaltic magma or in a set of similar 

basaltic magmas . 

The normative components anorthite, enstatite and fe rrosi l ite 

make up 75 percent or more of each of the basaltic achondrites and 

the variations of the proportions of these components are the first 

order compositional variations shown by the basaltic achondrites . This 

ternary system has not been studied experimentally, but i t is possible 

to determine the boundary along which pyroxene , anorthite and liquid 

coexist by the use of ideal solution calculations (Figure 22) . Table 

30 summarizes the calculations employed to derive the cotectic and in-

eludes the pertinent thermodynamic data. Entropies of fusion for MgSi0
3 

and FeSi0
3 

were obtained by fitting an ideal solution model to the 

data of Bowen and Schairer< 26) for the MgSi03-reSi0
3 

system {figure 23) . 

The figure indicates that the solid solution of the pyroxenes can be 

described reasonably well by an ideal solution model . The binary and 

ternary systems are complicated by the incongruent melting of enstatite 

and the instability of ferrosilite, which allows the boundary curve in 
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TABLE 30 

CAlCULATION OF COTECTIC IN THE llgSi03-FeSi03-si0 2 SYSTEM 

Components: 1 Anorthite 
2 Enstatite 
3 Ferrosilite 

Equations: 
-AS{ . (-r;-T) 

x2 = e R.T I 

t A 
-AS~1. (TL -T) 

Xz./xa -:::. e RT 

t;xl. -AS~!! (T3 -T) 
X3 3 :. e R.r 

l 
X..(. (i =1,2,3) MOle fraction of i in liquid 

xf (i:: 1,2) 

ASf4 
T.;. 

R 

li>le fraction of i in solid 

Entropy of fusion of pt1re component 1 

Kelting temperature of p.1re component i 

Gas constant 

The equations are subject to the restrictions: 

1 • 
' 

From these equations, isotherms can be calculated for the fields 

of pyroxene and anorthite stability The intersections of the isotherms 

mark the boundary eurve. 

The rmod~mic data: 

Anorthite 

Enstatite 

Ferrosilite 

1798 

1413 

8.1 

5.0 

6.0 
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Curves from Bowen and Schairer 
1900 (26). Points are calculated from 

ideal solution assumptions . 
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the t ernary system to be calculated only for the regions of ternary 

behavior. 

Table 3/ gives the proportions of normative anorthite, enstat i te 

and ferrosilite for the selected older and new analyses discussed in 

Chapter IJI and the modal proportions for some meteorites . These data 

are graphically presented in Figure 22. The composition of Shergotty 

is not considered in this discussion. 

The most pronounced trend shown in Figure 22 is the general in

crease in the proportion of anorthite as the iron- magnesium ratio of 

the pyroxene increases . For the most iron-rich meteorites, there may 

be a decrease in the amount of anorthite as Fe/ Fe+Mg increases from 

0. 58 to 0.65. The limited range clumping of meteorite compositions 

does not allow a conclusive statement to be made, but these meteorites 

have composi tions very close to the calculated cotecic and a decrease 

in the amount of anorthite is cons istent with crystallization ~ong the 

plagioclase-pyroxene- liquid boundary. These meteorites show textural 

evidence of co-crystallization of plagioclase and pyroxene and it has 

been argued in Chapter II that these meteorites are the most likely to 

represent the compositions of the liquids from which they crystallized. 

Although it could be expected that the more magnesian basaltic 

achondrites do not represent the compositions of the liquids from which 

they crystallized and there is good evidence that Moore County and 

Serra de Mage do not represent liquids, there is a general trend of 

compositions from Estherville to Macibini and then to the most iron

rich achondrites which may be a t rend of liquid composit ional variation. 

Textural evidence is not available to indicate such trend, but i t is 

possible to test the consistency of such a trend with what is known 
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TABlE 3l 

NORMATIVE POOPORTIONS OF An-En-Fs AND An-Fo-Fa-8i02 

(a) llolecular proportions of An,En and Fs 

Old Analyses An En Fs 

Be reba 22 30 48 
Biro a 12 57 31 
Cachari 32 .32 .36 
Chervony Koot 22 31 47 
Frankfort ll 64 25 
Jonzac 21 34 45 
Ie Teilleul 18 49 33 
luotolax 22 .36 42 
Macibini 20 40 40 
lloore County 26 37 37 
Peramiho 18 31 49 
Petersburg 17 35 48 
Yurtuk 15 56 29 

New Analyses 

stannem 22 31 47 
Juvinas 22 32 1/J 
Sioux County 22 .32 46 
Pasamonte 21 31 48 
Nuevo La redo 21 26 53 
Shergotty 8 45 47 

Modal Analyses 

Serra de Mage 42 33 25 
Estherville 10 72 18 

(b) Proportions by weight of An, Fo1 Fa, Si02 

An Fo Fa ~~ Estherville 16 41 15 
Hypersthene achondrites 0 60 13 27 
pl 

Possible parent materials 12 52 l4 22 
p2 8 68 12 12 
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about crystallization in the more complicated basaltic system. 

Figure 24 gives an interpretation of the phase relat ions within 

the system Mg2s io4-Fe2sio
4

-caA1
2
si

2
o8-si0

2 
based on interpolations 

from the experimentally known boundary systems. In this tetrahedron, 

the trend of compositional variation of the basaltic achondrites is 

indicated. Values for the compositional points are given in Table 31 . 

The olivine-pyroxene-liquid surface (acghdf) , the pyroxene-liquid 

stability f ield (efdcab) , the pyroxene- anorthite-liquid boundary sur

face (efd) and the quaternary invariant point (d) are important to the 

discussion. 

The silicate phase of Estherville has the smallest Fe/Fe+Mg r at io 

of the meteorites studied here, and this composition will be assumed 

to represent a liquid composition (called "Estherville liquid") . The 

question that is asked is whether the other compositions logical ly 

follow from this initial assumption. This can be answered by attemp

t ing to follow the course of crystallization of "Estherville 1 iquid" . 

"Estherville liquid" is saturated with respect to Si02, but the 

first phase to crystallize will be olivine . The olivine will be more 

magnesian than the liquid and the liquid will follow a curved path in 

a plane containing the initial composition of the liquid and the com

pos itions of olivine that crystall izes from the magma . The liquid 

composition will reach the olivine- pyroxene- l iquid boundary curve 

after approximately ten percent of the liquid has crystallized. 

Under conditions of equilibrium crystallization, the liquid will 

follow the pyroxene- olivine-liquid until the olivine-pyroxene

anorthite boundary is reached. Along this path some olivine reacts 

to form pyroxene, but the major effect is one of crystallization of 
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pyroxene . The liquid will reach the olivine-pyroxene-anorthite 

boundary when approximately 25 percent of the liquid remains and the 

liquid contains about 60 percent anorthite . Crystallization proceeds 

along the boundary curve with the remaining olivine reacting and pyrox-

ene and plagioclase crystal lizing until at some point short of the in-

variant point (d), the last liquid disappears just as the l ast olivine 

has reacted. The composition of the final liquid can be estimated to 

have Fe/Fe+Mg = 0. 4 from tie lines given by Bowen and Schairer(26) for 

the binary system MgS i0
3 

- FeSi0
3

• 

Because the Fe/Fe+Mg ratio in the iron-rich meteorites is great er 

than 0. 4 , it is apparent that fractional crystallization is required. 

The principal effect of fractional crystallization on variations dis-

cussed above are the increase of the range of iron- magnesium ratios. 

In either equi l ibr ium crystall ization or fractional crystallization 

the amount of anorthite in the residual liquid r eflects primarily 

the amount of pyroxene or olivine that has been extr acted from the 

liquid. For a f r actional crystallizat ion path starting with ttEsther-

ville liqu i d" for complete removal of crystals, the liquid will move 

in a curved path to the olivine-pyroxene- liquid boundary and will 

intersect the boundary at a sli ghtly mor e iron- r ich composition than 

in the case of equilibrium crystallization. Because there is no 

olivine to react with the liquid, the liquid will follow a path in 

the field of pyroxene stability constrained to a plane t hat includes 

the compos i tion of the liquid at the point at which t he pyroxene 

stabi l ity field is reached and t he line repres ent ing the composit ions 

of the pyroxene that separate f rom the magma . Because the point at 

which the liquid first encounters the pyroxene stability f ield is 
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generally only slightly oversaturated with respect to silica, the 

constraining plane will be alnos t identical to the pyroxene-anorthite 

plane of Figure 22 . 

The trend of compositions for the magnesium- rich achondrites in 

Figure 22 can be examined with respect to known tielines for the binary 

system MgSi0
3
-reSi0

3
• Although they are subject to some modification 

within the nternaryn system, the tielines in the binary system should 

give a useful first approximation to t ielines in the more complicated 

system. Figure 25 shows paths of crystallization of "Estherville 

liquid" for equilibriUJ'l crystallization and fractional crystallization 

with complete separation of crystals within the field of pyroxene 

stabi lit.y. The fractional crystallization t rend fits the compositional 

data for the basaltic achondrites . Although the paths of cryst~llization 

can not be considered to be precisely known, they suggest that the 

variational trend shown by the compositions of the basaltic achondrites 

do represent a trend of crystal-liquid fractionation . The fractional 

crystallization curve shown in Figure 25 is analogous to the trend of 

compositions shown by the meteorites in figure 2h . 

Mostof the crystallization path outlined in Figures 2h and 25 

consists of crystallization in the pyroxene stability field . During 

this portion of the crystallization path, the amount of anorthite 

builds up to the point that the pyroxene-anorthite boundary surface 

is r eached . If we now consider the addition of another component to 

the four component system, namely albite, it is possible to test the 

reality of the trend that has been outlined. If the magmas crystal

lized in a field where plagioclase was not separating from the liquid , 

it is expected that the plagioclase composition should not vary along 
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that portion of the path of crystallization. Consideration of Figure 

19 shows that there is little variation of plagioclase composition, 

especially if lithic fragments alone are considered, for a rather wide 

range of pyroxene compositions . This relation is interpr et ed as a 

supporting argument that the paths of crystallization of the more 

magnesian basaltic achondrites have start ed from a plagioclase

depleted composition such as "Estherville liquid'~ 

For the most iron-rich basaltic achondrites, the compositional 

variations shown in Figure 22 suggest that crystallization along a 

oyroxene- plagioclase boundary has occurred . For these systems , the 

composition of plagioclase becomes enriched in albite as the Fe/Fe+Mg 

ratio increases, which is consistent with the expected variations along 

a pyroxene-plagioclase boundary. 

The component of the basaltic achondrites that has not been con

sidered to this po int in the discussion of compositional variations 

is the wol l astonite (calcium pyroxene) component . The effects of 

this component ar e difficult to assess in the same manner as in the 

previous discussion, but the variations of the normative pyroxene 

composition can be compared to the variations shown by the Skaergaard 

intrusion (Figure 26) . Although the trend toward the calcic i r on- rich 

pyroxene (hedenbergitic) compositions is shown by both assemblages , the 

Skaergaard compos i tions tend to show more strongly the enrichment in 

hedenbergite . This variation, and the distinct difference i n the plagio

clase compositions of the two suites , are the most pronounced composi

tional diff erences between the Skaergaard intrusion and the basaltic 

achondrites . Only some suggestions can be advanced as possible explan

ations of the differences . 
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The starting composition of the magmas may have played a large 

part in t he vari ations of the normat ive pyroxene composi t ion. It 

can be argued that the reason for the important difference in the 

plagioclase compositions , in part, is due to the i n itial starting 

composition of the basaltic achondrite magma wh i ch did not allow the 

plagioclase component to change greatly i t s composition. In the case 

of the pyroxene composit ion, it may be t hat the starting compositions 

were different in that there was more olivine in the Skaergaard magma 

than in rtEstherville liquid". Wi th continued separation of olivine 

instead of pyroxene, the calcium pyroxene component may have been more 

strongly enr iched in the Skaergaard trend . 

A factor which may be of importance in determining the details 

of the variational trends in basaltic magmas is the role of the 

partial pressure of oxygen. Osborne(hl) has argued that crystalliz-

ation under constant par t ia l pressure of oxygen leads to enrichment of 

silica in a basaltic magma , whereas crystallization under a condition 

of nconstant total compositionn leads to the iron- enrichment trend 

observed in the Skaergaard intrusion and in the basaltic achondri t es . 

ThB effects of oxygen partial pressure conditions intermediate between 

a fixed partial pressure and "constant total composition" is not knotm . 

From examination of the diagrams presented by Muan and Osborne(55) and 

Osborne(hl) however , it does not appear t hat the partial pressure of 

oxygen has a pronounced effect on crystallization in the magnesian 

portions of the system except at very high partial pressures of oxygen. 

For the basaltic achondrites, the presence of metallic iron and the 

low content of Fe2o
3 

indicates that the partial pressures of oxygen 

were low . Alt hough the partial pr essures of oxygen were s o~ewhat higher 
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in the case of the Skaergaard intrusion, magnetite was not a major 

component until the later stages of crystallization. Although it is 

not possible t o dec ide on the basis of present data, it seems more 

probable that the differences of the compositional trends shown by 

the basaltic achondrites and by the Skaergaard intrusions are due to 

initial co~positional differences than to differing partial pressures 

of oxygen. 

The demonstration that the compositions of the basaltic achondrites 

may be related by processes of magmatic differentiation provides an im

portant means of setting limits on the composition of the parent material 

of the basaltic achondrites . In the previous discussions, it has been 

assume:::l that the 11Estherville liquid" was the starting composition. That 

is not a unique assumption, but only one which can be r econciled with 

the data . The nEsthervi lle liquid" compos it ion is interpreted as being 

a limiting composition for the parent material, but it could represent 

the differentiation product f rom a more primitive material . 

The limits that the "Estherville liquid" puts on the parent mater

ial are (1) the plagioclase content of the parent material was less than 

or equal to 15 percent and the plagioclase composition was approximately 

An90, because the plagioclase composition of the parent material cor

respond to the plagioclase composition of the magnesian liquids, (2) 

the pyroxene composition was low in calcium probably a hypersthene 

composition, (3) the Fe/Pe+Mg ratio was less than or equal to 0. 25. 

Possible more primitive parent magma compos itions are given in Pigure 2h. 

The olivine-pyroxene proportions in the parent magma can not be deter

mined from the present data, for there are a variety of initial composi 

tions and processes by which a plagioclase-poor, olivine-pyroxene-bearing 
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magma could differentiate towards the "Estherville liquid" composition. 

It is of fundamental importance, however , that the parent material 

of the basaltic achondrites is clearly distinct from the composition 

of the chondritic meteori tes . The distinguishing feature between the 

chondrites and the parent material of the basaltic achondrites is the 

composition of the plagioclase . In chondrites, the composition of the 

plagioclase is quite sadie, in the basaltic achondrites the initial 

plagioclase composition necessarily was quite calcic . 

The depletion of alkalis in the basaltic achondrites with respect 

to chondr ites has been noted previously. Urey(56) and Gast(35) argued 

for a process of fractional volatilization of alkalis f rom chondritic 

material to explain the depletion. Urey(S?) has suggested that the 

fractional volatilization took place during the magnat ic hi s tory of 

the basaltic achondrites . 

The demonstration that the plagioclase composit i on is calcic f rom 

the very beginning of the compositional variation trend of the basaltic 

achondrites and is satisfactori ly exp lained on the basis of magmatic 

differentiation is a strong argument that the initial plagioclase 

composition was calcic . There is no evidence of depletion of alkalis 

over the d i fferentiation path shown by the basalt ic achondrites . The 

coupled sodium and potass ium variations shown in figure 14 also indi -

cate that alkalis were behaving normally during the magmatic episode . 

These arguments indicate that the fractionation of alkalis between 

chondrites and the parent material of the basaltic achondrites is of 

a more fundamental nature than has been supposed previously. It is 

possib le that the fractionation re lates to a process that occurred 

during the accretion stages of the solar system. Volatilization may 
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have played a part in the fractionati on of alkalis, but other possible 

chemical processes should be investi gated. 

Figure 24 can be used to suggest other types of meteorites which 

might be related to the basaltic achondrites as a product of magmat i c 

dif ferentiation . The magmatic differentiation trend presupposes a 

mechanism for removal of crystals from the liquids . !n Moore County 

and Serra de Mage there is evidence of crystal accumulation and it 

'lay be supposed that crystal settling was a dominant mechanism by 

which the basaltic achondrites differentiated. If that is t he case, 

one can specify what types of crystal accumulates might be expected . 

If the initial parent material had a r e lat ively large olivine 

content , it should have been possible t o obtain dunites , as well as 

peridotites and pyroxenites . These accumulates could contain some 

calcic plagioclase, but its abundance would be low due to the low 

plagioclase content in the starting liquids . Meteorites which pos-

sibly fit these soecifications are the hypersthene achondrites . These 

meteorites are composed primarily of hypersthene (Shalka and Tatouhine 

have hypersthene with Fe/ Fe+Mg =0. 22) with minor amounts of plagio

clase (in Johnstown) and olivine (Mason(l) ,< SB)) . These meteorites 

could well be crystal accumulates from the earlier basaltic achondrite 

magmas . Fro~ l ater achondrite magmas , pyroxenites or anorthosites 

could form in similar manner to their occurrences in terrestrial 

layered intrusions . 

The compos ition of the Nuevo Laredo meteorite lies very close to 

the quaternary invariant point (d) of Figure 2h . For co~positions more 

iron-rich than Nuevo Laredo, it might be expected that pigeonite would 

be replaced by an iron-rich olivine and silica. Instead of a mineral 
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assemblage consisting of plagioclase, pigeonite, ferroaugite and silica, 

the assemblage in the more iron-rich systems might be plagioclase, 

ferroaugite, olivine and silica. No meteorites with this type of 

composition have been found. 

Another use of the differentiation trends is a spec ification of 

limits on the amounts of the various compositions which could be obtained 

by magmatic differenti<?tion from an initial magma such as the ttEsther

ville liquidtt . In the fractional crystallization trend shown in Figure 

25, the amount of liquid remaining when the composition reaches the 

pyroxene-plagioclase- liquid boundary is between 25 percent and 30 

percent of the initial liquid. This places minimum limits on the 

proportions of initial and start ing compositions, because the pro?or

t ions are maximized for the most extreme fractional crystallization 

and the compositional l imits are greater than those indicated by the 

variation across the pyroxene stability field . It can be concluded 

that only a small fraction of the initial liquid can be represented in 

the very highly differentiated liquids such as that of the Nuevo Laredo 

meteorite . 
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VI 

TRACE ELEMENT DISTRIBUTION 

Tables 32 to 34 give determinations of trace element abundances 

for the basal tic achondrites made, in this work, by emission spectro

graphic analysis and, in previous work, by a variety of other tech

niques. Where data can be compared, the spectrographic teclmique 

apparently yields values comparable to the other analytical data. In 

general, the spectrographic values are reproducible to about 2Qt of the 

amount present. 

Included in the tables are trace element abundances in total 

basaltic achondrite samples, plagioclase and pyroxene separates from 

basaltic achondrites, and silicate fractions from chondrites and other 

non-basaltic achondrites. Also included for comparison are values for 

liquids of the Skaergaard intrusion (Wager and llitchell (59)). 

Figure 2? gives the variation of trace elements in the total 

basaltic achondrite samples as a function of the Fe/Fe+Vg ratio. Most 

of the trace elements show general trends of enrichment or depletion 

with increasing Fe/Fe +Mg which can be compared with the direction of 

the trends in the Skaergaard suite. For many of the elements, the 

absolute abundances are quite different in the Skaergaard rocks and the 

basaltic achondrites, but the trends are similar. Enrichment of barium, 

strontium, rubidium, cesium, yttrium, lanthanum (and other rare earth 

elements), zirconium, and manganese occurs both in Skaergaard and in the 

basaltic achondrites with increasing Fe/Fe+Yg. Chromium and vanadium 

tend to decrease in both suites, but are more irregular in their 

variation in Skaergaard rocks than in the basaltic achondrites. Scandium 

tends to increase in the basaltic achondrites, but tends to decrease in 
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TABLE 32 

EJli:SSION SPECTIDGRA.PHIC ANALYSES OF TOTAL METIDRITE SAMPLES, 

WITH COMPARISONS TO TRACE ELEMENT DATA OF OTHER WORK 

AND TO TRACE ELEMENT CONTENTS OF :ROCKS OF THE SKAERGAARD INTRIJSION 
(ppm) 

1 2 _L ...!:.__ ...L 6 7 8 ....L 10 - - - - - -
Ba 5 20 17 26 26 62 40 

44d 
43 90 170 

Co 120 3 3 3 1 53 35 22 

Cr 4800 2600 4500 3200 2700 2700 ~~ 170 75 1 

Cu 48 2 7 3 4 3 2 130 220 360 

Ga 1 17 20 21 

l.h 2100 2900 2200 2400 2500 2500 3500 800 1220 1500 

Ni 2000 3 2 4 3 3 8 170 50 1 

Sc 16 30 18 30 32 33 40 12 15 9 
45b 
43c 

Sr 29 75 81 70 81 92 100 350 500 470 
6g8 scP 8J8. 84,8 

Ti 800 2200 1100 1700 1900 3000 3000 

v 130 64 120 130 150 110 70 140 220 10 

y 10 20 10 18 24 37 30 13 45 

Yb 3 
o.sc 

3 2 4 
1.~ 

3 5 5 
2.3c 

Zr 13 38 17 36 41 73 70 50 80 90 

Fe/Fetllg .20 .59 .50 .61 .60 .61 .65 .33 .52 .58 
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TABLE 32 

References 

1. Estherville, this work 
2. Sioux County, this work 
3. Moore County, this work 
4. Pasamonte, this work 
5. Juvinas, this work 
6. Stannem, this work 
7. Nuevo Laredo, this work 
8. Skaergaard intrusion, 1st liquid, Wager and Jlitcbell( 59) 
9. n n 2nd liquid, n n 

10. " " 3rd liquid, " " 

a Gast( 69) 
b Bate, et a1(60) 
c Schmitt, et al (61) 
d Reed, et al (63) 
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TABlE 33 

EliiSSION SPECT:OOGRAPHIC DATA FOR PYIDXENES FK>ll SOllE BASALTIC ACIDNDRITES 

(ppm) 

Serra de Mage* Juvinas** Pasamonte** Nuevo 
LaredO*** 

Ni 3 3 

Mn 4000 4000 4000 5500-7100 

Ti 900 2000 900 23~200 

Cr 40'10 3000 3000 4ooo-6700 

v 100 80 100 100 

Se 30 50 50 60 

Zr 20 40 20 60 

* Fe/Fe-+llg 0.44 

** Fe ,he+llg 0.61 

*** Fe /Fe+Mg 0.65 
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TABLE .34 

EMISSION SPECTroGRAPHIC DATA FOR PLAGIOCLASE OF THREE BASALTIC ACIDNDRITES 

Serra de Mage lloore County Nuevo Laredo 
(An95) (An9o) (Ang5) 

Ni 

)b .30 100 600 

Ti 80 1000 

Cr 60 80 200 

Sc 

v 20 20 20 

Zr 0 

Ba 10 20 70 

Sr 100 200 200 

y 
2.0 

Yb 
2.. 
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100 200 

XX 

75 
X X 

v'5o ~ X X 

Sr 
X 

X X 
X 

50 100 X 

X l 
X X 

25 50 

ol ? I 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 .2 4 .6 .8 1.0 
Fe I Fe+ Mg Fe /Fe+ Mg 

Strontium Vanad ium 

40 80 
XX 

30 X 60 
y X Zr 

20 
X 

40 lx 
10 X X 20 X 

X 

0 
.2 4 .6 .8 1.0 

0 
.2 .4 6 .8 1.0 

Fe I Fe+ Mg Fe I Fe +Mg 
Yttrium Zirconium 

4.0 .50 20 
0 

3.0 X .40 - 15 
X 

L Rb co Cs 
2.0 .30 10 

1.0 .20 0 X X 5 
X 

.2 4 .6 .8 1.0 
. I 0 

.2 4 .6 .8 
Fe I Fe+ Mg Fe/Fe+Mg 
Lanthanum x Rub idium 

Schmitt et al (61 ) o Cesium 
Gast (351 
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Ba Cr X 
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20 X 2000 X 

0 
2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 

0 
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 

Fe/ Fe+ Mg Fe I Fe+ Mg 
Barium · Chromium 

8000 80 

6000 60 
Mn Sc 

40 X 
X I 

0 ) 
X X 20 X 

0 
.2 .4 .6 8 1.0 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 

Fe/Fe+Mg Fe/ Fe+ Mg 
Manganese Scand ium 

FIGURE 27 
x sa.u.ltic achondrites 
r:J Chonch···1 tes 
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Skaergaard . 

. The trace element analyses of the mineral separates from the 

basaltic achondrites show that the elements barium, strontium, and 

yttrium are concentrated in the plagioclase; the alkali metals rubidium 

and cesium are probably enriched in the plagioclase. Chromium, man

ganese, scandium and vanadium are concentrated in the pyroxenes. 

Zirconium in Nuevo Laredo does not show any marked tendency to occur in 

either phase, and may be concentrated in small amounts of a dispersed 

mineral which has not been identified. X-ray fluorescence analyses of 

the metallic iron shows that the nickel is concentrated with the metal 

(Part IV), and the cobalt is also presumed to be concentrated in the 

metal. Copper is a sulfophile element and is generally concentrated 

in the sulfide phase of the meteorites. In the Skaergaard intrusion, 

magnetite is the host mineral for mch of the vanadium; chromium was 

concentrated in an early-forming chrome spinel. With these observations 

about the partition of trace elements between minerals, the similarities 

and differences bet'IV9en Skaergaard and the basaltic achondrites can be 

examined. 

The elements which are concentrated in the plagioclase of both 

Skaergaard and the basaltic achondrites show similar variations. This 

statement holds primarily for the variations of barium, strontium, and 

the rare earths (and probably rubidium and cesium) which increase with 

increasing Fe/Fe+Mg. Chromium is concentrated in pyroxene in both 

suites and tends to enter the pyroxene in greater amounts than the 

concentrations in the magma and so becomes depleted in later stages of 

differentiation. Manganese is concentrated in the pyroxenes, but tends 



to be concentrated in the residual liquids and increases slightly with 

differentiation. The vanadium of the basaltic achondrites is concan-

trated primarily in pyroxene and shows a general tendency towards deple

tion with increasing Fe/Fe+Mg. In the Skaergaard gabbros, vanadium is 

strongly concan tra ted in magnetite and drops sharply after magnetite 

appears. Scandium, which is concentrated in pyroxenes in both cases, 

shows little variation in Skaergaard, but shows a general increase in 

the basaltic achondrites. However, scandium does show a small increase 

in the early pyroxenes of Skaergaaro with increasing Fe/Fe+llg (Wager 

and lti.tchell, (S9)) and the difference between the two total liquid 

trends may be due to the stronger concentration of pyroxene component 

:in the residual liquids of the basal tic achondrite system than in the 

Skaergaaro rocks. The proportion of pyroxene in the basaltic achon-

dri tes rises to ?($ of the total system in the last observed stages, 

but is only about 40/o in similar Skaergaard rocks. 

The depletion of nickel in the basaltic achondrites may be due 

to two processes. First, there is a very large fractionation factor 

which favors nickel in the metallic iron of the meteorites. The deple-

tion of nickel in the basaltic achondrites may be due primarily to the 

separation of mtallic iron from the silicate system during its magmatic 

history. Depletion of nickel during fractional crystallization may 

also have occurred. Comparison of the nickel contents of the silicate 

phases of chondrites and other achondrites suggests that, although the 

silicate phases of chondrites and achondrites are generally low in 

nickel, there is a somewhat greater nickel content than is present in 
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the iron-rich basaltic achondrites. It mst be cautioned that the 

analyses for nickel in the silicate phase of the chondrites and achon

drites mst be considered upper limits due to possible contamination 

with very small amounts of metallic iron or sul.fide. In Skaergaard 

rocks there is a well defined tendency for nickel to be concentrated 

in the most magnesian pyroxenes and, if the nickel contents of the 

silicate phases of the chondrites and pyroxene achondrites (which are 

more magnesian than the iron-rich basaltic achondrites) are greater 

than the nickel contents of the iron-rich basaltic achondrites, an 

analogous situation exists. The depletion of nickel in the basaltic 

achondrites may be due, in part, to the normal trends of fractional 

crystallization. 

The general similarity and explainable differences between trace 

element variations in the basaltic achondrites and the Skaergaard 

intrusion is further evidence for a related type of igneous dif.feren-

tiation. The f act that most of the data from the achondrites fit into 

systematic trends further indicates that the achondrites have shared 

a common igneous history. 

Comparison can be made of the trace element abundances of litho-

phile elements in the basaltic achondrites and the chondrites. It has 

been recognized previously that many of the trace elements in basaltic 

achondrites have quite different abundances than in the chondrites 

(Bate, et a1<6~); Gast,(35): Schmitt, et al (61)). The inclusion of 

the mesosiderite si lica te phase and of magnesium-rich basaltic achon

drites has allowed the va riati onal trends of the achondrites to be 
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followed back into the presumably less differentiated compositions and 

allows a clear comparison between the basaltic achondri. tes and chon-

drites to be made. 

The magnesium-rich basaltic achondrites show great similarity to 

the chondrites for many trace elements, including Ba, lil, Sc, Sr, Y, 

La (and other r are earth elements). Schmitt, et al(6l) have shown that 

the spectrum of rare earth elements (the relative abundances of REE) is 

identical for chondri. tes and basal tic a chondri. tes. A s far as these 

elements are concerned, the basaltic achondrites could well represent 

samples of the silicate phase of chondrites. 

As in the case of the major elements, the only trace elements which 

do not fit in to the picture are the alkalis, rubidium and cesium, which 

are depleted in the achondrites. Rubidium and cesium do show, however, 

regular variations within the basaltic achondrites as a function of 

Fe/Fe-rYg. These variations are consistent with variations expected under 

conditions of fractional crystallization. It Dllst be concluded that all 

the alkalis started from low concentrations and any fractionation of 

alkalis between chondrites and the parent material of the basaltic 

achondrites Dllst have occurred before initiation of the magmatic 

sequence described here. 



VII 

NUCLEAR T).ll.TA 

Various types of data involving determinations of isotop i c abundances 

of elements have been obtained for basaltic achondrites. These data 

can be used to establish crystallization and cosmi c-ray exposure ages 

and to establish the isotop i c corrtposit i o~1 S o"" ;>ci rn::>r-:E 2.l :H t t .z L 

One of the criticisr1s that can be made about most absolute age 

determinations yet made on meteorites is that they are, in general, 

mode l ages bas ed on the assumption that two different types of meteor-

ites havs been separated from a single system at a precise time. 

Absolute age determinations on two or more minerals of the same meteorite 

would be of great value, but no d~finitive data on in~iv idual minerals 

: rom a single meteorite have been published . 

~~=~~b-~~~ ~s.o1u~~ a.g_es 

Patte!·son( 52) determined the lead isotopic composition in Nuevo 

Laredo. It va·> fo und that the leac of Nuevo Laredo had large amounts 

,)f radiogenic isotopes r elative to the com'llon l ead. This is consistent 

with the expected fractionation of uranium, thorium and lead between 

silicate and sulfide phases and the great age of the system. Making 

the assumption that the common lead in Nuevo Laredo has the same iso-

topi c abundan : es as the l ead f rom the troilite of the Canon ! iab lo iron 

meteorite, Patterson calculat z.:1 a Pb207/Pb 206 age of 11 . 55 billion 

years f or Nuevo Laredo. This age is presumed to correspcmd to the 

time that the uraniurn-lead system of Nuevo Lare0o was separated : rom 
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the uranium-lead system of the iron meteorite . 

The uranium-lead system of Nuevo Laredo appears t o give ver y 

discordant ages f or the separation J f uraniuu and thoriu~ from lead. 

PattersonC62) determined the amounts of uranium and thoriu~ necessary 

to produce the observed quantities of lead in a lt .5 b illi on year decay 

interval. The following table presents the data on the absolute 

abundance of lead an1 the predi cted amounts of uraniu~ and thorium. 

~or comparison, the observed amounts of uranium and thorium are given. 

Pb abundance 

Pr edicted u 

Predicted Th 

'1easured U 

?,:easured Th 

o. ?p -·m 

0.2 

0.7 

0 . 12 

O. Oi-1.7 

Patter s onC62) 

Reect, et al (63 ) 

Rate, et a l (60) 

The amounts o: lead measured by ?atterson are almost t wi ce t~at 

which would be produced by the measured amounts of uranium and thorium 

over a period of 1 ~ . 5 billion years. Redeter min2.t i ons of the P'c 208 

content of Nuevo Laredo by Reed, et al (63), when cor!b ined with the 

isotopic abundances of lead determined by Patterson, seem to c0nf i rQ 

the abso lut ~ abun ·Jan::e of l ead determined by Pat terson. The data 

are consistent wi th a r ather r ed istr ibuti on of uranium and lead in 

the meteorite system, but no petrologi c evi dence for a r ecent chemica l 

episorle hc:s been obs erved. '·~or e study is necessary on the uran i um-

l ead syst ems in t he basa lti c achondr ites. 
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Uranium-helium ag~~ 

nata for uranium concentrations and Heu concentrations are 

given below f or some basltic achondrites. From these data, assuming 

the Th/U ratio is known, a time can be calculated which may indicate 

the age of isolation of the uranium-he lium system in the meteorite. 

Such ages are severely limited by the diffusion losses of helium from 

the system. 

~1eteorite u 

Nuevo Laredo 1 ' ?. ' ! ~ .126ppm 

Pasamonte 3 

Shergotty3 

1 Hamaguchi, et a1(6h) 

2 · Reynolds and Lipson(65) 

3 Eberhardt and Hess(66) 

4 Bat e, et a1(60) 

Th/U H u e 

3.8 l. Jxlo-5 

6.1 

0.2 

-~ Based on unpublished uranium data of Trilinke 

Age 

.4)by 

3.6* 

For none of these meteorites have the uranium and he lium determin-

ations been made on the same sample and for Shergotty no uranium determ-

ination has been made. If one makes the first order assumption that the 

uranium content s are equal, it is clear that the t~ree met eor ites have 

su~ ~ere i r a1 ically differ ent l osses ~f ~ ~l iu~ an . aDy a ges i~t~rmine i 

.)n ':-~ ;:; bas is of helium rmd ura:1iur1 .Jat a !nust be s us~ec:. . 
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-,-. .t'.SSIUM- ARGON AGSS 

~otassium-ar gon ages for basaltic achonJrites are g i ve~ in Table 

35 . These include data compiled by Andzrs (07) and Stauffer(98) 

The analyti cal data presented in thi s work indicate that the po-

tassium o! mos t o~ the basaltic achondrites is located in plagioclase 

and it is reasonable to expec t that ootassium is concentrated in the 

sodium-rich oorti ons ::~ f those meteorites 1..rhich show compositional 

variat i on in their olagioclase. The potassium content of di : f erent sam-

ples of the same meteorite may var y because of variations in the 

amounts of pyroxene and plagioclase or because of vari ations due to 

compositional zoning. It is unfortunate, theref ore, that in many 

cases potassium and argon measurements have not been made on the 

same samples of t~e meteori tes. 

The calculated ages vary f rom 0. 56 to 4. 3 b i llion years. ~s 

the potassium- ar gon systems ar e knm,m to be sub j ect to diffusion 

losses of argon, the data can be cons idered to g ive minimum ages and 

are consistent with an original crys tallization age o.f Lt .5 b i ll i on 

years. 

The isotopic composition of strontium; Rb-Sr model ages 

Gast (69) has published determinati ons of rubid iu'll and strontium 

isotopic contents and stront ium isot onic composit i ons f or 0 as amonte , 

Sioux county , ~'!oore County and Nuevo Laredo. His data are summarized 

in the fol l owing tab le : 
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TABLE 35 

POTASSIUM-ARGON AGES 

~teorite K-Ar Age Reference 

Moore County 3.2 Geiss and Hess (36) 

Pasamonte 3.8 Geiss and 
"Hess 

4. 3 Wan1,ce and 
Konig (78) 

Stann em 3. 0 Vinogradov~ 
et a1('79 

Nuevo Laredo 3.1-3. 6 Reynolds and 
Lipson(65) 

Chervony Koot 2.7 Vinogradov, 
et a1 

Shergotty 0. 56 Geiss and 
Hess 

Padvaminkai 1.0 Gerling 
and Rik(80) 

Pav1ovka 

Yurtuk 2.6 Vinogradov, 
et a1 

Frankfort 5 . 1 Gei ss and 
Hess 
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"la g. 
Sr87 lsr86 ''leteorite 1{ ca Sr(onm) Rb(p!)m) t:<b/ Sr 

!·~oore co. . 0036 79.5 0 . 16 . 0020 . 7023 

Si oux co . . 0053 68 .8 0 . 20 . 0029 • 7011
• 

?as a monte . 0076 8? .9 0. ?3 . 0028 . 7008 

Nuevo Lc.redo . 0109 8h . h 0 . ]6 . 0043 . 70?7 

~rom t he trace e l ement c.nalyses done in this work, it is c lear 

that most of the strontium and oresumably the r ubid ium of the ba-

sc>lti c achon<irites is located in t he plagioclase . -t i s ther efore 

of interest th2.t Rb / Sr shows good corre lation with ~ /~<'1 of Dlagio-

c lase c.s determined in this ~or~ . The co~r~ lati on ind icates that 

Pb f ollm•s K and Sr f ollows Ca as wou l d be exnected . Rubidium 

~oes not increase as r <lp i d ly ;.Ji t h res9ect to strontium as potassium 

does wi th r espect to calciur:1 , but as calcium in the plagioclase 

actually decreases, the comparison may not be vali d . 

The isotopi c dc.ta are very s imilar and are in agreement within 

the li~its of experi ment al error . One :an conclude that t he parent 

material of the basalt ic a chondrites had s r B7jsr86 of about 0.702 . 

Gast presents a model for t he ege of differentiati on of basalti c 

achondrites from chondrites on the basis of t he ti me of separ ati on 

of r ub id iur.1 fro m strontium . His model ages of h. J and h. 7 billi on years 

are in agreement with the Pb207j pb206 c.nd potass ium- argon ages in 

ind icating an age o: about 4. 5 bil l i on years f or the basaltic achon-

'1r i tes. 
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~osmic r ay exoosure ages 

The abundances of the isotope He3 for six basaltic achondrites 

are given below: 

~~eteori te 

Pavlovka 
Shergotty 

Petersburg 
Pasamonte 

St<mnern 
Nuevo Laredo 

He3 ( w-B ·:c/ g STP) 

22 .1! 
7.9 

JJ.8 
h.O 

Ref erence 

Stauffer(6B) 
Sberhardt 

and Hess ( 66) 
Stauffer 
.::Oerhardt 

and Hess 
Stauffer 
Reynolds 

and 
Lipson(65) 

The production r a te o.: He3 is not greatly deoendent uoon the 

co'l!oositi on of the Meteorites and t he shielding ef:"ects and :iif :'usi on 

losses :or these meteorites have been found to be small by Stau~fer{68) 

If the cosmic ray fl~x has been constant in soace and in time the 

relative abu:1dan:::es of He3 give relative times o: exposure of the 

meteorites to cosmic r ays. Absolute exposure ages have been de

termined for Shergotty and Pasamonte by the HJ-He3 method(Sberhardt 

and Hess(66)). The relat ive and absolute exposure ages for the six 

basaltic achondrites are as follo~s : 

'-~eteorite 

Shergotty 
Pc.vlovka 
Petersburg 
?asa:nonte 
Stannzrn 
Nuevo Laredo 

* 

1 
Relat ive He- abundance 

1.0 
? . 0 
h.8 
1.6 
1. ? 
0. 9 

~x-posure age 

5 mill. yr.-:~-
10 
21.! 
8.~-

36 
5 
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If Stauffer' s ie ·~nnstration that shielding and di ffusion ef fects 

are small is correct, these exposure 8.g~s should be correr:t v1ithin about 

30% of the actual value. The lack of shielding effects suggests that 

sudden events Here responsible f or the original removal of the 

meteorites from shielded environments. 

The imo:lrtant featur e ~f the exposure ages is that they are 

measured in terms of millions of years as onpos ed t o t he crysta 11 ization 

ages of h.5 billi on :rears. The e::p(1sure 2.ges c; r e -: ort:J·ra~le t..~, ~~ :: z:·-

pectec lifetimes, with respect to collision, of bodies com ing from 

the moon or asteroid belt(5pik). 

Primordial isotopic abundances 

Gast(69) has established the primordial abundances of strontium 

isotopes in the basaltic achondrites as: 

sr87/sr86 = 0.702 

= 0.0561 

Murthy and Schmitt(?!) have measured the isotopic composition of 

Sm, ~u and Gd in meteorites, including Pasamonte. They f ound that the 

isotooic compositions of the three elements are within 1% of their 

abundances in terrestrial materials. 

Shima(??) measured the abundances of boron isoto~es in ~asamonte 

and : ound the B 11/ B10 ratio to be about 5% l.oHer than in some ter-

restrial basalti c rocr~s. AJthough there may be diff erences beh.reen 

the initi a l boron isotooic composition in meteorites and the earth, 

these may have been hidden by fracti onation o: boron in later chemical 
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processes. 

As far as can be determined, there is no detectable di fference in 

the primordial isotopic compositions of var i ous elements, between the 

basaltic achondrites and r ocks of the earth. Examinations of iso-

topic ana~alies due to the initia l pres~nce of short lived radi o

active elements has given nega tive results thus far(Reed, et al~63 ) 

Bi 209; Reynolds and Lipson~65) xe 129). 

The howardite Kapoeta is of interest because of the large 

quantities of "primordial" noble gases which it contains(ZMhringer( 29)). 

These gases, which are present in diff erent isotopic abundances than 

expected f rom cosmic-irradiation of the meteorite, are trapped 

selectively in "glassy" black portions which Fredriksson and Reil ( 20 ) 

believe to have recrystallized during a shock event. 

The mineralogy of Kaooeta indicates that it has undergone 

much of the same history as have the other basaltic achondrites, 

including magmatic differentiation, recrystallization 2nd brecciation. 

The "primordial" rare gases have been traoped after an extended sequence 

of chemical and mechanical events. The nature of the tr8pping 

mechanism and the source of the "primordial" gases are not understood. 

';hen understood, they may yield valuable evidence pertaining to the 

h istory of the basaltic achondr ites. 
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VIII 

A HYPOTHESIS FOR nfE OOIGIN AND HISTORY 

OF THE BASALTIC ACHONDRITES 

Chapters II to VI have presented textural and coeposltlonal evidence 

which Indicates that the basaltic achondrites originated under •gntlc 

conditions and share related c011p0sitlonal features that can be under-

stood in terms of a history of aagaatic differentiation. The •eteor

rlte~ originally crystallized in a variety of cooling environments 

which allowed textures analogous to those of terrestrial diabases 

(shallow intrusions) and gabbros (deep-seated intrusions) to be foraed. 

Evidence presented in Chapter II indicates that one, and perhaps 

aore, fraga.entation episodes followed the original agutlc crystal

lization. There is some evidence that the brecciation and some textural 

aodificat ions vere produced by impact-generated shock aetamorphlsm. 

This chapter combines some other lines of evidence with the compo

sitional and textural evidence to attewpt to deduce the identity of the 

parent body of the basaltic achondrites. The following arguments are 

used to suggest that the parent body of the basaltic achondrites is 

the 11oon. As far as is known, there are no 1 ines of evidence that 

conflict vith this hypothesis. 

Classification of Basaltic Achondrites 

rvo methods have been used previously to sUb-classify the basaltic 

achondrites. Brovn< 23) and Mason(l) suggested classifications based 

on bulk chemical cOtllpOSition. Figure 28 shows the diagram given by 

Mason(l) which plots cao against the ratio Fe/Fe+Mg. The achondrites 

are divided into four principal groups on this basis: the enstatite 

achondrites, with low cao and low Fe/Fe+Mg; the hypersthene achondrites 
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and ureilites with low cao and interaediate Fe/Fe+Mg; and the two 

groups of calcium-rich basaltic achondrites. Tvo calcium-rich achon

drites, Nakhla and Angra dos Reis are distinct because they consist 

almost entirely of calcium-rich pyroxenes. The cheaical classifi

cations specify that the sagneslua-rich basaltic achondrites arc 

havardites and the iron-rich achondrites are eucrites. 

The sub-classification does not seea to be satisfactory in the 

case of tha basaltic achondrites. In Chapter IV it has been shown 

that there is a continuum of aineral compositions from the most aag

neslan to the aost iron-rich systems. It is probable that individual 

lithic fragaents in the hovardites, if:their true proportions of pyrox

ene and plagioclase could be deterained, would fill the apparent hiatus 

between the aagnesiua-rich and iron-rich basaltic achondrites. This 

possibility suggests that the apparent compositional grouping of the 

basaltic achondrites has been superimposed on an original cheaical 

variation by the aechanical effects observed in the brecciation fea

tures of the meteorites. If this is the case, a sUb-classification of 

the basaltic achondrites as proposed by Wahl(lS) and thls work (Chapter 

II) which is based on description of the breccia type Is to be pre

ferred as a basis for assigning na.es to various groups of basaltic 

achondrites. It is an unfortunate aspect of the chemical classification 

that it does not recognize the contrast in compositions between .est 

basaltic achondrites and a aeteorite like Shergotty. It is concluded 

that the best sub-classification of the basaltic achondrites consists 

of a aonoaict breccia (brecciated eucrite) - uribrecclated (eucrite)

polyaict breccia (hovardite) grouping. The che.ical classification is 

of soae use, however, in indicating the relative degree of aagaatic 
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differentiation of the meteorites. 

A third type of sUbclassification of the basaltic achondrites, a 

classification according to original texture, has not been suggested 

in previous studies of the basaltic achondrites. As a means of giving 

names to meteorite groups, thls sub-classification has the same dis

advantage as the chemical classificat ion in that the aechanlcal brecci

ation history of the meteorites has aixed systems with different 

original textural features. A classification on the basis of original 

texture is also haapered by the presence of recrystallization tex-

tures that have significantly altered original textures. Ievertheless, 

it is possible to distinguish between aeteorites that have predominantly 

basaltic, or fine-grained igneous characteristics, and aeteorites that 

have gabbroic, or coarse-grained igneous affinities. In general, the 

textural affinities are reflected by the aineralogical features such 

as the pyroxene inversion and exsolutlon features and the plagioclase 

structural state. 

In Table 36 a list of basaltic achondrites and aesosiderltes is 

given with their classification as magnesium-rich or iron-rich, breccia 

type, and original textural type. For some aeteorites not studied in 

this work, older descriptions are available which allow the aeteorltes 

to be subclassified. Only aeteorltes which can be classified in more 

than one category are given. 

correlations ~ meteorites ~ various subgroups 

From Table 36, cross-correlations can be aade for aeteorltes that 

have been classified in more than one subgroup. Table 37 gives the 

nu.bers of aeteorites which can be classified in various combinations 

of subgroups. There is a distinct correlation between sagnesiua-rich 
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TABLE 36 

SUBCLASSIFICATION OF BASALTIC ACHONDRITES 

Fe- Ug- Eub Eu Ho Bas. Gab. 
Rich Rich 

Bt§rdba X X X 
Bholgbati X X X 

Bialystok X X X 
Binda X X X 
Cachari X X X 
Chervony Koot x X X 
Frankfort X 
Jonzac X X X 
Juvinas X X X 
Kapoeta X X X 
Ie Teilleul X X X 
I.uotolax X X 
ll!cibini X X X 
lllssing X X 
Moore County X X 
Nuevo La redo X X X 
Padvaminkai X X X 

Pasamonte X X X 

Pavlovka X X X 

Peramiho X X X 
Petersburg X X X 
Serra de Mage x? X X 
Shergotty X X x? 
Sioux County X X X 
Stannem X X X 

Yurtuk X X X 
~nj X X X 
Est he rrllle X X X 
Crab Orchard X X X 
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TABLE 37 

CROSS-CORRELATIONS OF THE NUMBER OF METEDRITES IN VAIUOUS SUBGIDUPS 

FOR METIDIUTES THAT CAN BE CLASSIFIED I N IDRE THAN ONE SU:OOOOUP 

Subgroup Brecciated Howardites Basaltic Gabbroie 
&lerites 

Fa-rich 14 4 13 5 

Mg-rich 1 8 0 9 

Basaltic ll 2 X X 

Gabbroie 3 8 X X 
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and gabbroic meteorites. This correlation is heightened by the fact 

that aany of the magnesian pyroxene frag~~ents in the iron-rich 

hovardites appear to be fragaents of 11aterial that originally had 

coarse-grained textures. It seems probable, therefore, that the 

aagnesiua-rich systems have formed under aore deep-seated cooling 

envlronaents than have the iron-rich systeas, in which basaltic tex-

tures are aore cataon. 

Another correlation that aay be significant is the correlation 

between the brecciated eucrite and iron-rich groups. This sens to 

suggest that the iron-rich aeteorltes have been less susceptible to 

aixing in the brecciation episode than have the aagneslua-rlch systems. 

The iron-rich systeas, by the correlation discussed in the preceding 

paragraph and by the greater abundance of basaltic than gabbroic tex

tures, appear to have foraed in shallower envlroments. 

It Is suggested, therefore, that the lack of aixing of the brecci

ated eucrites is related to brecciation in shallower aaterials. The 

alxlng shown by the howardites, conversely, aay be related to sampling 

of deeper materials. 

Characteristics of the available population of basaltic achondrites 
~::::.;;;..;...;.---- - - - ---~ 

Table 38 gives the proportions by nUIIber and weight of observed 

falls o! basaltic achondrites of various s\i>groups. Many aore and 

auch greater usses of iron-rich, basaltic, and mnoaict achondrites 

have fallen than spedaens of aagnesha-rich, gabbrolc and polyaict 

basaltic achondrites. 

It vas argued above that the aagnesiUII-rich basaltic achondrites 

in general foraed in sore deep-seated environments. The relative 

scarcities of aagnesiua-rich basaltic achondrites and basaltic achon-
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TABLE 38 

TEXTURAL AND COMPOSITIONAL GIDUPS OF BASALTIC ACHON'DRITE KE'l'EDRITES 

Number of Falls Total Weight 

Iron-rich 25 225 kg 

Magnesium-rich 10 10 kg 

Brecciated eucrites 19 212 kg 

Eucrites 3 9 kg 

Howardites 13 14 kg 

Basaltic 21 207 kg 

Gabbroic 14 28 kg 
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drites with coarse-grained textures are consistent with a sampling 

process that did not effectively sample deeper aaterial in the par

ent body. Most of the magnesium-rich basaltic achondrites are 

howardites which aay have been exposed at the surface of the parent 

bo~ after their accumulation. This adds to the evidence that sug

gests very strongly that the saapling aechanisa has selectively 

removed near-surface aaterlals from the parent bo~. 

Although lt can not be argued at this tiae with complete cer

tainty, it is possible that the sampling process which has selected 

the basaltic achondrites preferentially is due to the same process 

which produced the observed brecciation and that this process is one 

of collision or aeteorite i.pact. The presence of strongly shocked 

aeteorites such as Shergotty, and the occurrence in soae of the hovard

ites of aeta110rphic textures slailar to that of Shergotty, suggests that 

strong shock has played an iaportant role in the histories of these 

aeteorites. Aprocess of reaoval of fragaents fro11 a parent body by 

meteorite impact would in general be confined to surficial regions 

and would tend to saaple selectively regions closer to the surface. 

If auch of the brecciation of the basaltic achondrites can be 

ascribed to iapact phenoaena, it would appear that the aonoaict eucrites 

in general represent s.al ler impact events than the hovardites, because 

the fragaents in the hovardites include coarse, magnesian fragaents 

that are interpreted as representing auch deeper original crystal

lization sites than those of the aeteorltes with basaltic textures 
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and iron-rich compositions. 

The mixing shown by the aonoaict breccias aay have occurred 

within a quite localized region, since the cheaical differences be

tween lithic frag~~ents are sun. The hovardites, however, show 

mixing of cheaical systeas as well as systems with differing textural 

characteristics. The distinction between aonomict and polymict 

breccias may be analogous to the distinction of "throwout" breccias 

and breccias foraed in place during cratering events. 

The size of ltapact events which aay have ejected the basaltic achon

drites from their parent body can be liaited by the s.all amount tr 

post-accu.ulation aechanical histor,y that can be observed in the 

aeteorites. Whereas Shergotty and SOtH fragaents in the howardites 

have undergone severe aetaaorphisa that vas prObably shock aetaaorph

lsa, the breccias have not undergone such extreae histories after 

their accuaulation. It seeas probable that if the brecciation and 

ejection of the basaltic achondrites both were produced by impact 

events, the events that ejected the aeteorites were of smller aag

nitude than the brecciation events. This line of reasoning gives 

another indication that a strong bias towards surface sa~~ples should 

be observed in the asseablage of basaltic achondrites. 

A question that can not be answered at present is that of whether 

the aechanisa of ejection of basaltic achondrites from the parent 

body is one which has given a random areal sa~~ple. It is possible 

that the basaltic achondrites r epresent a few discrete ejection 

events, in which case their compositions may reflect the compo-
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sltion of a limited area of the parent bo~. The difference in compo

sition between Shergotty and the rest of the basaltic achondrites 

suggests that S011le areal variations occur, but it can not be deter-

mined whether Shergotty actually represents an unusual rock type 

on the parent body. 

Deduction 2! ~probable parent~ 2!_ ~basaltic achondrites 

The above discussion atteapts to explain the observed fre-

quencies of falls of basaltic achondrites with respect to their 
• expected abundances on the basis of surficial sampling of the par-

ent body. It also proposes a sa111pling aechanisa, aeteortte fapact, 

that seems consistent with the observed discrepancies in the abun-

dances of the .eteorite falls and with the petrographic evidence 

pertaining to the mechanical histories of the basaltic achondrites. 

The hypothesis presented should be considered tentative until the 

importance of volcanic activity as a brecciation and ejection 

mechanis11 can be studied 110re thoroughly, for if volcanic activity 

has been important in producing aany of the textures, a mJIIber of 

plausible alternatives to the sampling aechanism aight be proposed. 

At the present stage, however, it is of interest to suggest the 

implications of the 11eteortte hrpact sampling aechanism and to look 

to other lines of evidence for support or refutation of the proposed 

hypothesis. 

If the iapact-sa.pling aechanisa is the true explanation for 

the features described above, it aust be concluded that the llOSt 

plausible parent body for the bas$ltic achondrites is the moon. 

The argument iapl ies that the parent body of the basal tic achondrites 
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exists in the solar system at the present time, because we do not 

Observe the effects of a complete disruption of the parent bo~. 

The basaltic achondrites .ake up about 6% of all meteorite falls 

and it aust be concluded that they owe their ejections to events 

that are either fairly comaon or ln which there is a large probability 

that some of the ejecta reaches the earth. The moon offers a sur

face that is accessible to repeated aeteorite iapacts and auch of 

the aaterlal ejected from lunar !.pact events should eventually 

reach the earth if it does not fall back to the moon. Gault, et 

al{8l) have argued that a mass of fragments greater than the im

pacting aass should leave the moon at escape velocities. It 

would require a substantial focussing effect to generate the ob

served flux at the earth if the basaltic achondrites originated 

in ejection events on other terrestrial planets, on the moons of 

the ajor planet,, or on a few larger asteroids. The clear dif

ference between the chondrites and the parent aaterial of the 

basaltic achondrites suggests the possibility of at least two 

distinct regions of origin, perhaps corresponding to an asteroidal 

origin for chondrites and a lunar origin for the basaltic achon

drites. 

A nUIIber of other lines of evidence seem to be consistent with 

a lunar origin for the basaltic achondrites: 

(1) There are some indications that the parent body of 

the basaltic achondrites is fairly large• The process of 
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crystal settling as indicated by orientation of crystals 

in Moore county and Serra de Mage is aore favored in large bod

ies than in small ones. The evidence presented in Chapter 

V suggests that the co.posftional variations observed in 

the basaltic achondrites is consistent with pronounced 

fractional crystallization of the saae order of •gnitude 

observed in the Skaergaard intrusion. If crystal separation, 

which Is essentially a gravitational process, has produced 

the fractional crystallization in both sequences, It is 

probable that the gravitational field in which the basaltic 

achondrites crystallized was not too different from that 

of the earth. The mag~~&tic differentiation uy be consis

tent with a lunar origin for the basaltic achondrites. 

(2) It has been suggested in Chapter VII that the cosaic 

ray exposure ages are consistent with a lunar origin for the 

basaltic achondrites. 

(3) The absolute ages(crystallization ages) of the basal-

tic achondrites are very old, which suggests that surface 

volcanic activity vas confined to the early history of the 

parent body. This is consistent with the observed sur

ficial features of the .con which do not suggest a large 

amount of recent volcanic activity. 

(4) The distribution in ttae of aeteortte falls has been 

studied by Millard and Brovn}74) who found the monthly 
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variation of basaltic achondrite falls to be random. 

There is an aspect of the pattern of fall of the basaltic 

achondrites, not studied by Millard and Brown, which aay 

be of significance. Figure 29 gives the hour of fall 

statistics for basaltic achondrites and mesosiderites and 

compares them with stellar statistics for all aeteorltes. 

The data was c011plled with the help of the ptmched card 

system described by Brown and Goddard~73) The histogram 

for al l aeteorites(except the basaltic achondrites) has 

a distinct peak at 3:00 P.M. local tiae, whereas the 

basaltic achondrites apparently are concentrated around 

a peak at 9a00 A•ll• as vell as JaOO P.M. Whereas there 

are about equal mlllbers of 110ming and afternoon falls 

for the basaltic achondrites, there are about tvt.ce as 

many afternoon falls as aomlng falls for the chondrites, 

which uke up the a.jorlty of the other aeteorite falls. 

An afternoon fall indicates that the colliding ae

teorite has a higher velocity that that of the earth and 

catches up to the earth. A aorning fall indicates that 

the aeteorlte is caught by the earth. For a given ec

centricity, a aeteorite orbit which crosses the earth•s 

orbit vill have a greater relative velocity, at the earth•s 

orbit, the greater the semi-•Jor axis of the orbit. For 

the chondrites, the afternoon peak aay reflect average 

seai-~~a.jor axes that are greater than those shown by the 
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basaltic achondrites. The difference of hourly distribution 

of basaltic achondrite and chondrite falls, therefore, gives 

another suggestion of a dual source for these groups of 

aeteorites. The even distribution of morning and afternoon 

falls of basaltic aChondrites may reflect orbits that 

are nearly circular, but have snl-ajor axes just saller 

or just larger than one astronomical unit. These orbits 

would be consistent with a lunar origin for the basaltic 

achondrites. 
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PWE 1 

(a) Nuevo Laredo 

Exterior, showing dull black fusion crust and glo&ST black rUls. 

(t) lfuevo Laredo 

Exterior, showing the fragmental nature ot the ll8teorlte. 

The dark gray 1i thie fragments have fine-grained textures and 

vary froa l:aml to 5 em in diameter. The larger fragments, such as 

the one near the upper edge, have some angular comers, but the 

fragii8Ilts tend to be rounded and subspherical. The light gray 

matrix consis\8 of a mixture of lithic and crystal fragments, 

some of which are sub-microscopic. 
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PlATE 2 

(a) Nuevo Laredo (NL-la) Plane light (201:) 

Photomicrograph, shmdng texture of groundmass and lithic 

fragments The boundaries are not well marked, in general, due 

to the very fine-grained textures of the fragments and groundmass. 

Arrows indicate lithic fragments. 

(b) Nuevo laredo (NL-la) Plane light (1201:) 

Photomicrograph showing a contact between a 1i thic fragment 

and the matrix. An apparently gradational contact may result 

from OTerlapping of the matrix onto a subspherical lithic fragment. 

Note that some of the matrix material is verr fine-grained and 

nearly opaque. The lithic fragment consists of colorless plagio

clase plates and interstitial dark clinopyroxene. 
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PLATE 3 

(a) Nuevo Laredo (NL-2b) Plane light (120x) 

Photomicrograph, showing the sone of surficial fusion. The 

outer portion is isotropi.c bl'Olm glass filled wi..th spherical 

cavities. The interior of the fused zone consists of colorless 

glass in which some plagioclase laths persist. This portion grades 

into normal crystalline material, but a slightly" darkened portion 

indicated b7 the arrows ma7 mark the limits of the fusion effects. 

(b) Nuevo laredo 

Resistant fragments. The dark fragments are at the lower size 

l.i.mit for lithic or crystal fragments. They are dense(opaque) and 

commonl;y shaw smooth surfaces over hemispherical segments. The 

lighter fragments are composed of' fragmental matrix material that 

is apparently 110re indurated than most of the matrix material. 
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PLATE 4 

(a) Nuevo Laredo (NL-1) Crossed nicols (6x) 

Photomicrograph showing distribution of black "glass" fragments 

in a vein-like feature . Note that the distribution j,_s not contin-

uous and may represent a post-accumulation redistribution of a 

single original fragment of "glass'.' The arrow points to the location 

of two phenocrysts (See Plate 4b) • 

(b) Nuevo laredo (NL-1) Plane light (SOx) 

-
Phot<>micrograph, showing euhedral pigeonite phenocryst in 

the "glass~ 
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PLATE 5 

(a) Nuevo La redo (NL GM 4) Plane light ( 80x) 

Photomicrograph showing a .fine-grained intergranular texture. 

Plagioclase(colorless ) , clinopyroxene(dark), cristobalite(c). The 

cristobalite is interpreted as a product of direct crystallization 

from the magma. 

(b) Nuevo Laredo (NL G:U: 4) Plane light (SOx) 

Photomcrograph showing a medium-grained sub-ophi tic tex

ture with plagioclase(colorless), olinopyroxene(dark) and some 

interstitial opaque minerals . The plagioclase contains abundant 

bleb inclusions. 
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PLATE 6 

{a) Nuevo laredo {NL G-3) Plane light {SOx) 

Photomicrograph, showing inclusions in a plagioclase plate . 

Both oriented, elongated inclusions and strings of bleb inclusions 

are present. The plagioclase (colorless) and clinopyroxene (dark) 

are in te rgl"''f''ll in a sub-ophi tic texture. 

(b) Nuevo Laredo (NL GM 4) Plane light (SOx) 

Photomicrograph, shO'ld.ng a concentration of troilite and ilmenite 

in interstices with plagioclase (i) that is more sodic than that 

of the laths. Qlartz may also occur in these interstitial areas, 

but it is not obvious here. 

(c) Nuevo laredo (NL-2) Refiected light (120x) 

Photomicrograph, showing inclusions in a clinopyroxene grain 

(p). The oriented rodlike inclusions (trending toward upper left) 

are parallel to (100). These, and the bleb inclusions, may be 

ilmenite. The (001) planes are marked by a material of higher 

reflectivity which gives the grain a lamellar appearance. The 

scattered grains of high reflectivity are troillte. 
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PLATE 7 

(a) Nuevo Laredo (NL Gll 4) Plane light (SOx) 

Photomicrograph, showing an inclusion-filled corroded pyroxene 

grain which occurs with quartz (Q) in the interstices of 8 lithic 

fragment. The appearance of the pyroxene can be contrasted to that 

shown in Plates 5a and 5b. 

(b) Nuevo ~redo (NL-2) Crossed nicols (120X) 

Photomicrograph, showing a recrystallization texture. Ortho

pyroxene (H), an unidentified material with low birefringence (ll) 

and black opaque metallic iron occur in this fragment. SoDS of the 

areas of higher birefringence may be clinopyroxene. This is 

interpreted 8s a post-magmatic recrystallization texture, but the 

timing of recrystallization w1 th respect to ~ccia acCUlllllation 

has not been determined. 
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PLATE 8 

(a) Sioux County 

Exterior, showing a variety of lithic fragments set in a 

fine-grained fragmental matrix. Many of the lithic fragments have 

medium-grained gabbroic textures. The fragment marked with the 

arrow was separated for chemical and mineralogical analysis. 

(b) Sioux County 

Exterior, sh01rl.ng the coarsest-grained lithic fragment ob

served in the meteorite . The largest pyroxene(!Qperethene, dark) 

grain uy be greater than 1 ca across, which wov.ld •ke this the 

coarsest texture that has been observed in a basaltic achondrite. 
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PLATE 9 

(a) Sioux County (SC-3) Crossed nicob (6x) 

Photomicrograph, showing a medium-grained lithic fragment in 

finer-grained matrix. Plagioclase (p) is tabular, rather than lath

like as in Nuevo Laredo, and shows strong undulatory extinction and 

deformation of twin planes . Clinopyroxene (n ) shows evidence of 

internal disruption and fracturing . The boundary marked by the 

a r row is sh01m in greater detail in Plate 10. 

(b ) Sioux County (SC-2) Crossed nicols (20x) 

Photomicrograph, show.i.ng the irregular inversion of a twinned 

pigeonite grain. The overly gives the details of the intergrowth 

relations. 
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PLATE 10 

(a) Sioux County (SC-.3) Plane light (50x) 

Photomicrograph, showing the details of the boundary between 

a lithic fragment and the matrix. lluch of the matrix is coarser 

than the Nuevo Laredo matrix, but there is some material that is 

submicroscopic The colorless areas at the right are holes in the 

slide. 

(b) Sioux County (SC-.3) Crossed nicols (50x) 

Photomicrograph showing the same field as Plate lOa with 

crossed nicols. The boundary between the lithic fragment and the 

matrix is more pronounced, as is the fragmental nature of the 

matrix. There is a faint lineation in the matrix that is sub

parallel to the fragment bounda:ry(marked Wi. th the arrow). This 

feature was not discussed in the text, but there are several 

similar vague features in the meteorite that suggest that some 

poet-acCWllllation movement has occurred. 
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PLATE 11 

(a) Sioux County (SC-:2) plane light (SOx) 

Photomicrograph, showing corrosion of interstitial clino

pyroxene. The large clinopyroxene grain (A) is structurally 

continuous into the areas marked (a). The interstitial material 

includes plagioclase, quartz ( q), troili te and il.meni te. 

(b) Sioux County (SC-2) Plane light (SOx) 

Photomicrograph, showing the recrystallization of dark 

clinopyroxene (X) to lighter clinopyroxene (Y). The colorless 

grains are plagioclase. 
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PLATE 12 

{a) Sioux County (SC-1) Plane light (501:) 

Photomicrograph, showing a reaction relation w:i th clinopyroxene 

(brown) being replaced by orthopyroxene (colorless) and troili te 

(black). The troili te fonns a discontinuous rim around the ortho

pyroxene. 

(b) Sioux County (SC-1) Reflected light (5Clt) 

Photomicrograph of the area shown in Plate Uc. The bright 

grains are metallic iron. 

(c) Sioux County (SC-1) Plane light (50x) 

Photomicrograph, showing the association of metallic iron with 

colorless orthopyroxene (0) . The intergrowth occurs in a fragment 

that is entirely surrounded by matrix. It is not possible to 

fix the period of metal crystallization with respect to the time of 

breccia accumulation. 
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PLATE 13 

(a) Sioux County (SC-2) Crossed nieols (80x) 

Photomicrograph, showing a strongly deformed plagioclase 

grain. 

(b) Sioux County (SC-2) Plane light (20X) 

Photomicrograph of an area that is interpreted as recrystallized 

matrix. The colorless plagioclase grains have fragmental shapes, 

but show little undulatory extinction in contrast to other plagio

clase fragments in the meteorite. There are a number of distinct 

boundaries (see overlay) which seem to be interrelated but do not 

fix a unique boundary to the area. At the location marked 111 th an 

arrow there is an apparent boundary across which some pyroxene 

grains appear to be continuous. At the upper right, the boundary 

with more normal groundmass material is gradational. 
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PLATE 14 

(a) Sioux County (SC-2) Plane light (50x) 

Photomicrograph, shmr.ing the boundary between a crystal 

fragment and f'iner-grained fragmental matrix. The colorless plagio

clase gives the impressi on th.~> t it is a continuou.s mesh. 

Boundaries between adjacent plagioclase grains are indistinct. 

(b) Sioux County (SC-2) Crossed nicols (50x) 

Photomicrograph, showing the same area as Plate l.4a under 

crossed nicols. The fragmental nature of the matrix is pro

nounced and mch of the intersti. tial dark material appears to 

be nearly isotropic. llost plagioclase fragments shaw strong 

undulatory extinction. The apparent continuity of plagioclase 

shown in plane light may indicate that this portion of the 

matrix has been slightly sintered, but it is not highly 

recrystallized. 
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PLATE 15 

(a) Juvinas (scale in centimeters) 

Exterior, showing black 1i thic fragments in fine-grained 

matrix. 

(b) Juvinas (Juv-1) Crossed nicols (20x) 

Photomicrograph, showing sub-ophi tic texture in a 1i thi c 

fragment . The pigeonite is tinned on (100). Dark striations 

parallel to (001) and conspicuous partings parallel to (110) 

are present. At the left, the brom pigeoni te has been bleached 

and rec~tallized. The recrystallized pyroxene has lower 

birefringence.. 
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PLATE 16 

(a) Juvinas (Juv-3) Plane light (6x) 

Photomicrograph, showing a lithic fragment 1d th ophi tic tex

ture . The dark pyroxene includes unorlented stubby colorless 

plagioclase laths . Note the "dusty" interiors and clear rims 

of the plagioclase grains. 
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PLATE 17 

(a) Juvinas (Juv-1) Crossed nicols (20x) 

Photomicrograph, showing a lithic fragment with sub-ophitic 

texture . Some of the clinopyroxene has been recrystallized to a 

f'iner-grained aggregate . Some of t he cleavage traces of the 

unaltered grain can be followed into the recrystallized areas. 

Plagioclase is apparently unaffected by the pyroxene recrystallization . 

(b) Juvinas (Juv-1) Plane light (80x) 

Photomicrograph, showing recrystallized pigeonite. The 

original brown pigeonite has been replaced by a fine-grained 

aggregate of colorless pyroxene, primarily pigeonite, in a 

similar fashion to the textu re shown in Plate l?a. The re

crystallized portion has a higher abundance of opaque inclusions . 

Some origL~al cleavage traces can be seen in the recrystallized 

portion. 
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PLATE 18 

(a) Juvinas (Juv-1) Crossed nicols (120x) 

Photomicrograph, showing recrystallized pigeonite. Note the 

clear rims of the twinned plagioclase grain, which do not appear 

to be related to the areas of recrystallized pyroxene. 

(b) Juvinas (Juv-1) Crossed nicols (SOx) 

Photomicrograph showing a recrystallized pigeonite grain. 

Original (001) tr3ces(direction of arrow) are marked by rows 

of minute inclusions . The grain has been recrystallized to a 

number of domains of different crystallographic orientation 

without redistributing the opaque inclusions marking original 

crystallographic directions. 
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PLATE 19 

(a) Juvinas (Juv-2) Plane light (50x) 

Photomicrograph showing the distribution of opaque minerals 

in the interstices of a sub-ophitic area. Most of the very fine

grained opaque material in the corroded pyroxene(dark) is troilite. 

(b) Juvinas (Juv-2 ) Reflected light (50x) 

Photomicrograph, shorlng the same area as Plate 19a. 

Metallic iron (m) , and iln:eni te (i ) are the prominent opaque minerals. 
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PLATE 20 

(a) Juvinas (Juv-1) Plane light (SOx) 

Photomicrograph, showing the concentration of troili te along 

fractures in pigeoni te . Areas adjacent to the fractures have 

been bleached. 
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PLATE 21 

(a) Stannern (scale in centimeters) 

Exterior, shovdng a 1i thic fragment composed of plagioclase 

and pyroxene laths The boundaries between 1i thic fragments and 

the matrix are very indistinct. 

(b) Stannem (scale in centimeters) 

Exterior, showing dark gray lithic fragments and light gray 

fine-grained matrix. The black vein is a conspicuous textural 

feature. The nature of the ovoidal structure near the top of 

the specimen is uncertain. 
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PLATE 22 

(a) Stannem (St-3) Plane light (l20X) 

Photomicrograph, showing a portion of the fusion crust. The 

three regions present in the Nuevo Laredo fusion crust(Plate 3a) 

are present here, but not as well developed. Plagioclase laths tend 

to extend through the glass zone to the outer boundary. Cavities 

are not as abundant as they are in the fusion crust of Nuevo Laredo 

and the zone of darkening is not pronounced. 

(b) Stannern (St-2) Crossed nicols (501: ) 

Photomicrograph, showing a twinned clinopyroxene grain that 

has inverted to hypersthene. The light lamellae(nearly vertical 

in lower part of twin) probably are exsolution lamellae from the 

original pigeoni te. 
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PLATE 23 

(a) Stannem (St-2) Plane light (5Chc) 

Photomicrograph, showing subophi tic texture. Quartz grains 

( q) are surrounded by opaque minerals, probably troili te, and 

are interpreted as due to direct crystallization from the magma. 

The clinopyroxene is dark, the plagioclase is colorless or gray, 

depending on the abundance of inclusions . 

(b) Stannem (St-2) Plane light (50x) 

Photomicrograph, showing the reaction of pigeoni te to fonn 

troilite and quartz. See overly for details of the mineralogy. 

The crosshatched area indicates the original extent of the cor

roded pyroxene grain as determined from small areas in structural 

continuity with the unaltered portions. Contrast this textural 

occurrence of quartz with that shown in Plate 2Ja. 
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PLATE 24 

(a) Stannem (BM-46790) Crossed nicols (50x:) 

Photomicrograph, showing a radiating aggregate of plagio

clase laths with interstitial pyroxene. 

(b) Stannern (BM-46790) Plane light (20x) 

Photomicrograph, showing an intergranular texture with plagio

clase laths and interstiti al clinopyroxenes. The thin black 

veins are pos t-accumul8tion features. Note the offset of the 

lithic fragment along the bla ck veins. 

(c) Stannem (BM 46790) Plane light (6x) 

Photomicrograph, showing a radiating texture consist ing of 

pla gioclase laths(colorless) and clinopyroxene(dark). 
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PLATE 25 

(a) Stannem (St-2) Crossed nicols (SOx) 

Photomicrograph, showing a ll thic fragment with sub-ophi tic 

texture. Note the distorted twin planes in plagioclase grain 

(A) and the undulatory extinction in plagioclase grains (B) and (C). 

(b) Stannern (St-1) Plane light (50X) 

Photomicrograph, showing a vein of brown amorphous material. 

Note the fractures (see arrows) perpendicular to the vein walls 

at irregular intervals . 
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PLATE 26 

(a) Stannern (St-1) Crossed nicols (20x) 

Photomicrograph, showing a set of dark veins which are 

concentrated near the boundary of a 1i thic fragment (towards top) 

and finer-grained matrix (towards bottom). There are at least 

two sets of veins, but there is no obvious offset at their 

intersections. The veins are essentially isotropic in most 

portions. 

(b) Stannern (St-1) Plane light (20X) 

Photomicrograph, showing a brom amorphous vein (1-1 ') and 

a troili te vein (2-2 ' ) . It is difficult to detennine whether there 

has been displacement along the veins . There does not appear to 

have been any displacement in the region just above 1' and 2 •. 
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PLATE 27 

(a) Pasamonte (scale in centimeters) 

Exterior, showing fine- to medium-grained lithic fragments 

consisting of black pigeoni te, bro1m iron-rich pigeoni te and 

ferroaugite and white plagioclase. 

(b) Pasamon te 

Exterior, showing the fusion crust. Note the very fine 

light polygonal fractures in the crust. 
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PLATE 2S 

(a) Pasamonte (Pas-1) Crossed nicols (50x) 

Photomicrograph, showing sheaf-like aggregates of clinopyroxene. 

Dark areas are amorphous or opaque. 

(b) Pasamonte (Pas-1) Plane light (20x) 

Photomicrograph, showing a fragment with ophitic texture im

bedded in fine-grained matrix With smaller 1i thic and crystal 

fragments. The interstices contain darker pyroxenes and troilite. 

The pyroxenes of Pasamonte are less filled wi. th inclusions than 

most of the pyroxenes of the iron-rich basaltic achondrites. 
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PlATE 29 

(a) Pasamonte (Pas-1) Plane light (20lc) 

Phot omicrograph, show.ing a fine-grained lithic fragment with 

intergranular texture in a matrix of fine-grained 1i thic and 

crystal fragments. No1B that many of the pyroxene crystal frag

men ts show va riable color due to composi tional zoning. 

(b) Pasamonte (Pas- 1) Plane light (20x) 

Photomicrograph, sho~1ng compositional zoning of pigeonite. 

Cores (c ) are colorless and have compositions close to Fe/Fe Mg 0.5; 

rims are bl'Olm and have Fe/Fe Mg 0. 7. Brown, inclusion-filled 

fe rroa.ugi.. te occurs in the rims and interstices. Tridymi te ( t) 

occurs in the interstices. 
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PLATE 30 

(a) Bholghati (BM 1915 ,1.40) Crossed nicols (20x) 

Photomicrograph, showing a medium-grained 1i thic fragmen t and 

fine-grained matrix, which is dark and amorphous except for the 

crystal fragments. The crystal fragments have strong undulatory 

extin ct:i on. 

(b) Moore County 

Exterior9 Note irregular distribution o! plagioclase (light) 

and pyroxene (da r k) which gives small areas that are pyroxenitic 

and others that are anorthosi tic. Two dark veins are present at 

the left. 
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PLATE 31 

(a) Moore County (lC-1) Crossed nicols (6x) 

Photomicrograph, showing medium-grained gabbroic texture. Area 

at lower left represents an original pigeonite grain which has 

gone through a set of exsolution and inversion processes. The 

original pigeonite exsolved augite (A) in broad lamellae. The 

reWlining pigeoni te (X) then partially inverted to hypersthene 

(W). Within the hypersthene, thin lamellae parallel to (100) 

are present, which represent exsolution of augitic pyroxene after 

inversion to hypersthene. 

(b) lioore County (AC-1) Partially crossed nicols (50x) 

Photomicrograph, showing tabular pyroxene and plagioclase 

grains in gabbroic texture. The opaque grains tend to be con

centrated along fractures and grain boundaries. The pyroxene 

grain marked (a) is a distinct grain of ferroaugite. 
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PLATE 32 

(a) Serra de Mage (SdM-1) Crossed nicols (6x) 

Photomicrograph, showing medium to coarse-grained gabbroic 

texture and strong concentration of plagioclase. A central zone 

trending towards the upper left consists almost in its entirety 

of plagioclase, making it an anorthosite. The pyroxene grains 

show complicated inversion and exsolution features(see Plate 34a). 

(b) Serra de Mage (SdM-1) Crossed nicols (50x) 

Photomicrograph, showing small areas in which quartz(?) and 

troili te are concentrated at the boundary between two pyroxene 

grains (L). 
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PLATE 33 

(a) Serra de Mage (Sdll-1) Plane light (50x) 

Photomicrograph showing fUsion crust developed on pyroxene grain. 

(b) Serra de lKage (SdM-1) Plane light (50X) 

Photomicrograph showing fUsion crust developed on plagioclase 

grain. 
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PLATE 34 

(a) Serra de Mage (Sd.M-1) Crossed nicols (20X) 

Photomicrograph showing exsolution lamellae in an orthopyroxene 

grain(at extinction). Broader lamellae are parallel to the (001) 

direction of the original pigeoni te. Narrower lamellae (nearly 

vertical in the picture ) are parallel to the (100) direction in 

the hypersthene and have formed by exsolution after the original 

pigeoni te inverted to hypersthene. 

(b) Serra de Mage (Sd.l.t-1) Plane light (20x) 

Photomicrograph showing the distribution of opaque minerals. 

Metallic iron and troili te occur as grains up to 0.5mm diameter. 

The metallic iron of Serra de Mage probably has crystallized directly 

from the magma rather than as a reaction product after the magmatic 

episode. Plagioclase in this picture is colorless and pyroxene is 

gray. 

(c) Serra de Mage (Sdll-1) Renected light (20x) 

Photomicrograph showing the same area as in Plate 34b. Metallic 

iron(m) and troilite(s) are concentrated at plagioclase-pyroxene 

grain boundaries. 
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PLATE 35 

(a) Sbergotty 

Exterior. Note strong preferred orientation of colorless 

maskelynite laths. 

(b) Shergotty (Sh-1) Plane light (6x) 

Photomicrograph. Note color variation within brown clino

pyroxene that suggests that the iron content increases towards the 

rims of some grains. Yany maskelynite {colorless) laths have good 

feldspar forms. 
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PLATE .36 

(a) Shergotty (Sh-1) Plane light (20x) 

Photomicrograph, showing the relations between nBskelynite (m), 

clinopyroxene (dark gray), whitlocldte (w), amorphous brown material 

(b ) and magnetite (black). llaskel~i te has few fractures or cleavage 

traces. 

(b) Shergotty (Sh-1) Crossed nicols (20x) 

Photomicrograph, showing the same area as Plate .36a. The 

maskelynite is amorphous and the pyroxene shows irregular extinction. 
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PLATE 3? 

(a) Shergotty (USNM-321 ) Crossed nicols (50X) 

Photomicrograph showing zonal rela tion of augite (A ) and 

pigeonite (P) in a twinned clinopyroxene grain . 
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PlATE 38 

(a) Petersburg 

Exterior, showing the variety of lithic fragments. Note the 

conspicuous rims of metallic iron around some fragments. The 

arrow points to the metal rim sham in Plate 38:>. 

(b) Petersburg 

Exterior, showing the metallic iron rim at higher magnification. 

The interior consists of a polygranular aggregate of plagioclase and 

orthopyroxene. Only a portion of the rim (R) is highly reflecting, 

due to terrestrial oxidation and poor polishing. At the right is 

a fine-grained lithic fragment. 
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PLATE 39 

(a ) Petersburg (Pet-1) Plane light (6x) 

Photomicrograph showing a portion in which most fragments have 

textures resembling the sub-ophi tic textures in Stannem or Juvinas. 

(b) Petersburg (BMJ2053) Plane light (6x) 

Photomicrograph showing a portion in which fragments with re

crystallization textures and coarse orthopyroxene crystal frag

ments are abundant. A few 1i thic fragments have been outlined, as 

the boundaries with the matrix are not always clear. 
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PLATE 40 

(a) Petersburg (BM 32053) Plane light {20lc) 

Photomicrograph, shmdng recrystallized lithic fragments refer

ted to as granoblastic. Colorless plagioclase and gray pigeoni te 

have irregular, but more or less equigranular, intergrowth 

relationships. 

(b) Petersburg (BM32052) Plane light (6x) 

Photomicrograph showing a recrystallized fragment. In a few 

areas, the plagioclase grain shape is suggestive of lathlike form, 

but the texture for the most part approaches the granoblastic 

textures sho1m in Plate 40a. 
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PLATE 41 

(a) Petersburg (BM32053) Plane light (50x) 

Photomicrograph, showing granoblastic texture. Note the 

subparallel set of fractures, primarily in the colorless plagioclase. 

(b) Petersburg (BM 32053) Plane light (50x:) 

Photomicrograph showing the fracture pattern in a granoblastic 

portion of the fragment shown at the bottom of Plate 39b. 

Although the pattern is most conspicuous in the plagioclase, it 

seems to be continuous through most of the pyroxene grains. 
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PLATE 42 

(a) Petersburg (BM 32053) Plane light (50X) 

Photomicrograph showing a sub-ophi. tic portion of the fragment 

at the bottom center of Plate 39b. The fractures tend to be 

perpendicular to the edges of the plagioclase laths. The pyroxene 

is granular, but the external boundaries of the granular aggregate 

may reflect the original shape of the pyroxene grains. 

(b) Petersburg (BM 32053; Crossed nicols ( 50x) 

Photomicrograph of the a rea shOlll'l in Plate 42a, with crossed 

nicols. Plagioclase has feathery extinction pattern of very fine

grained crystallites. The pyroxene has irregular interference 

patterns . The recrystallization of the plagioclase is interpreted 

as a shock metamorphic transformation. 
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PLATF. 43 

(a) Petersburg (BM 32053) Plane light (20x) 

Photomicrograph, showing a fragment which consists of a 

very fine-grained nearly opaque matrix that surrounds a few 

small plagioclase grains. 

(b) Petersburg (BM 32053) Crossed nicols (20x) 

Photomicrograph, showi r~ g a medium-grained lithic fragment 

that consists primarily of equant pigeonite grains. The pigeonite 

shows lamellae that probably represen t exsolution features. 

This fragment may represent a crysta l aecumlation texture. 
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PLATE 44 

(a) Petersburg (Pet-1 ) Crossed nicols (20x) 

Photomicrograph, shOlrl.ng a strongly strained orthopyroxene 

grain. Cleavage trBces are distorted and the grain has strongly 

undulatory extinction . The light-colored rodlike areas within 

the extinguished portion of the grain may be clinopyroxene ex

solved during an episode of non-hydrostatic deformation. 

(b ) Petersburg (Bll 32053) Plane light (20x) 

Photomicrograph, shOldng a deformed orthopyroxene fragment . 

Note the fractures(marked by arrows) at about 45° to the (100) 

cleavage. 
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PL.<\TE 45 

(a) Petersburg (Pet-1) Plane light (20x) 

Photomicrograph, showing a metallic iron rim around frag

mental material. The rims are easily separable from the sur

rounding groundmass, but not from the included silicates. 

Only orthopyroxenes are found within the metal rims. The meteorite 

contains abundant un-rimmed orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene. It 

seems probable that the metal is genetically related to the 

8ilicates that the rims enclose. 
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PLATE /.6 

(a) Bialystok (Bial-1) Plane light (20x) 

Photomicrograph, shmdng a lithic fragment that has sub

ophitic texture set in a fragmental matrix. The plagioclase 

(white or gray) laths in the lithic fragment have somewhat 

irregular boundaries against the pyroxenes (dark gray) which 

suggests that the fragment has undergone some recrystallization. 

(b) Bialystok (Bial-1) Plane light (20x) 

Photomicrograph, shOldng a granoblastic lithic fragment. 

Some of the boundaries merge with the matrix, which suggests 

that post-accumulation recrystallization bas occurred. 
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PLATE 4? 

(a) Bialystok (Bial-1) Plane light (20x) 

Photomicrograph, showing a portion where dense opaque material 

encloses pyroxene and plagioclase fragments. This may be an 

oxidized rennant of a metallic rim around silicate fragment:!! as 

is found in Petersburg. At the lmrer edge of the area there is 

a zone (z ) , bounded by a fracture, much has elongated crystal 

fragments sub-parallel to the fracture. This feature may be 

indicative of post-accumulation movement in the breccia. 

A fine-grained area that includes an angular plagioclase fragment 

(k) resembles the Petersburg fragment shown in Plate 43a. 

(b) Bialystok (Bial-1) Plane light (20x) 

Photomicrograph, showing lithic and crystal fragments. A 

conspicuous fragment consists of black opaque unidentified material 

intergrown with plagioclase. 
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PlATE 48 

(a) Pavlovka (scale is in l/5 inch) 

Exterior, showing fragments of a variety of colors ranging 

from gray or yellow to black, set in a light gray fine-grained 

fragmental matrix. 

(b) Pavlovka (BM 55255) Plane light (20x) 

Photomicrograph, sh01"ing lithic and crystal fragments. The 

right side of the picture shows a lithic fragment which has a 

texture that resembles the fragmental texture sho1m by Sioux 

County{Plate 14 a, b ) and is interpreted as a fragment of re

crystallized matrix. 
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PLATE 49 

(a) Pavlovka (BM 55255) Plane light (6x) 

Photomicrograph, shorlng a variety of fragment types. Note 

that the pyroxene crystal fragments(?) vary from colorless to 

dark brown(dark gray in picture) depending on their iron content. 

The dark fragment in the center consists of clinopyroxene grains 

and an unidentified black opaque matrix. At the right is 

an area of dense, nearly isotropic material that apparently 

grades into fine- grained matrix material. 

(b) Pavlovka (BY 55255) Plane light (20x) 

Photomicrograph, showing the recrystallization of an ortho

pyroxene grain The recrystallized portions tend to be con

centrated in a pattern that makes angles of about 45° with the 

(210) cleavage . The fracture pattern shmm by the orthopyroxene 

fragment in Plate 44b may be a related feature. The recrystal

lization of a coarse crystal into a finer-grained aggregate 

without strong mechanical defonnation of the grain is possibly 

a result of shock metamorphism. 
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PLATE 50 

(a) Tatoubine(Tat-1) Crossed nicols (6x) 

Photomicrograph, showing the recrystallization of ortho

pyroxene along two sets of fractures. The lighter pertions 

consist of hypersthene and some clinohypersthene in different 

optical orientations from the host hypersthene grain lfhich is 

at extinction. The original hypersthene grains were as mch 

as 3 em in length. 
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PLATE 51 

(a) lUrtuk 

Exterior, shOldng a va riety of lithic and crystal fragments. 

The yellow pyroxenes are the more magnesian, the dark brown 

pyroxenes are the more iron-rich. The fragmental groundmass has a 

more brown than gray color due to the abundance of more mgnesian 

crystal fragments. A black vein, probably similar to the veins 

in Stannem, is present. 

(b) Pavlovka (55255 BY) Plane light (20x) 

Photomicrograph showing crystal fragments surrounded by dense 

very fine-grained matrix. Note the color variation of the pyroxenes (p ) 

as a function of iron content. The plagioclase and pyroxene 

fragments are of simila r sizes , but rarely are the crystal 

fragments 1a rge r than lmm. Plagioclase (Pl); Pyroxene (p). 
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PLATE 52 

(a) Binda (scale in inches) 

Exterior, sho'rlng a coarse-grained lithic fragment at the 

far right hand side of the picture and dense gray areas in the 

central portions. The color of the dark minerals seems to be 

uniform over the surface, which agrees with the optical srudies 

that suggest the meteori. te is a monomict breccia. 
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PLATE 53 

(a) Binda (Bin-1) Plane light (6x) 

Photomicrograph, sholdng the distribution of lithic and 

crystal fragments The 1i thic fragment at the bottom left has 

a very strongly sheared plagioclase-pyroxene contact. The 

dark, nearly amorphous material in some areas appears to be 

fragmental, but in other areas apparently invades crystalline 

material (see arrows). In general,- the finer the grain size, 

the darker the groundmass. 

(b) Binda (Bin-1) Crossed nicols (6x) 

Photomicrograph, showing the same area as Plate 53a under 

crossed nicols. Most of the crystal fragments have undulatory 

extinction. The dense black material is not truly isotropic. 

The gradational character of some of the black material is shown 

by comparison of the portions on Plates 53a and 53b marked with 

X. In crossed nicols, it appears that this region is finely 

granulated and seems to grade into the densest black portions 

shown in plane light . This suggests that the black material is 

extremely finely granulated material. 
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PLATE 54 

(a) Binda (Bin-1) Crossed nicols (20x) 

Photomicrograph, showing the sheared zone between the 

plagioclase and pyroxene grain shown at the lower left of Plate 

53. The plagioclase is strongly strained and a mortar texture 

has developed along the sheared zone. 

(b) Binda (Bin-1) Crossed nicols (6x) 

Photomicrograph, showing deformed orthopyroxene . In some 

places, exsoiiution lamellae parallel (100) in the orthopyroxene 

have been contorted by later fracturing. Very fine-grained 

almost isotropic areas seem to grade into the more normal frag

mentel matrix. 
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PLATE 55 

(a) Kapoeta (UCLJ-1) Plane light (50X) 

Photomicrograph, showing lithic and crysta l fragments. At the 

center is a fragment that consists sf a plagioclase lath sur

rounded by brown pigeonite at the top and colorless pyroxene at 

the bottom. At the top, some colorless pyroxene surrounding the 

pigeonite may be due to recrystallization of the pigeonite. This 

lithic fragment is comparable to some fragments in iron-rich 

basaltic achondrites such as Nuevo Laredo and Stannem. At the 

left is a large hypersthene crystal fragment that represents a 

portion of a much more magnesian system than that represented by 

the lithic fragment. 

(b ) Kapoeta (UCLJ -1 ) Plane light (20x ) 

Photomicrograph. The lithic fragment at the top is similar 

to the Petersburg fragment shoV1Il in Plate 40b. Note the color 

variation of pyroxenes (p) due to va riation of the iron content. 
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PLATE 56 

(a) Ka.poeta (UCI.J-1) Plane light (50X) 

Photomicrograph, showing a fragment with a texture that 

resembles the Pavlovka and Sioux County textures which have 

been interpreted as recrystallized matrix. Angular plagioclase 

grains are set in a fine-grained matrix consisting of plagio

clase and pyroxene. 

(b) Kapoeta (UCIJ-1) Plane light 50X) 

Photomicrograph, showing a fragment that consists of a few 

angula r grai.."ls of pyroxene and plagioclase enclosed by a very 

fine-grained matrix . This may be simila r to the texture shown 

by the fragment in Pla t e 43a. 



PLATE 57 

(a) Kapoeta (UCLJ-d) Plane light (20X) 

Photomicrograph, shcming a portion of the "light-dark" 

structure. The darker portions are located in strongly fractured 

areas. The original material was a coarse monomineralic 

aggregate of orthopyroxene, perhaps similar to the lithic frag

ment shown in Plate 43b(Petersburg). 

(b) Kapoeta (UCLJ-d) Reflected light (20X) 

Photomicrograph, showing the same area in reflected light. 

A conspicuous subparallel fracture pattern is present. The 

darker portions tend to occur where the fracture pattern is 

most pronounced. 
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PLATE 58 

(a) Kapoeta (UCLJ~) Plane light (20X) 

Photomicrograph showing a ~dark" portion of the meteorite. 

The nearly opaque groundmass contains high contents of "pri.moroial" 

rare gases. 

(b) Kapoeta (UCLJ ~) Reflected light (20X) 

Photomicrograph, showing the same area as Plate 58a in 

reflected light. The fracture pattern is less pronounced in this 

portion. Note that some areas that stand out as fragments in 

reflected light are dark in transmitted light. This suggests 

that the transformation has occurred in place after the accumlation 

of the breccia. 
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PLATE 59 

(a) Estherville (Est-1) Plana light (6x) 

Photomicrograph The large clast at the left is olivina(O). 

Details of the reaction rim are shown in Plate 59a. Plagioclase 

grains (p) a re irregular and appear to be fragmental. Some 

varia tion of color in the pyroxene grains(dark) can be seen. 

The recrystallization has produced some features that are 

similar t o the texture described in Plate 13b(Sioux County) . 

Plagioclase seems to extend apophyses into its surroubdings and 

is generally lacking in undulatory extinction. 

(b) Estherville (Est-1) Crossed nicols (20x) 

Photomicrograph, showing details of the olivine nodule. 

The interior is marked by zones of recrystallization to finer

grained olivine, which tend to have higher concan trations of 

opaque minerals. A bordering reaction rim(arrow) has opaque 

grains(probably netallic iron ) on the inside and orthopyroxene 

on the outside . The ~mteori t e contai ns abundant tridymi te. 
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PLATE 60 

(a ) Estherville (Est-1) Crossed nicols (20X) 

Photomic rograph, showing reaction ( ?) rim around an ortho

pyroxene grain and the distribution of metallic iron. The 

central orthopyroxene grain (P) has a zone that contains abundant 

bleb inclusions, possibly of clinopyroxene. There is an inclusion

free zone to the outside of the inclusion-filled zone (arrow). 

The metallic iron does not form a continuous network in this 

texture. Note the plagioclase penetration twin at the bottom. 

center. 

(b) Brent Crater impact breccia. Crossed nicols (20x) 

Photomicrograph, showing the distribution of lithic and crystal 

fragments. There is a great range of fragment sizes. Most 

crystal fragments show strong undulatory extinction. The mineralogy 

consists of plagioclase , potassium feldspar and quartz . 
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Overlay for Plate 9b 

Stippled, hypersthene: crosshatched, pigeonite, 
plain . plagioclase. 
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Overlay for Plate lJb 

Stippled, plagioclase; Plain, fine-grained mass of 
pyroxene and plagioclase. 



Overlay for plate 23b 
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